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Abstract
This study comprises two distinct sections. The first part is a study in the origins and 
methodology of Saint Jerome’s Excerpta de Psalterio; and the second part a first 
translation into English of the Latin text, which is printed in the Corpus 
Christianorum Series Latina. In the first part, (the dissertation), I have arranged my 
research into three chapters. The first tackles the history of the Excerpta text, its 
title(s), and the question of Jerome’s authorship. In this chapter I was particulaiiy 
interested to research the links between this work and another by Origen, whom many 
scholars have suggested is the tme author of the Excerpta. The second chapter takes a 
look at the educational background and situation of Jerome in the history of Biblical 
interpretation. Then it moves on to a more particular examination of Jerome’s 
interpretative technique in the Excerpta. One of the aims of this chapter was to try to 
see Jerome’s technique both as heavily indebted to, and yet innovatively building 
upon the work of other previous and contemporary Biblical interpreters. The third 
chapter examines in detail some of the characteristic uses of Hebrew words in 
Jerome’s works, with an aim to assessing Saint Jerome’s level of understanding of the 
Hebrew language. This is done with a view to reviewing the Excerpta in a new light, 
which takes into account all the linguistic work done by Jerome and not by Origen. 
This goes some way to clarifying dispute over the authorship of the work in question. 
This is followed by the Translation, the first (known) into English from the Latin of 
the CCSL, including footnotes and biblical references.
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Jerome’s Excerpta de psalterio: a study in originality and methodology. 
Introduction
I first came across Saint Jerome’s Excerpta de psalterio whilst studying the Hebrew 
Psalter and realised at once the importance of this little known and infrequently 
studied text. Owing to its late discovery^ the text has received relatively little 
attention in the academic world. The body of text is slight in comparison with many 
other of Jerome’s commentaries such as those on the books of Jeremiah or 
Ecclesiastes, and only discusses a few select passages from the Psalms, rather than 
being a complete treatise. Moreover, modern scholars such as Nautin and Peri have 
done much to outline Jerome’s great debt to Origen for the content of this small 
commentary. This has led to the text being relatively untouched in both the fields of 
Patristics and of Hebrew philology. With the number of people learning Latin both at 
school and in further education becoming an ever decreasing reality, it seemed a most 
condign and even necessary task to undertake a translation of this work. By this I 
hoped to encourage interest in a text, which I believe is of great use and fascination to 
scholai's and the world at large. In a similar way, it was Jerome’s desire to bring to 
the Latin-speaking West of the fourth century an appreciation of the Hebrew text 
underlying the Latin and Greek Biblical texts. Saint Augustine, in his De doctrina 
Christiana^, advocates the necessary trilingualism for an understanding of the Bible:
“The men of the Latin race, for whom we write this, have need of both
the other languages, Greek and Hebrew, for the knowledge of the divine
 ^ See. notes to G. Morin, Anecdota Maredsolana. 
 ^Saint Augustine, De doctrina Christiana, 3.
scriptures; because, if there should arise any difficulty from the various 
translations of the Latin interpreters, let them have recourse to the first 
texts in which they were written”.
It is however, unreasonable to expect every reader to be fluent in these three 
languages, which is why Jerome does his best to explain the linguistic history of a text, 
without confusing the reader with too much specialist knowledge.
I have divided this study into three divisions. The first deals with the authorship and 
originality of the text itself, and the diverse claims of recent scholarship regaining 
Origen and Jerome’s contribution to the Excerpta. The second part looks in detail at 
Jerome’s method of exegesis, first in general, and then more specifically in the 
Excerpta, in an attempt to show how the work reflects the particular style of Jerome 
and not Origen. The third part seeks an appreciation of Saint Jerome’s understanding 
of Hebrew, looking at evidence from the collected transliterations of Hebrew words 
found in the commentaries. As well as providing some interesting results in a hitherto 
understudied area, this shows how the Excerpta fits in to the grander scope of 
Jerome’s commentaries, with an attention to the Hebrew text that is lacking to the 
same degree in Origen. The tabulated transliterated Hebrew forms, which are 
appended to this chapter, will, I hope, be of great use to other Patristic scholars 
interested in this field of study. This particular part of the research was inspired by 
and found direction in the words of Sutcliffe, who remarks that
“a complete treatise on Jerome’s pronunciation of Hebrew would 
comprise both an account of the information he lets fall from time to time 
concerning various consonants and a study of his transliterations. This
latter, if complete, would involve an account of his vocalisation and this 
in turn a study of the Hebrew grammar this vocalisation represents. In 
the present paper an attempt is made to deal with the first of these 
subjects only, namely with the infonuation imparted by Jerome’s own 
remarks.”^
With my third chapter I hope to have contributed to the second part of Sutcliffe’s 
proposal, and to have opened the door, as well, to more diverse study of this 
fascinating text.
 ^Sutcliffe, StJerome’s Pronunciation of Hebrew, p. 116
i. Jerome and Origen: the authorship dispute.
It has been the tendency of recent studies into Jerome's Excerpta de Psalterio to 
concentrate for the most part on assessing the extent of Jerome's use of the Greek 
Father, Origen (c. 185-c, 254 C.E.), sometimes with the apparent intent of marking 
Jerome out as a plagiarist/ The emphasis of this research has until now been placed 
on the verification of the authorship of certain passages from the Excerpta de 
Psalterio, especially where parallels, which are particularly indicative of plagiarism, 
have been successfully drawn between Origen and Jerome/ Much research has been 
carried out along these lines, especially by Pierre Nautin^ in 1977 and Vittorino Peri"^  
in 1980 into the correct identification of Jerome's conjectured sources, that is Origen's 
Enchiridion, tomi and omiliae to which Jerome makes reference^ in the preface to his 
Excerpta, with a view to establishing a clearer understanding of this dépendance. 
There is no general consensus however as to the true identification of these sources, 
some of which are no longer extant, and there remains on the whole a general feeling 
of uncertainty regarding the extent of Jerome's use of Origen in the Excerpta, as can 
perhaps be inferred from J.Gribomont's indeterminate remark in the Encyclopaedia o f  
the Early Church for the entry on the Book of Psalms, that the Commentarioli in 
Psalmos were "inspired by Origen".^
' E.g. Nautin’s view of Jerome: "il ne craint pas de s'attribuer le mérite d'une interprétation qui 
appartenait à Origène en disant sans hésiter <et piito> pour dissimuler sa dépendance ", Origène, p.284. 
See also V.Peri, Omelie origiane sui Salmi (Vatican City 1980), and S. BERGER, rec. a . S. Hieronymi 
Tractatm sive homeliae in psalmos, in Marci Evangeliwn aliaque varia argumenta, ed. G.MORIN 
(=Anecdota Maredsolana, t. III. Pars 2), Maredsous (Oxford, Parker) 1897, m Bulletin Critique 18 
(1897)512
 ^cf. Nautin, p.284f on the similarities between Jerome on Ps. 4 and the fragments of Origen on the 
diapsalma.
 ^NAUTIN, P.: Origène, I (Paris 1977)
PERI, V.: 'Omelie origeniane sui sahni', Studi e Testi 289 (1980) 7-184 
■ Comm.in Ps. prol. (CCL.LXXII. 177.18-20)
® BERADINO, A.D.: Encyclopaedia o f the Early Church 2 vols. (Cambridge 1992) p. 723
There is perhaps need then of a re-evaluation of the evidence in Jerome's defence, 
which I hope to provide in the present chapter. If it were the case that Jerome denied 
Origen's authorship in the Excerpta, whilst claiming it as wholly his own, then 
certainly his intentions in what is clearly an enterprise compiled from the works of 
Origen would seem truly dishonorable. There is, however, in the preface to the 
Excerpta a manifest attribution to Origen, with clear indication moreover of Jerome's 
intention to compile passages from the tomi or omiliae, and to include alongside them 
his own comments, which can be said to excuse him from the apparent accusation of 
plagiarism suggested by modem scholars/ Numerous examples have been produced, 
nevertheless, of instances where Jerome's interpretation resembles very closely that of 
Origen, yet Jerome offers no admission of his source, and even propounds it to be his 
own/ A good example of this is found in Nautin's comparison between a fragment of 
Origen's On the diapsalma and Jerome on Psalm 4:
Origen: Fragment sur le diapsalma
...aux endroits où l'hébreu a SEL... on a dans les Septante, Théodotion et S^anmaque, «diapsalm a», 
et au lieu de ce mot chez Aquila..., « to u jo u rs» .. .Les traducteurs ont-ils écrit «d iapsalm a» à 
cause d'un membre de pluase musicale, d'un changement de rythme, ou pour un autre motif, à toi d'y 
réfléchir 
Jérôme
Verbmn SELA Septuaginta interprétés, Symmachus et Théodotion «d iapsalm a» tianstulenmt,
Aquila vero « sem p er» ; et puto aut musici ciiiusdam soni esse signaculmn..
 ^Comm.in Ps. proi (CCL.LXXU. 177.18-20)
See Nautin, Origène, p. 284 for a fiüler discussion of this example and others.
The similarity between the two passages is clear, but perhaps it is worth remembering 
that Jerome's technique, (as will be discussed in the following chapter) lends much to 
the similarity: that is in most cases of exegesis Jerome cites the Seventy translators, 
Symmachus, Théodotion and Aquila, usually in this order, before giving his own 
personal opinion. In my opinion this quite rigid form is likely to coincide with certain 
passages of Origen, because it contains all four sources of the same sources, but this 
does not necessarily point to a direct translation from that one text. Under these 
circumstances Jerome's debt to Origen is indisputable, his reliance on him 
demonstrable, but his honesty questionable. The following is a summation and 
discussion of the recent research findings:
One of the primary causes of some of the past confusion concerning the authorship 
of the Excerpta has been the variety of appellations assigned to the work and the 
subsequent difficulty in the authentification of any one title. The appellations that 
have come down to us are numerous: excerpta de psalterio (the codex Spinaliensis 68, 
E; codex Parisinus 1862, M; codex Parisinus 1863, A), enchiridion in psalmis (codex 
Grationopolitanus 218, C), breviarium in Psalmos (Migne XXVI, 871-1346), and 
commentarioli in psalmos (Morin, Anecdota Maredsolana), as well as Jerome's own 
use of the term commentariolum in the preface to the Excerpta. The first of these is 
that which has been employed throughout for the purposes of this work, except in 
those instances where it has been cited by others, including Jerome himself. The 
second, enchiridion in psalmis stems from Jerome's avowal in the preface that the 
inspiration for the work was Origen's Enchiridion. It comes as no surprise in view of 
this uncertainty to find that the various attempts that have been made to identify the 
Excerpta with works of Origen have centred upon the connections with certain of his 
works of similar nomenclature: both Nautin and later Peri, each working by different
methods of deduction, have come to a similar conclusion, primarily stating that the 
Excerpta de psalterio of Jerome find some derivation from Origen’s Excerpta in totum 
psalterium. This conclusion has been reached on one part because of the history of the 
Excerpta'^ title. Nautin has reconstructed the Greek title attributed to the original 
work of Origen and renders it as being Semeioseis eis to psalterion^ which, he 
proposes, corresponds to the Latin translation of Excerpta in psalterium or as it was to 
become later, Excerpta de psalterio (the latter being better Latin phraseology than the 
former more literal translation of the Greek). Nautin's reasoning can furthermore be 
traced in the explanation of Jerome himself in the Commentary on Isaiah, in which he 
equates the Excerpta with the scholia or semeioseis, which, he says, "nos excerpta 
possumus appellare".^® Thus Nautin believes that the truth as to the origin of the text 
of Jerome can be discovered by following through the history of the change of its title 
from the Origen's Greek into Latin, and then into Jerome's particular phraseology. 
Although this argument is very interesting, it is not wholly convincing, especially as it 
hangs the authorship of the whole document on a reconstructed history of the title. 
More importantly, if a connection is to be made between the Latin title of the 
Excerpta and a Greek title of Origen's work, a likely candidate would be Origen's 
Eklogai, a word which like Excerpta carries the idea of 'picking out', 'selecting' 
passages.
Peri, working rather more by elimination, has added that the Excerpta also cannot 
be founded upon the Enchiridion of Origen, because of the incongruity of their 
respective treatment of the Psalter; the Enchiridion, (lit. 'handbook') traditionally only 
contained interpretations of Psalms of particular interest", and was not a 
comprehensive treatise such as were the Tractatus. Jerome refers to the Excerpta on
 ^Nautin, Origène, p.259.
Hier,, Comm. in is. Prophetam, Prol. (PL. 24, 21 A)
the other hand in the preface as "hunc angustum commentariolum"", in the singular, 
which perhaps suggests rather a more self-contained and comprehensive treatment of 
the subject matter, (akin to his numerous other Commentaries), than a set of selected 
notes, as is suggested by the appellation Excerpta, (i.e. 'extracts’). The argument is 
further complicated, though, by the word commentariohis itself, which appears more 
frequently in the plural than in the singular in works of Jerome." Were it the case 
that it appeared more in the singular then Jerome's use of it here could possibly be 
attributed to a trend in usage, but this is not the case. This suggests that Jerome 
consciously chose the singular to convey the message of a more unified commentary 
than a set of unconnected passages.
First Batifibri/ and later Cadiou" also support Nautin and Peri's argument that the 
Enchiridion is doubtful as the origin of the Excerpta's source. They argue that there 
are clearly two classes of Origen's Eklogai mentioned in the works of Jerome: the first 
being the commentaries or tomes, which extend only from Psalm 1 to 15; and the 
second are classed alongside the Homilies, which concern the treatment of the whole 
Psalter. And therefore, due to that fact that Origen's Excerpta in totum psalterio do 
not concern the whole Psalter, yet treat more than just the first fifteen Psalms, they 
cannot be said to correspond to any of the mentioned classifications of works of 
Origen, that is the skolia for commentaries), tomai, or homeliai}^ Jerome's admission 
of the use of Origen's tomi or omiliae then in the preface cannot be in reference to the 
Excerpta in totum psalterium.
” Peri, p. 16; " ...VEnchiridion, inaltre parole, non era certamente in totum psalterium".
Hier. Comm, in Ps. prol.20, (CCL LXXII, 178)
In the works of Jerome tlie word commentariolus appears at least nine times in the singulai*, (a good 
example is foimd in Epist. 149.1), but over nineteen times in the plur^ il. (Source: frequency provided by 
digital version of Patrologia Latina)
" Batiffoi, 'Notes d'ancienne littérature clirétieime. L'Encliiridion d'Origène', Revue Biblique 7 (1898) 
265-269 ; see also Peri. p. 17.
Cadiou, Commentaires inedits desp.saumes, p. 32, n.2.
'"Peri.p,17.
The result of this research has led to an inability to assign any one individual text 
as the exclusive source behind the Excerpta of Jerome. This is so even in spite of the 
numerous similarities between the Excerpta of Jerome and each of the works of 
Origen mentioned above. It is far more plausible to believe, I would suggest, that 
Jerome had access and recourse to each of the works of Origen cited above, and had 
them in front of him while writing the Excerpta, and doubtless copied passages from 
each, though depending on none exclusively. This argument is based upon the 
various trips, which Jerome mentions having taken to the library of Caesarea, where 
he was able to read these sources." Peri is very keen to endorse this conjecture in 
light of the similarities that he has found between the works:
"Se ne ricava che le coincidenze di materia tra le lettere romane di 
Gerolamo ed il Commentariolus, con il prezioso coroll ario cronologico 
che dobbiamo al Nautin, sono indicative non tanto del fatto che 
evidentemente a quell'epoca Gerolamo conosceva gia YEnchiridion, 
quanto di quello che aveva sotto mano i commentari ai salmi e le omelie 
sui salmi, da cui dichiara di trarre le sue integrazioni.""
Thus he concludes that Jerome not only knew but was probably in possession of 
Origen's Commentaries as well as his Homelies on the Psalms, at the time when he 
was producing his own Excerpta, and that through this reasoning the influence of both 
can be seen in the Excerpta de Psalterio.
The authoritative work of Vittorino Peri on the parallels between Origen and 
Jerome, in particular with reference to the Tractatus in Psalmos and their Origenist
’ ' See Kelly, p.135.
Peri. p. 16
derivation, describes certain methods that were employed to recognise the Origenist 
passages in Jerome in the absence of any attribution. Amongst others, two methods 
stand out as being particularly interesting in light of their potential use where the 
source document is believed to be non-extant, such as in the case of the Excerpta. 
They will be discussed briefly here because of the issues that they raise concerning 
the textual background, and because at first sight they would appear to be of potential 
use in discovering those passages of the Excerpta, which are of Origen's authorship. 
The first method is attributed to Berger", who discovered the references to the Greek 
Church calendar in Jerome's Tractatus, rather than the Latin calendar as would be 
expected from a reading of Jerome's other works. The basis for this argument is that 
Jerome would naturally have made comparison with or reference to the proceedings 
and ceremonies of the Latin Church, to which he was more accustomed, rather than to 
the practice of the Greek Church, as was in use in the Eastern regions of the Roman 
Empire in the late fourth century. Although this method would seem to offer some 
insight into the textual authorship problem, in practice it can provide little use in the 
case of the Excerpta. This is on account of two reasons: there are no explicit 
references to the practices of the Church in the Excerpta, which could be seen as 
pertaining to either the Greek or Latin Church; and furthermore it is important to note 
that Jerome had been resident in Bethlehem for a period of over four years by the time 
he wrote the Tractatus in Psalmos,^^ during which period he had also been travelling 
around the Fertile Crescent between Nitria in Egypt and Antioch with Paula and 
Eustochium^/ This means that he would have been just as familiar with the practice 
of the Greek Church as of the Latin. Furthermore the practice of his local Church at
" S. BERGER, rec. a . S. Hieronyini Tractatus sive homeliae in psalmos, in Marci Evangeliiim aliaque 
varia argumenta, ed. G.MORIN (=Anecdota Maredsolana, t. III. Pars 2), Maredsous (Oxford, Parker) 
1897, in Bulletin Critique 18 (1897) 512-518 
Kelly, p. 129; Cavallera: Saint Jérôme, sa vie, son oeuvre (Louvain, 1922) I. p. 149, II. p.30 / 157
Bethlehem had become, in Berger's words, "plus ou moins orientale, qu'elle 
est...rapprochée de celle de l'Eglise grecque"^^. Berger also asserts that this would 
have made the practices and documents of Jerome's Church at Bethlehem extremely 
similar to those of Eusebius of Caesarea, and more importantly to those of Origen.
It is necessary to remember that Jerome was writing for an audience based not in the 
East, where he was situated, but more commonly in Rome, as is the case for Blesilla 
(Commentary on Ecclesiastes), Paula and Eustochium, or Pope Damasus, an audience 
that was already familiar with Latin church practice, but possibly needed Greek 
practice explained. Berger's argument is founded rather weakly on the evidence of 
what Jerome omits from the commentaries, and because the quantity of such 
examples is usually slight, it is unwise to base such a conclusion on the few examples 
found. Therefore if any references to Church practice can be extrapolated from the 
Excerpta then their identification as either Greek or Latin Church practice, is not 
conclusive to the establishment of authorship.
The other method, described fully in Peri's Omelie origeniane sui salmi, 
concentrates on proving the act of translation by searching for linguistic aspects of the 
Latin text, which indicate without a doubt an original Greek document, from which 
the Latin was translated. These aspects of language, such as unusual use of 
prepositions, style, vocabulary, and sentence-structure for example, can all be used as 
evidence in substantiating the text as a translation from Greek. Peri explains the 
method in this way:
"approfondendo il problema, troppo sbrigativamente affrontato ed
accantonato dal Morin, si è condotti a riconoscere nel testo dei Tractatus
/ Kelly, p .ll6 f  
Berger, 516
una traduzione dal greco: non solo per il recorso lungo tutta Topera di 
grecismi di ogni genere e di construzioni tipicamente elleniche, quanto 
per il frequente riferimento del commentatore a vocaboli greci e a 
citazioni dal greco dei Settanta...
This method too, however, does not seem to be of particular use in the case of the 
Excerpta for a number of reasons. The presence of Grecisms in a text does not 
necessarily indicate that the Latin text is a translation, and perhaps is due more to the 
author's style of writing, their vocabulary and target audience, than to the existence of 
a Greek source. Moreover no examples of Grecisms have been discovered to date, 
and there is certainly not the same profusion of evidence by this method for a Greek 
translation here as there is in the Tractatus. In fact there seems to be little evidence at 
all that the Excerpta is a wholesale translation from a Greek text, though as Nautin 
has pointed out certain passages are, without a doubt, translations or paraphrases of 
Origen^^. Jerome himself explains in the preface to the Excerpta that the work is a 
compendium of passages from Origen, in particular of passages too that he thought 
'worthy of study'^^. This very fact, constituting an admission of the use of Origen, 
should free Jerome from any such allegations of plagiarism, since he does not claim 
authority over the entire work. It is furthermore only to be expected that, as is the 
custom found in all preceding Commentaries of Jerome, he compiles what he 
considers to be the most significant interpretations of other earlier and contemporary 
commentators, whether they be Greek, Latin or Jewish, alongside his own, without 
always affirming his source. (We cannot expect modern requirements of
-^Peri. p.73 
“^ Peri. p. 174.
Nautin, Origène, p.284
Hier. Comm, in Ps. prol. 11, (CCL LXXII, 178)
acknowledgement to be present in fourth and fifth century commentaries). It is true to 
say that the Excerpta in this way resembles his previous commentaries in style, 
method and composition, and that if he does, at times, pass off others' explanations of 
the verses as his own, then he is at least being consistent throughout the gamut of 
Commentaries and not just in the Excerpta. Nautin supports this argument, especially 
in view of Jerome's characteristic method of exegesis, and also in spite of Jerome's 
most humble pretence in the preface of having merely translated passages of Origen:
"Jérôme, qui prend cet ouvrage [sc. Enchiridion\ pour modèle..., se 
défend toutefois d'en avoir fait une simple traduction. Il prétend même 
n'avoir consigné dans son ouvrage que de choses qu'il aurait lues dans les 
autres oeuvres d'Origène sur le psautier...Je ne doute pas qu'il ait donné 
ici et là des interprétations ou remarques personnelles"^^.
This view is also held by Jay regarding the translation which Jerome made from 
Origen's Homilies on the Psalms, and reasons that "il y a done tout lieu de voir dans 
nos sept Tractatus in psalmos non une traduction, mais une oeuvre personelle de 
J é r ô m e " . Before we turn to these "interprétations ou remarques personnelles", 
which will be dealt with in more detail later, it will be of use to examine some of the 
accusations made against Jerome by his contemporaries concerning his work on the 
Psalter, his awareness of the claims, and their reftitation.
During the dispute over Origenism, which had arisen between Jerome and his 
boyhood friend Rufinus around the year 393, Jerome finds it necessary to list in his 
defence his predecessors in the act of making translations directly from Origen, and
^ Nautin, Origène, p.283
^ Jay, Combien Jérôme a-t-il traduit d'homélies d'Origène? p. 137
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compiling his works together with his own: he defends himself against Rufinus' claim 
of hypocrisy, saying, "ego non accusavi quare Origenem pro voluntate transtuleris: 
hoc enim et ipse feci, et ante me Victorinus, Hilarius Ambrosiusque fecerunt".^^ 
Rufinus had already accused Jerome of tampering with the sacred Septuagintal text, 
and lashed at him for reading pagan literature and tutoring the local children of his 
monastery in the pagan authors^®, but this accusation concerning his use of Origen cut 
to the heart of Jerome's exegetical technique: his dependence upon the works of 
Origen. Until the year 393 however both men had been dutiful adherents to the 
writings of Origen, and Jerome's reverence for him was clear. He esteemed Origen's 
work most highly, and this can be seen from his undisguised elation upon finding 
Origen's twenty-five Books on the Minor Prophets at the library of Caesarea. He 
professes himself to be as lucky as a man who owns the treasure of Croesus.^^ This 
reverence, though, did not preclude him, it seems, from using Origen's interpretations 
in his own works. In fact Jerome's technique in the Commentaries seems to be more 
one of preservation of diverse interpretations, than of originality, for he couldn’t 
presume that the reader had access to the works of Origen, as he did. As has already 
been pointed out, however, Jerome is not furtive in his use of Origen, but rather 
frankly admits to using him as his principal source. It is especially in his earlier 
commentaries that Jerome is unafraid to admit openly his borrowings from Origen: in 
the commentaries on Philemon, Galatians, Ephesians, and the Epistle to Titus, written 
around the year 387/8, there is clear evidence that they are all largely compilations 
from earlier exegetes, as Jerome himself avows, in particular Or igen .The  numerous
^ Hier..4/?o/og. Ad\>ersus libros Rufmi, HI, 14 (PL 23, 488D) 
Riif.. ApoL c. Hier. 2, 4-8.
Hier. Dé? Viris Illustribus 75
3 : Cf. prol. to Comm, in Galat. and Comm, in Ephes., in wliich he acknowledges his debt to Origen 'in 
part', as well as having the commentaries of Didymiis and Apollinarius in his mind whilst he was 
dictating.
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fragments of Origen's commentary on Ephesians which survive point to Jerome's 
extensive use of Origen in this Commentary, and J.A.F. GREGG's reconstructed text 
of Origen's fragments shows parallel passages in the two a u t h o r s . I n  the 
Commentary on Hahbakulf^, too, one interpretation can be seen to correspond very 
closely to Origen's In les. Nave horn. 15. 5.^  ^ The works of Jerome during these few 
years received much criticism from Rufinus in particular regarding the 'blind' way in 
which Origen's ideas were incorporated into Jerome's work.^^ All of these examples 
are included to show Jerome's manifest devotion to and enthusiasm for Origen, prior 
to the Origenist dispute.^^
As Jerome's works progress however, and Origenism becomes a topic of greater 
altercation, there is a certain change in treatment of Origen's theology in Jerome's 
Commentaries: though his reliance does not seem to decrease, his blind acceptance of 
Origen does however become more sparse. In his Commentary on Haggai I. 13. 
Jerome quickly takes up the argument of Origen that John the Baptist was in tact an 
angel in human form, but the theory is then abandoned with much the same 
s wi f tnes s . By  the time Jerome has come to write the Commentary on Jonah in 396 
he rejects certain of Origen's theories, though it seems probable that Jerome used 
Origen's interpretations to form his contrary opinions. For example on Jonah 2, 7, he 
rejects the idea that the body of the resurrection will be the same as the natural body; 
on Jonah 4, 10 he discards the Origenist subordination of the second person of the 
Trinity; on Jonah 3, 6 he argues against the theory that the Devil will be saved in the
JTS 5 (1902) 233-44; 398-420; 554-576 
Comm, in Abac. 3, 14. (CCL 76A; 658)
Grig. In les. Nave horn. 15. 5. (GCS 30. 389f)
^  He is also reprimanded for tlie occasions where liis indebtedness goes beyond his acknowledgement 
to Origen. (See Kelly, p. 145 & HASTINGS, J.: Dictionary o f  the Bible, extra vol. (1904) 493-495.)
For a full list of places where Origen’s influence can be seen in the backgromid to Jerome 
interpretation see GRUTZMACHERII. 115-118.
(CCL 76A: 751)
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consummation of the world/^ And in the Preface to the Commentary on Malachi, 
written later in the year 406 Jerome rejects Origen's views regarding fallen souls, 
Jerome's refiitations of Origen become more and more harsh it seems, as in the 
Commentary on Malachi he claims that Origen "almost completely neglected the 
history, and as he is accustomed, is concerned with allegorical interpretation"/® 
Similarly in the Commentary on Ezechiel he attacks Origen's heterodox 
interpretations'^/
At the time of writing the Excerpta in around 391 Jerome was still in great favour 
of utilising Origen as his primary reservoir of information, and he finds it necessary 
once again to refiite comments that he merely compiles Origen's works in the Preface 
to the Commentary onMicah, written just a year later in 392. In his Apology, too, he 
argues that it is in fact the customary practice of commentators to include the 
interpretations of other authors in their work alongside their own.'^  ^ As has been 
noted earlier Jerome makes reference to other Commentators who have used Origen's 
interpretations without incurring the same acerbic criticism: in Epist, 112, 4 and 6. 
Jerome informs Augustine that he had followed Origen in his work and notes some 
others who had done likewise previous to him: Didymus the Blind, Apollinarius, 
Eusebius of Emessa, Theodore of Heraclea, and John Chrysostom. In this particular 
case the moot point is the avowal of St. Paul that he rebuked St. Peter for having eaten 
with the Gentiles, (for the act of eating with the Gentiles was considered ill-conduct 
under the Jewish law) and Jerome's argument, taken from Origen, claims that there is 
little difference between the two Apostles either in principle or in effect."*'^  Similarly
Cf. also Commentary on Daniel 3, 95f. (CCL 75A; 644) for the same argument.39
(CCL 76A; 941-2)
(CCL 75; 143; 302-3; 492) 
Bier. Apol. 3. 11.
Cf. Kelly p. 148
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he argues in his Commentary on Micah that Hilary of Poitiers also borrowed freely 
from the works of Origen in his Homilies on the Psalms
In conclusion then Jerome's refutation of plagiarism is supported by his definition 
of the commentary form, claiming that it allows him to use freely interpretations 
originally expounded by other commentators. Moreover the accusations made against 
Jerome, in particular those made by Rufinus, seem to originate in the controversy over 
Origen which mark the years from 393 onwards, two years after Jerome had compiled 
the Excerpta, and therefore must be seen in the correct context: although Jerome is 
accused of wholesale plagiarism from Origen, it is unclear whether the force behind 
such accusations was the pursuit of recognition for Origen's work in Jerome, or rather 
the declamation of Jerome for having followed Origen's controversial doctrines. 
From a modern perspective, too, in the present lack of existence of the probable 
source documents it is extremely difficult to assess the exact extent of the debt of 
Jerome to Origen's work on the Psalter, but nevertheless a definite correspondence has 
been shown to exist between passages of the Excerpta and fragments of Origen, On 
this basis attempts have been made to see the Excerpta as a direct translation from a 
Greek source, after the pattern of the Tractatus, but the evidence, (or rather lack of 
evidence) shows this to be improbable. There is more cause for regarding the 
Excerpta as having been compiled by Jerome from numerous sources, admittedly with 
a self-avowed primary dependence on Origen, but certainly not an exclusive 
dependence. Whilst previous studies have concentrated wholly upon the Origenist 
traits of the work, this study will endeaver to examine more the facets of the Excerpta, 
particularly of technique and content, which exhibit the mark of Jerome's hand.
‘ Commentary on Micah II prol (CCL 76: 480); Encyclopaedia o f the Early Church, p. 3 82.
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ii. Jerome s Psalter Text
Even before we can begin to examine the body of the commentary of the Excerpta we 
must look at the text of the Psalter which Jerome incorporated into his work, and 
inquire whether comparison can be drawn between this and any other Psalter versions, 
and by this method we should hope to show which source Jerome has drawn upon, 
(and whether there is only one or several), and whether Jerome has deviated in his 
Psalter text of the Excerpta from the other versions in any way, and the reasons for 
which he has done this. Given that Jerome does not comment on the whole Psalter we 
are not fortunate enough to have a complete text of the Psalms to use in a comparison. 
However there is quantity enough certainly to make adequate inquiry into a 
comparison between this text and the other Psalm versions. In the process of this 
research it became clear that a complete study of all textual variants in the Psalter 
would be unfeasible. For the purposes of this study, therefore, a small sample has 
been taken from Psalms one to ten, (see Appendix for a complete list of textual
variations), which in my opinion is representative of the whole text and it shows
enough diversity for me to decide whether one principal text has been used, or if it is 
different from any of the known Psalter versions, which would suggest a new 
translation.
These examples have been taken from various sources: the Septuagint readings
have been taken from RAHLFS' Septuaginta and from F.FIELD’s Origenis
Hexaplorum quae supermnt\ the readings of Symmachus, Theodotion and Aquila also 
from FIELD; the Old Latin, RO and GA from the Quincuplex Psalterium (Lefèvre
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d'Étaples) and along with the HE from Weber's Bihlia Sacra luxta Latinam Vulgatam 
Versionem and C Evans' Notes on the Psalter,
i. The Old Latin Version or Vetiis Itala (OL)
The exact origins of the Old Latin Version(s) are still shrouded in great uncertainty. 
The general opinion is divided between contentions that there was originally one 
version, and equally that there were several simultaneously current versions in 
circulation. It is generally accepted by Estin however that before the close of the 
second century there existed at least one complete version of the whole Bible, which 
was based upon the Septuagintal text and Greek manuscripts. It was in any event this 
version which Jerome revised on the basis of the Septuagint translation at the behest 
of Pope Damasus in 384 to form the Psalterium Romanum. There is also evidence to 
suggest that some of the Old Latin versions might have been made from Hebrew, 
especially, as we shall see, where the OL is closer to the Hebrew than the LXX text. 
The main concern then in the use of this source is that because there was no one Old 
Latin version, there may be places where some manuscripts support my argument, and 
others do not. The forms from the Old Latin though are different enough in most 
cases from the RO and GA to give insight into the variant readings that were 
circulating in Jerome's time.
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ü The Psalterium Romanum (RO)
This Psalter has been attributed to Jerome since the Middle Ages but this has been a 
subject of dispute in the studies of the last twenty y e a r s T h e  authorship of the 
versions is not of prime significance for this study however, as it is the relationship of 
the text to that of the Excerpta which is to be identified, not the author. It is difficult 
to assign any date to the RO for several reasons. Firstly the appellation of Psalterium 
Romanum only came about in the ninth century when distinction was necessary from 
the Psalterium Gallicanum, and there is a good possibility that the present text is not 
actually that of the Psalter produced at Rome in 384, but one that is very much like it. 
Even if it is not the exact version from 384 it still provides alternate readings to 
compare. Lastly the text has no preface, which is customary in the works of Jerome 
and often aids substantially in the text's datation. An estimation of 383-4 however has 
been proposed by Kelly"*^ . Estin has conjectured that the text is earlier than the 
Psalterium Gallicanum, seeing it as a transitional stage in the development of the 
Psalter text between the old Latin Psalters and the Psalterium Gallicanum.
iii. The Psalterium Gallicanum (GA)
The Psalterium Gallicanumi*^ appears to have been first worked on in 388 according 
to Cavallera's estimate^^ and the evidence from Jerome's preface, which points to 
Jerome's stay in Rome:
Especially in the work of Dom. De. Bruyne Le Problème du Psautier Romain, Rewe Bénédictine. 
XLII(1930).pp. 101-126.
Kelly, p.89
Tlie name originates in the manuscript's widespread acceptance mid use in Gaul, and its subsequent 
adoption as the authoritative version during the pontificate of Pius V (1566-1572), in contrast to tlie 
Psalterium Romanum, which was restricted in use to St.Peter's in Rome.
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'Psalterium Romae dudum positus emenderam et iuxta Septuaginta 
interpres, ücet cursim, magna illud ex parte correxeram^^
and then again a second revision was made between 389 and 392 which is the version 
adopted in the Vulgate by Alcuin. Jerome's intention in the work was clearly to create 
a new Latin Psalter which was representative of the Graeca veritas. It is in no way, 
however, a translation from the Septuagint text, but rather a correction (emendatio) of 
the previous Old Latin Psalters in accordance with the Septuagintal text/^
iv. The Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos (HE)
The Psalterium Gallicanum stands in direct contrast to the Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos^ 
which seems to have been produced in 392 (or slightly before). Here the intention was 
to create a text which remained true to the Hebraica veritas, but this does not 
necessarily indicate an immediate recourse to the Hebrew text, as might be assumed 
from the commentaries of this period. The title 'iuxta Hebraeos' is representative, too, 
of Jerome's recourse to the Greek translators, whom he uses almost as standard in his 
commentary works: the Three, (that is Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion), as well 
as the authors of the Quinta and Sexta editions. For the title literally means, 
‘according to the Hebrews’, and not as it is often translated, ‘according to the 
Hebrew’. It is possible that the three translators cited above, although writing in
F.Cavallera, Saint Jérôme, sa vie et son oeuvre, 1,1. 1, Louvain, 1922, p. 84
BIBLIA SACRA IUXTA LATIN AM VULGATAM VERSIONEM ad Codicum fiâem iussu Pii PP. 
XII cura et studio monachorwn ahbatiae pontificiae sancti Hîeronymi in Urbe O.S.B. édita. X Liber 
Psalraorura..., Romae, 1953. p.3
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Greek, are the ‘Hebrew’ referred to in the title, in light of their work on the Hebrew 
texts. However, there is more evidence in the text of the transltation to show that at 
some point Jerome has indeed looked at the Hebrew text of the Psalter and has 
‘corrected’ his Greek texts to agree with the original Hebrew. Only at this stage in 
392 is Jerome finally getting to grips with the Hebrew truth that he has been searching 
for, and is able to make great textual changes to the previous Greek dominated 
translations. Estin sees this Hebraica veritas therefore as in fact "une vérité grecque 
deuxième manière transmise par plusieurs témoins, dont les versions ne s'accordent 
pas nécessairement entre elles".
V. The Excerpta de Psalterio (Ex)
The text of the Excerpta however, which was written somewhere between 389 and 
392, is often the subject of emendations by Jerome in the commentary text where he 
reviews the actual Hebrew text, (as will be discussed in a later chapter) and therefore 
perhaps shows a different technique and intent altogether from that of the Vetus 
Latina, Psalterium Romanum, Psalterium Gallicanum and Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos. 
According to its present dating, the Excerpta should therefore post-date all but the HE, 
and this should be visible to some extent in the differences between the texts. A 
number of specific textual variations have been chosen here fi*om instances where the 
versions do not concur on a single reading, or where they display readings of interest. 
This would, one might expect, according to the chronology, show a progression from 
the OL, through the RO and GA towards the HE. The versions of Aquila, Symmachus
For a discussion of tlie evidence see C. Estin p.29. 
Ibid. p.29-30
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and Theodotion have also been noted where appropriate in an attempt to uncover the 
source of the Excerpta text.
vi. The Septuagint (LXX)
As with the Old Latin, the principal problem with using the Septuagint sources is that 
there are several manuscript traditions that have been preserved. This means that in 
certain cases there are at least two readings, which have been recorded here. It is also 
difficult, for the same reason, to date the S<ytuagintal readings.
Legend
Ex = Excerpta; 0L= Vetus Itala; KO=^Psalterhim Romanum; GA= Psalterium 
Gallicanum; HE= Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos; LXX==Septuagint; A=Aquila; 
%=Symmachus; 0=Theodotion; MT=Masoretic Text; GrkV=Other Greek Versions 
(from Hexapla)
1. Psalm L I
Ex pestilentium
OL pestilentiae
RO pestilentiae
GA pestilentiae
HE derisorum
LXX Xoipmv
A %À8i)acrc(DV
E S7l l08T(OV
MT
The Excerpta reading proves problematical because it seems to be the neuter plural of 
pestilens, which is not very commonly found. It is found twice in Jerome's 
Commentary on Jeremiah, and once each in the Commentary on Ezechiel, the 
Commentary on Hosea, and in the Commentary on Amos. Here the Excerpta text 
seems to be based upon the LXX version, representing the plural rather than the
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singular, which is shown in the OL, RO and GA. This is supported by Jerome's 
translation of Xopoi in the Septuagint for 1 Macc. 15.3 with the word pestilens in the 
Vulgate. HE derisorum seems to represent Aquila's xleuacrrmv ('mockers'). It is 
interesting to note that the singular 'pestilentiae' does not seem to have a basis in any 
of the Greek versions or the MT, which clearly also has 'mockers'.
2. Psalm 2.12: adprehendite disciplinam
Ex
OL
RO
GA
HE
LXX
A
E
MT
adprehendite disciplinam 
adprehendite disciplinam 
adprehendite disciplinam 
adprehendite disciplinam 
adorate pure 
ôpoÇaG08 TtaiÔeiaç 
KaTa(piXT]aaT8 eKÀ^ sKtœç 
TEpooKuvqoaxs Ka0apo)(;
The OL is identical to that of the RO and the GA which both concord with the 
Excerpta. Here we can also see the relationship of HE to Symmachus's text and to 
Aquila's version. (Aquila's choice of 8kX8KT(oç is interesting as is it is a relatively 
uncommon word, also found in Aquila's rendition of Ps 64 (65). 14, where it translates 
the word nn). The Excerpta text shows definite origin in that of the LXX, and one is 
led to wonder whether the Septuagint's ôpa^ao08 is a corruption of a possible form 
ÔiÔaÇaxe. The form 7tatÔ8iaç is also very close to the Hebrew 13 (son), which might 
indicate a very literal translation from the Hebrew to Greek. The source for the 
Excerpta reading then could come from either the OL, RO, GA, or the LXX, and it 
does not show signs of having been altered to agree with the Hebrew text. The HE too 
seems closer to Aquila and Symmachus's readings than to the Hebrew.
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Psalm 2.12: de via recta
Ex de via recta
OL de via iusta
RO de via iusta
GA de via iusta
HE de via
LXX sÇ OÔOÜ ôiKaïaç
A + E -
MT
In this example the three versions of the OL, RO and GA seem to have be drawn from 
the LXX, whence the Excerpta also seems to originate. Only the HE shows a similar 
reading to the MT in the absence of the adjective, although it cannot be known if this 
absence is intentional or due to scribal error. The alteration from the term iusta to 
recta perhaps shows evidence of a revision of the Psalter, although it is difficult to 
know whether this is something that Jerome did himself. Nonetheless, the Excerpta 
text clearly still relies on either the Greek or the previous Latin versions and not the 
MT.
Psalm 4.8
Ex 
OL 
RO
GA 
HE 
LXX
a fructu frumenti et vini eorum repleti sunt 
a tempore frumenti vini et olei sui multiplicati sunt 
a fructu frumenti et vini et olei sui multiplicati sunt 
a fructu frumenti et vini eorum repleti sunt 
in tempore frumentum et vinum eorum multiplicata sunt 
a%o Kapjiou/Kaipon oitou kui sXaiou anrmv S7iXq6uv0qaav 
A, E, ©: ajio Kaipou oixou xai ekaiov auxcov 87iA,q0'i)v0qaav
MT : n i  u m  nya
Qumran (and Syriac):
It seems probable from this example that both the OL and the HE reflect the 
translations of Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion, or the LXX, owing to their choice 
o f ’tempore'. As was mentioned earlier there is a difficulty here in that the Septuagint 
has multiple readings in the manuscripts, which support both the 'fiuctu' and 'tempore' 
readings. The Hebrew supports rather more am) Kaipon with nvo (’from the time of), 
although the readings from the Peshitta and Qumran show a correspondence to the OL
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and RO where o in n  has been represented by olei sui . The Excerpta version could 
then originate equally in the forms of the GA, RO, and possibly from one of the 
Septuagint readings, but in light of the GA and Ex being identical, it seems probable 
that this is the source.
Psalm 5.9
Ex in conspectu meo
OL in conspectu tuo
RO in conspectu meo
GA in conspectu tuo
HE ante faciam meam
LXX eVCOTClOV p o t) +  SVOTllOV OOt)
A + E -
MT
Here the GA, OL and LXX seem to corroborate the existence of the 2ms suffix, which 
is found in two manuscripts attested in BHS {Bihlia Hebraica Stuttgartensia). The 
source then underlying one LXX form and the GA clearly had this suffix. Note here 
that there are again multiple LXX readings found in the manuscripts: the Codex 
Vaticanus (Rom. Bibl. Vat; Vat, graec. 1209; circa IVth century) has pou, but the 
Codex Alexandrinus (London. Brit. Nat. Royal, l.d.v-viii; circa Vth century) has aou. 
The differences are quite understandable as originating in scribal error, given that it 
does not take much to convert a capitalised mu (M) to a sigma (E). From a contextual 
argument, too, it seems sensible to read ‘my’, because the voice of the Psalmist is 
addressing the Lord, and the previous line, as well, reads, ‘because of my enemies’, 
(nnu? lyD*?). The HE shows an altogether different reading in what appears to be a 
literal translation of the MT. The Excerpta text and the RO show an intermediate 
form, which does not seem to have the same reading as the GA, OL and LXX, but 
which resembles more the MT. However it appears a possibility that here Jerome’s
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Excerpta text is based upon the RO version, since the OL and G A, which share the 
same word conspectu have 'tuo', and not 'meo'.
Psalm 6.8
Ex : a furore
OL : ab ira
RO : prae ira
GA : a furore
HE : prae amaritudine
LXX+A: ttTco Ttapopyiopou
E : ttTco TtiKpaapou
MT :
In this case the Excerpta text shows a clear coincidence with the GA form, which itself 
reflects the versions of the LXX and Aquila. The OL and RO seem to be based upon 
these Greek versions as well, and the HE reflects the TEiKpaapou, ('bitterness') in 
Symmachus' version. It is difficult to know if any of the Latin translation have been 
made directly from the MT for two reasons: firstly that there are only two Latin words 
used to translate 'anger' here, and secondly, because of the ambiguity of the Hebrew 
conjunction 3, both the translations of prae and ah are equally viable.
7. Psalm 8.6
Ex 
OL 
RO 
GA 
HE 
LXX 
GrkV 
A + E 
MT
minorasti
minuisti
minuisti
minuisti
minues (some mss have minuens^^) 
nlaxxmoaq
S^UXTCDOeiÇ
inionm
Here again, as in the case of 'de via recta' above, there might be evidence of a revision 
of the Psalter in the choice of minorasti, though the sense is similar. This is still
Psalt. Corbeiense triplex Leningrad GPB., F.v.I, 5 (7* century); Psalt. Liigdunense, Lyon, Bibl. De la 
Ville 425 (387) 1585; Toletanus, Madrid, Bibl. Nac., Vitr. 13-1.
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however, clearly in the perfect tense, which shows a possible origin in the LXX text, 
but not the other Greek versions. In comparison with this the HE has the future tense, 
as the GrkV and the MT. It must not be forgotten, though, that the Hebrew is 
ambiguous because it is unpointed, and although convention would dictate this to be a 
clear waw-consecutive form, and thus be translated with the perfect tense, it could be 
construed as a future in the absence of indicative vowels. The evidence from this 
example is inconclusive, because there is not enough variation between the OL, RO, 
and GA to make a distinction. However, we can say that the Excerpta version shows 
indication of having been translated from the forms of the HE, other Greek versions 
and the Hebrew itself.
8. Psalm 7.14
Ex 
OL 
RO 
GA 
HE
arsuris operatus est 
ardentibus operatus est 
ardentibus effecit 
ardentibus effecit 
ad comburendum
LXX (& Peshitta): xoiç Kaiopsvoiç sÇeipyaaaxo
A
E
MT
xoiç epTtupiÇopevoiç sÇeipyàcaxo 
eiç xo Kaieiv
The Excerpta text here seems to reflect more the OL than the RO or GA version, due 
to the words operatus est. Both operatus est and effecit though seem to coincide with 
the LXX and Aquila's form e^eipyaoaxo. But the Excerpta'^ text also seems to be a 
revision, possibly reflecting Aquila's translation, and perhaps based upon the OL. HE 
looks likely to be based upon Symmachus' translation. Once again the HE is not 
supported by the MT, which clearly reflects operatus est or effecit with the verb *7ü7D\ 
although here again the tense is not the same.
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In conclusion then it is certainly not a simple case to assign any one particular version 
as the direct source of the Excerpta text. In examples one to four the Excerpta text 
shows a sure correlation to the Septuagint version, but the other examples are less 
uniform: five shows resemblance to the RO, six to the GA, seven and eight to the OL. 
So what kind of conclusions should be drawn from this very contradictory evidence? 
There is a suggestion that Jerome may have originally started out with the OL text but 
emended it from the Septuagint before writing the commentary text itself He is 
possibly aware of the Hebrew text underlying the Greek and Latin versions as can be 
seen from several passages in the commentary^^, yet has not reached the stage of 
correcting his Latin version wholesale but only in particular cases. Moreover he does 
not seem to take much account of the Three, as is more the case with the HE version. 
The Excerpta however does seem to represent an intermediate stage in the 
development of the Latin Psalter text, which does not agree in totality to any one 
particular version, so far as is known.
For example. Comm. In Psalm. Ill, (CCL. 72; 184) ‘Pro ‘sine causa’ autem, ‘maxilla’ legitur in 
hebtaeo, id est LEHT,
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Interpretational and Exegetical Methodology in the Excerpta
Over the last two decades in particular, esteem of Jerome as biblical exegete and 
interpreter has fluctuated greatly, and two contrasting waves ôf thought have surfaced. 
In the trough, Nautin, whose opinion of Jerome is perhaps the most negative, seeing 
him as almost entirely dependent on his Greek predecessors, in particular Origen\ 
Estin and Gryson^, too, have stressed at length the limitations of Jerome's independent 
work, with paiticular regard to his use of the Hebrew text. On the crest, Kamesar and 
Brown^, who both appear to be more convinced of Jerome's competence and 
originality.
Neither side of the altercation seems ready to break however because substantial 
evidence can be found in Jerome's commentaries accordingly for both arguments. No 
one can deny Jerome's extensive ballast of previous exegetical writings, both Latin 
and Greek, but at the same time his most original use of the Hebrew text and 
systematic exegesis always rise to the surface in any discussion. Jerome himself is 
fully aware, as has been pointed out in the previous chapter, of the claims made 
against his works but holds fast to his conviction about the purpose of the biblical 
commentary; he asserts that the intention of a commentary is to present different 
interpretations of Scripture, which are difficult to understand, in order that the reader 
might judge for himself which is the more true."^  He therefore draws freely upon 
many diverse sources^ and adheres to no one school of interpretation exclusively. 
Jerome was heir to a long tradition of biblical exegetes, inheriting their knowledge 
either directly from their writings, or indirectly through their influence on subsequent
 ^NAUTIN, P.: Origène, I (Paris 1977)
 ^Gryson, R. Commentaire de Jérôme sur le Prophète Isaie, Livres I-IV Freiburg: Herder 1993 
 ^ KAMESAR: Jerome, Greek Scholarship and the Hebrew Bible (Oxford 1993); BROWN, D.: Vir 
Trilinguis. A Study in the Biblical Exegesis of Saint Jerome (Kok Pharos 1992)
Simonetti p.99
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writers. Many of these have left their mark on Jerome either in his abundant 
quotations of their works, or in his interpretational style and technique. And it is this 
style and technique that allow us to appreciate Jerome's contribution to the Excerpta, 
those chaiacteristics which set it apart from other works , especially those of Origen,
Jerome had studied under representatives of both schools of interpretation. Under 
Apollinaris of Laodicaea he learnt the Antiochean method of 'literal' interpretation; 
and from Didymus he studied the Alexandrian method of 'spiritual' interpretation.*^ 
This diversity in his education never left him or caused inner-conflict but rather each 
side complemented the other and Jerome developed a critical approach to the two 
differing methods: he often quotes opposing opinions in fact, usually beginning his 
exegesis with the literal interpretation, secundum historiam, then expounding the 
spiritual message. In this way Jerome is able to arrive at the 'truth' of the matter by 
examining several explanations and suggesting to the reader the most probable 
understanding of the text. The commentary form in which the Excerpta are written is 
clearly Jerome's preferred form of exegesis judging from the predominance of this 
form in his works, and finds its roots in Philo of Alexandria, whose influence founded 
the Alexandrian school of spiritual or allegorical interpretation, and who first set out 
collections of significant verses and section-by-section commentaries on essential 
textual issues. It is in Philo, too, that we find the origins of Jerome's technique of 
allegory in interpreting the names of animals, people and places, and their 
etymological exegesis, a process which had originally been given application by the 
Stoics in their inteipretations of the Greek gods.
Jerome though would have more likely come across this kind of method in the 
works of Clement, who is keen to exploit the symbolism of numbers and the
 ^cf. PL25. 820 
® Epist. 84.3
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etymologies of Hebrew names^. In Clement we can see too the characteristic 
expression of religions language that Jerome was to adopt, the two levels of 
interpretation are set out in his treatise on allegory and symbolism^, which allow us to 
move from the lower literal sense to the higher spiritual sense, a process which can 
even be seen to have become almost mechanical by the time of Jerome's Excerpta. 
But Clement's use of these two levels of interpretations, though inspired, is quite 
unsystematic. A different case is found in the works of a man, whose name was to be 
spoken by Jerome in adoration for many years: Origen. For although Origen's work 
contains interpretational techniques that occur in many previous authors, it was 
Origen who added order and introduced for the first time precise methodological 
criteria. As was to be the case later for Jerome, Origen's initial approach was 
philological, with the aim of ascertaining and fixing the text first, before expounding 
it. And like Clement Origen finds different levels in the meaning of Scripture, but 
where Clement adheres to two, Origen sometimes provides three, one literal and two 
spiritual, the divisions which are examined in his De Princip. IV,2:4, and paralleled to 
the Pauline division of the human person into spirit, soul and body, or to the view of 
Christians as simpliciores, progredientes, perfecti. This latter terminology is the 
format found most regularly in Jerome's commentaries.^
In Eusebius of Caesarea's Commentary on the Psalms can be seen further evidence 
of Jerome's education. Although Eusebius maintains only one level of inteipretation 
in contrast to Origen's two to three, he pays particular attention to the historical 
background of the Psalms and interprets many as prophecies which find fulfilment
see Simonetti p.38 
® Strom V.4:20ff
 ^For example in In Eccl I.i.44 (CCL72:251)
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only in Christ, in a manner similar to that of Hippolytus of Rome in the early third 
century, who refers the first and second Psalms to Christ: the first to his birth, the 
second to his suffering. Eusebius also negates the possibility that certain Psalms 
relate to either David or Solomon^*, which is reflected in Jerome's commentary to 
Psalm 71 :
Si super Salomone iste psalmus intellegitur, hoc penitus stare non potest: 
Salomon quippe nee cum sole nec cum luna permansit. Si vero volumus 
intellegere de Xpisto, quaerendum quomodo Xpistus non habeat finem: 
cum sol, et luna, et caelum, et omnia veterescere et transire dicantur.^^
Although allegorical inteipretations are rare in Eusebius they are however occasionally 
found in connection with the use of the etymology of Hebrew names for example 
concerning Babylon, Rahab, and Tyre in Psalm 81:4 (1048), which are interpreted to 
symbolise all pagans.
As we shall see however in contrast to Eusebius, Jerome's exegesis is more diverse 
and more like that of Origen, incoiporating both philological and allegorical aspects. 
This having been said it is interesting to note that Eustathius of Antioch refuted the 
interpretations of Origen, accusing him of having allegorised all Scripture, and of 
having given allegorical readings to passages which ought to have been interpreted 
solely in a literal manner, and also of having abused the etymologies of Hebrew
cf. Commentary on Ps. 82 (1072), which prophecies only about Christ; on Ps. 86/87 (1052) on the 
incarnation of Christ.
For example Pss. 54, 71 (473, 789ff)
CCL 72:216-7
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n a m e s . T h e s e  arguments were moreover to be reused in the Origenistic dispute of 
the era just after the writing of the Excerpta.
In the Cappadocians too we see the origin of Jerome's fascination with Hebrew 
names, and with the literal method. Basil of Caesarea’s existing homilies on the 
Psalms show a predominance of literal interpretation, (only Psalm 44 is understood 
Christologically, and yet not Psalm 1, as it is in Eusebius and Origen), and recourse to 
etymologies^'^, which are interpreted allegorically in spite of Basil's position in the 
Antiochean school.
In Gregory of Nyssa's On the Titles o f the Psalms, moreover is found the same 
division of the Book of Psalms as that used by Jerome: 1-40, 41-71, 72-88, 89-105, 
106-150.^^ This corresponds exactly to the division explained by Jerome in the 
commentary to Psalm forty:
Et sciendum primum librum psalterii hie esse finitum: secundum vero 
esse a quadragesimo primo usque ad septuagesimum primum: tertium a 
septuagesimo secundo usque in octogesimum octauum: quartum ab 
octogesimo nono usque in centesimum quintum: quintum a centesimo 
sexto usque ad finem.
In Theodoret's Commentary on the Song of Songs too there is evidence of Origen's 
interpretation and the same kind of allegory based upon the etymology of Hebrew 
names as can be seen throughout Jerome's commentaries, for example Bethel being
PG 18, 656ff 
PG 29, 229 
PG 44, 433 
CCL 71:208
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interpreted as the 'house of God'.^^ It is furthermore interesting to note that Theodoret 
admits openly that his work is the 'fruit of the labour of other exegetes'/^ and 
frequently quotes other authors without necessarily attributing their name, in the same 
manner as Jerome.
The same can also be said for Jerome's debt to Didymus the Blind, who was a 
faithful acolyte of Origen, and whose interpretations also followed a threefold 
pattern: firstly the deficiency of the literal sense, second the etymology of Hebrew 
names, and third the symbolism of numbers, although unlike Jerome he was not as 
interested in the establishment of the original text.
Mention should also be made here of Hilary of Poitiers, whose Exposition on the 
Psalms Jerome knew well and had had transcribed^* ,^ and who, like Ambrose later, 
takes Origen as his primaiy source for allegorical inteipretations. Hilary's 
commentary though shows few conclusions drawn from allegory, but rather a 
collection of inteipretations which together form a "conclusive confirmation of truth 
otherwise revea led" , in  marked contrast to Jerome's more critical approach to the 
different interpretations that he provides almost as standard.
Towai'ds the close of the fourth century but before the Excerpta the first 
treatise on biblical hermeneutics was written by Tyconius, the Liber Regularum, 
which consisted of seven rules regarding allegorical inteipretations, which could be 
applied to discover the hidden tmth.^^ Of particular interest here is the sixth rule. The 
sixth rule, 'de recapitulatione', sets out how Scripture locates in one significant 
moment a concept which has a much wider time reference: this is evident in Jerome's
PG 84, 100; cf. Jer. In Osee 4.15/16 in which Bethel is expounded as being 'domus Dei'.
PG 81,48, 1257,1548 
PG 8 0 ,108ff 
^ Jer. Epist. 5.2; see Kelly p.48 
introduction to St.Hilary of Poitiers. Selected Works, Schaff & Wace (eds.) Edinburgh 1997 
22pL 18, 15.
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interpretation in In Eccl 1.4 ("Solomon very precisely does not say the earth remains 
through the ages^^ but through that age^^. More precisely we praise the Lord not in 
one age, but throughout the ages."), that is it is not only valid for that moment, but 
should be observed at all times.
The few names mentioned above qualify as just some of the many diverse sources 
that Jerome has drawn upon in his commentaries, both wittingly and unconsciously, 
for although few names are explicitly mentioned in the Excerpta, it must be 
understood that Jerome's method owes a great deal to the work of these men. 
Jerome's exegetical technique, like that of Origen, contains many aspects of his 
predecessors' methods, but here too something has been added to set it apart from the 
others. Where Origen brought order and precise methodological criteria to the 
unsystematic interpretations of the Alexandrian Clement, Jerome brings philological 
rigour and an abundance of sources to the fourth century commentary. The purpose 
in mentioning so many of the authors above is that they are all at one time or another 
quoted or mentioned in Jerome's commentaries on the Bible. If this detracts from the 
originality and coherence of his method, then it is the price he chose to pay for a 
better understanding of the 'truth' behind the mysteries of the Psalms.
Now that the general methodological background to Jerome's technique has been 
examined, there remains to review in more detail the specific elements of Jerome's 
method of exegesis in the Excerpta, to limn the types of interpretation, terminology 
and intent, which shall be treated presently.
^ Jer. "in saeculis" 
^ Jer. "in saeculo"
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Jerome's Commentarioli in Psalmos was written sometime between the year s 389 and 
392, and most likely is contemporary to the fourteen Tractatus on the Psalms and to 
the Liber locorum or Book of Hebrew Names (CCL 72). The position in which this 
commentary stands in Jerome’s works agrees with the fairly early character of the text 
itself. It precedes the Quaestiones Hebraicae in Genesim, which is important when 
we note whether the text concentrates more on Greek or Hebrew sources, in light of 
the fact that Jerome's inclination seems to change from the former to the latter in the 
Hebrew Questions. Jerome's method is on the whole that which he himself explains 
in the Preface to his Commentary on Ecclesiastes:
De hebraeo transferens, magis me septuaginta interpretum consuetudini 
coaptavi, in his dumtaxat, quae non multum ab Hebraicis discrepabant. 
Interdum Aquilae quoque et Symmachi et Theodotionis recordatus sum, 
ut nec novitate nimia lectoris studium deterrerem, nec rursum contra 
conscientiam meam, fonte veritatis omisso, opiniorum rivulos 
consectarer^^
Here Jerome seems to be equally concerned about appearing jejune to his readers as 
pursuing the truth of the Biblical text. As he states in the preface to the Excerpta he is 
not making a complete study of the Psalter in this commentary but rather focussing on 
certain passages of interest, which Origen had left out of his Enchiridion but were to 
be found in his other greater w o r k s . T h e  work is presented in the form of short 
notes, sometimes even almost telegraphic, whose content is for the large part 
philological. This means that the commentary is lacking for many psalms altogether,
CCL 72: 249 
CCL 72:177,4-12
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and often only explains one verse from a psalm, while in other places it expounds ten 
or more verses per psalm. It would be erroneous to presuppose that the character of 
this selection shows anything of Jerome's preference for Scriptural passages, since he 
has stated quite clearly that the passages are chosen to complement the places where 
the Enchiridion is lacking.
The Lemma
Jerome's normal practice is to begin each section with a verse from the Psalm in 
question, which as has been shown in the second part of Chapter one, seems to have 
been translated to accord with whichever reading he prefers from his source texts. 
The commentary itself gives no information about the sources of the Psalm text, but 
the lemmata have been shown to originate in various versions including the OL, RO, 
GA and Greek versions. The possibility that the lemmata in the commentary have 
been normalised in places against one or more of the other versions in the course of 
transmission cannot be overlooked, and might go some way to explaining the 
diversity of apparent sources. In other commentaries, such as the Commentary on 
Nahum^^ and the Commentary on Amos there is a double lemma, consisting of a 
translation made from the Hebrew and a complete rendition of the Septuagintal text in 
Latin underneath. This can be seen in several of the commentaries and this technique 
is used as a rule especially in In Naum, In lonam, and In Amos, hi certain other of the 
commentaires, for example those on Daniel, Isaiah, Ezechiel, and Jeremiah, the use of 
the Septuagintal lemma, (in Latin) is not as rigid and is reserved for those passages 
where it differs substantially from the translation from the Hebrew. In the Excerpta
CCL 76A:530
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the lemma is usually quite slight, for the most cases comprising only one verse or 
more often part of a verse. This stands in comparison with such commentaries as 
those on the Minor Prophets, (which were probably written in more haste), and in 
which we can see some lemmata, which cover numerous verses at once, for example 
In lonam III.6-9. But far from being a martinet to any particular method, Jerome 
seems to vary his technique in the commentaries, according to which method seems 
most appropriate to which books.
Jerome divides the Book of Psalms into five books as has been noted in comparison 
with Gregory of Nyssa's On the Titles o f the Psalms above, and in full accordance 
with Hilar y of Poitier's identical description, which Jerome must have known^^, but he 
does not divide the Commentary accordingly as has been the case with most of his 
other Scriptural commentaries.
Literal Exegesis based upon the Hebrew
After the Lemma, Jerome usually provides the literal and historical sense of the 
Hebrew text, which for a large part involves the discussion of difficulties such as the 
meaning of the Hebrew in comparison with the other versions. He does not, however, 
compare critically, but in most cases provides an explanation of the differences. 
Nowhere in the commentary is the Hexapla of Origen mentioned but the detailed use
Instructio Psalmorum 1: Nam aliqui eos Hebraeorum in quinque libros divisos volunt esse, ut sit 
usque in quadragesimum psalmum liber primus et a quadragesimo usque in septuagesimum primum 
liber secundus et ex eo usque in octogesimum octauum liber tertius et usque in centesimum quintum
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of the versions does seem to presuppose either that he had been working with the 
Hexapla, (most probably at the library of Caesarea), or that he was drawing on 
glossed Hexaplaric verses in other works. By this I mean other texts of the Bible, 
which are annotated with variant readings from Origen’s Hexapla. With respect to the 
Hebrew sources that Jerome's uses, he says little, but does mention Hebrew 
manuscripts^^, and Hebrew scrolls^ *^ . The most common reference is to Symmachus, 
whose translation Jerome regards as most elegant and often expressing the Hebrew 
truth, as is the case with the exposition to Psalm 16:
Symmachus has translated this, expressing the Hebrew truth, as 'the sons
will be satiated, and they will leave their trace in their children'.^*
But equally Aquila is mentioned alongside Symmachus, as his very literal translation 
Jerome accepts to originate in the Hebrew as well: for example in the explanation of 
Psalm 21, he says, 'And Aquila has translated from the Hebrew'^^. As well as the 
Three, reference is also made to the two editions, the Quinta and Sexta, the first of 
these being mentioned twice more than the second. Reference to the Quinta is made 
in the exegesis to psalms 21, 115, 124, 126, 134, 138, and 146, and to the Sexta in 
psalms 21, 88 (twice), 115, and 126. Although this also points towards the use of the 
Hexapla the frequency and inconsistency of the use of these versions seem to
liber quartus- ob quod hi omnes psalmi in consummatione sua hdihesLXit fiat, fiat- concludatur deinde in 
centesimum quinquagesimum psalmum liber quintus. (CCL 61)
CCL 72: 193: 'in hebraeis codicibus non habetur'; 185: 'id quod in plurimis codicibus invenitur'; 180, 
209, 201, 198: 'in hebraeis vouminibus non habetur'; 240: 'nec in hebraeis voluminibus'; 228:
'secundum hebraea volumina'; 202: 'in hebraeis voluminibus scriptus sit'. See also for comparison Ep. 
26; Ep. 29 for Jerome's use of Hebrew words occuring in Greek and Latin versions as transliterated 
forms; Ep. 36.1 for Jerome's borrowing of Hebrew manuscripts from his local Synagogue; and Ep. 20.2 
'ex hebraicis codicibus veritas exprimenda est'.
CCL 72: 193: 'in hebraeis voluminibus non habetur'.
CCL 72: 195: Quod Symmachus hebraeam exprimons veritatem transtulit: 'saturabuntur filii, et 
reliquent residua sua paruulis suis’.
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presuppose rather the glossed Hexaplaric text theory, mentioned above. However the 
reference in the exegesis of Psalm 115 might suggest the contrary:
The fifth and sixth editions place this Psalm together with the previous 
ones: but Symmachus and the seventy translators have different 
translations.^^
In order to know about the structure of the text it seems likely that Jerome had 
consulted the Quinta and Sexta, rather than just quoting a glossed verse, which would 
more likely just give a variant reading in the text, as is the case with all the other 
references to these editions in the commentary. It is in this point in the commentary 
that Jerome discloses his knowledge of Hebrew most fully, most often just by citing 
the Hebrew word and then translating it such as in Psalm 88:
Instead of ’pride', in Hebrew is written RAAB, the same letters as written 
above, which Aquila has translated as 'vehemence', Symmachus as 
'presumption', Theodotion as 'pride', and the Sixth edition as 'commotion'.
This is a good example as it shows well Jerome's use of the versions and that he refers 
to the Hebrew word first, and then compares it with the other versions. This perhaps 
shows that he recognises the primacy of the Hebrew text and is trying to show how 
the post-dating versions of the Three, Quinta and Sexta have drawn their translations 
often, he claims, erroneously, from the Hebrew letters. He explains how this is 
possible in light of the similarity of the Hebrew letters:
32 CCL 72: 199: 'Et Aquila transtulit ex hebraeo’ .
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On account of the similarity of the Hebrew letters, where the seventy 
translators have translated 'head', can also be read as 'chief
In Hebrew the two uss^^ascm be confused due to the ambiguity of the consonantal 
form Resh, Aleph, Shin. Jerome does not specify once again the exact sources of the 
Hebrew which he is citing, more often than not just saying, 'in Hebrew is written...', 
but there are vaiious other paraphrasings which are of more interest. Psalm 103 has 
'according to the Hebrew manuscripts'^^; while Psalms 92 and 93 have 'according to 
the H e b r e w s H a v i n g  cited these versions Jerome often then opts for one reading of 
preference, although this is not always the case. This can be seen in the example 
given above from the commentary to Psalm 88, in which the versions aie given yet no 
one translation is expressly given authority. It is left to the reader to infer or 
determine the 'correct' reading. The ramifications of this are important when Jerome 
is seen in the light of controversy, because there aie few cases where he can be said to 
state clearly a preference for one or other version, yet he shows the inappropriateness 
of some translations by juxtaposing them to the Hebrew tradition. Conversely in 
those instances where Jerome does opt for a particular version, he does so often 
boldly, not always substantiating his choice, for example in Psalm 27 he cites Aquila's 
translation, which we must only presume he prefers, yet does not offer any reason 
why it is better.
CCL 72; 234: 'Hunc psalmum quinta et sexta editio cum superioribus copulant: Symmachus vero et 
Setuaginta interprétés dividunt’.
CCL 72: 232: 'Propter similitudinem hebraearum litterarum, ubi caput Septuaginta transtulerunt, 
potest et 'princeps' legi'.
CCL 72: 228: 'secundum hebraea volumina’.
CCL 72: 225: 'apud Hebraeos'.
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The terminology that Jerome employs in this part of the exegesis is especially helpful 
in qualifying the type of exegesis that he uses. He makes wide use of the terms 
secundum litteram, littera sonat, historia, secundum historiam, veritas, proprie. 
Secundum litteram can be explained simply as 'in the literal sense', and the term littera 
itself can mean 'the literal approach' as well as the specific literal meaning of a 
passage, as is seen in the explanation of Psalm 6:
Where aie the followers of the literal interpretation?^^
Littera sonat conveys much the same idea, but means rather 'as the letter reads'. The 
word 'littera' has much importance in Jerome's work because as well as referring to 
the literal interpretation, Jerome actually looks at the letters of words very carefully, 
especially in respect to Hebrew words in question, where discrepancies aie explained 
in detail. Jerome deals with specific aspects of orthography, both Greek and Hebrew, 
in the exegesis to Psalms 8, 86, 88, 109, 131, 144. Psalm 8 shows in particulai* the 
emphasis that Jerome lends to the study of the very Hebrew letters, which must be 
understood in order to fully comprehend the Biblical text: this is especially important 
where there are differing words in different languages, for example for the name of 
God:
The name of the Lord for the Hebrews has four letters - iod, he, uau, he:
this word is the very name of God, and it can be read as laho.^^
CCL 72: 188: 'Vbi sunt amici litterae?'
CCL 72: 191: 'Prius nomen Domini apud Hebraeos quattuor litterarum est, iod, he, uau, he: quod 
proprie Dei vocabulum sonat, et legi potest laho'.
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This example is very pertinent as it also contains the term proprie, which can be 
understood as 'in the proper sense', a term which aims at discovering the true sense of 
a word, its veritas, especially its true meaning in Hebrew, its Hebraica veritas. This 
is the term probably most frequently associated with Saint Jerome in recent 
scholarship, and not without reason. Ever the persistent zetetic, Jerome has gained the 
reputation for his unyielding intent throughout the commentaries to scrutinise the 
Biblical texts in the pursuit of the truth behind the many versions. The above is also a 
very good example of Jerome’s concise style. Avoiding the temptation to write at 
great length like many of the other more prolix biblical commentators, Jerome keeps 
his explanations concise, always focusing on that truth he seeks.
Spiritual Exegesis
After Jerome has given the literal interpretation of a verse or phrase, he then moves on 
to the spiritual interpretation, which is employed to reveal the inner spiritual sense of 
the passage. Characteristically Jerome uses terminology such as anagoge, tropologia, 
allegoria, etymologia and mysteria to qualify the type of exegesis that he is practising. 
The technical term anag^ g ^ ,  whose Greek form Jerome almost always keeps when 
he uses it, literally means 'elevated' or 'superior', and it refers to the 'spiritual' sense of 
a word or passage of Scripture, more often than not in direct contrast to the literal 
sense, which has just been expounded. Jerome's understanding and employment of 
this term may have developed over time, some argue^^, for in some places it seems 
almost identical in usage to 'tropologia', yet in his last work, the Commentary on 
Jeremiah, it is used almost exclusively in reference to the moral and allegorical
39 See Jay. L'éxegèse de Saint Jérôme, 226-232
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exegesis of Scripture. However it must be noted that there is considerable overlap in 
the terminology of this class of exegesis and it is often difficult to form the boundaries 
of certain terms. This confusion is not only a modern difficulty, as Jerome himself 
points out that he has combined these methods to a certain degree: in the prologue to 
the first Book of his Commentary on Zechariah, he says
historiae Hebraeorum tropologiam nostrorum miscui"^^
Jerome often uses tropologia to establish a link between the Old and New Testaments, 
by which means he hopes to secure Christ's place in the history of salvation: this is 
evident from the commentary to Psalm nine, in which he states:
The whole Psalm therefore pertains to the of Christ through
tropology."^^
These three terms, anagoge, tropologia, and allegoria, Jerome sometimes uses to 
extrapolate the relevance of the Biblical text to his own age, or to his particular 
Christian beliefs. In the explanation to Psalm 103 he comments on the verse which 
includes the phrase, 'you made the darkness, and it is night', by saying.
It could however be seen according to anagoge as relating to the night of 
this present age: for when a man has been surrounded by wickedness, the 
beasts, that is wicked powers attack him, and seek food for themselves;
CCL 76A: 748
CCL 72: 191: 'totus igitur psalmus per tropologiam ad Xpisti pertinet sacramentum'.
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but when through conversion and repentance the true light has begun to 
rise up in his body, then the beasts will recede, and return to their lairs.
Following in the tradition of many of the exegetical authors mentioned earlier in this 
chapter, Jerome also employs etymologies in this part of the exegesis, taken chiefly 
from the Book of Hebrew Names. Drawing on the long tradition of the Onomastica 
Jerome likes to explain the meaning of a name, and thereby introduce the reader to a 
greater understanding of that name's importance within the Scripture. An example of 
this would be the name Nabal from 1 Samuel 25, about which he says,
Instead of the word 'insipiens', the Hebrew has NABAL. This is what 
Abigail says about her husband Nabal on Mount Carmel: 'in truth, 
according to his name, he is a fool'."^ ^
Although he does not pick up on many Hebrew names in this paiticular commentary, 
it is not uncharacteristic of Jerome to base interpretation on the meaning of a name, as 
is the case with the Commentary on Jonah:
If indeed Jonah is to be translated as 'dove', and if the dove can be seen as 
the Holy Spirit, then we can also interpret the Dove as signifying the 
dove's entrance into us.'^ '^
CCL 72; 228; 'potest autem et iuxta anagogen de saeculi huius nocte cantari; quod cum aliquis fuerit 
errore circumdatus, statim bestiae, id est, adversariae potestates in eum desaeviant, et quaerant escam 
sibi; cum vero per conversionem et paenitentiam coeperit in corpore eius verum lumen oboriri, tunc 
recédant bestiae, et ad sua cubilia revertantur'.
CCL 72: 193: 'Pro eo quod est 'insipens', in hebraeo NABAL positum est. Vnde et Abigail de viro 
suo Nabal ait in monte Carmelo: vere secundum monem suum insipiens est'.
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Typically Jerome's spiritual exegesis, more so than the literal interpretation, refers to 
matters of the Church, New Testament, and Christology, and often has strong moral 
exhortation to orthodox Christian readers and vituperations against heretics.
Underlying these more specific and technical terms there is another term that Jerome 
employs frequently which perhaps ought to be examined briefly. The conjunction 
unde is used numerous times by Jerome in the Latin text, and can be translated 
vaiiously as 'therefore', 'thus', 'for this reason', 'and so', amongst others. The 
importance of this term lies in its expression of Jerome's technique as 'expositor'. 
Although the term ‘commentary’ is used more frequently today, the Latin term often 
used in its place, 'expositio', is perhaps more illustrative of the intent of the author. 
The word signifies a connection, a linking of one idea to another. Cahill in particulai* 
sees this as a way in which the mediaeval commentator can attempt to depict and 
explain the overall divine plan or logic at work in the Holy Scriptures."^  ^ This is 
pai'ticularly relevant where Jerome links the New Testament by citations with the Old 
Testament in order to establish a link between Christ and the overall history of 
salvation. This can be seen in an example where another word of similai* usage has 
been employed to the same end, ergo, in the commentary to Psalm 39:
This has a spiritual meaning therefore, that is, true madness, about which
the apostle says: 'if we are out of our mind, it is for the sake of God'."^ ^
CCL 76 (1969)
Cahill, A First Commentary on Mark, (OUP 1998)
CCL 72: 207: 'Est ergo spiritalis, id est, vera amentia, de qua et apostolus loquebatur: 'sive mente 
excedimus, Deo'.
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Now that the individual elements have been examined it seems condign and 
advantageous to look at a particular verse which exhibits some of these facets, in 
order to see how Jerome knits them together.
IX
In the end to the secrets of the son. Although Aquila has translated 'youth of the son' instead 
of 'secrets of the son', it must be known that tlie Hebrew reads 'concemmg the death of the son'. 
Tlien Syimnachus has translated it in tills way: 'concerning the victoiy from the death of tiie 
son'. The whole Psalm therefore pertains to the . of Cluist througli tropology. The
Seventy translators therefore wanted to hide the suffering and resurrection of Clirist, which was 
previously imknown to the world, by the word 'secrets', so that it might not be understood 
easily by tlie readers of that age."*^
Jerome starts off by citing the lemma, which he has translated from the Septuagint, 
before immediately launching into the literal interpretation: he begins by giving 
alternate readings from Aquila, then his reading of the Hebrew, then on to 
Symmachus. Next he moves swiftly to deduce Qgitur) the spiritual meaning 
pertaining to Clirist, and his method of arriving at this conclusion, (per tropologiam). 
He then goes on to explain why there is a different reading in the Hebrew to the Greek 
version, which he has translated, by linking (unde) the Hebrew and Greek aspects 
together. What has happened here is that Symmachus has translated as ‘the 
victory’. The phrase, ‘secrets o f, comes from the root meaning ‘to conceal’.
CCL 72: 191: 'In fniem pro absconditis fiHi. Licet, Aquila pro absconditis filii 'adulescentiam filii' 
posuerit, tamen sciendum in hebraeo haberi 'pro  ^ filii'. Denique et Syimnachus in hunc modmn 
traustulit: 'Pro victoria de morte filii'. Totus igitur psalmus per tropologiam ad Xpisti pertinet
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The word mû*?!?, in the plural then is ‘secrets’, but has been translated as if it were 
‘concerning the death of...’, which Jerome says is the form found in his 
Hebrew text. Aquila’s term, ‘youth’, also seems to come from abv or meaning 
‘young man/woman’, a form that also occurs in Thes. 46, 48.15. So although a 
knowledge of Hebrew is strictly necessary to understand Jerome’s logic here, he has 
set out all the different translations and opted for the Hebrew. Only then, having 
established the original text, can he proceed to explain the meaning of the words. In 
this way Jerome achieves a wonderful concinnity by progressing through the various 
aspects of his method one by one, in a logical order. In doing so moreover he evinces 
not only the manifold readings of the text, but also their inter-relationship and the 
reason for the textual variation in the first place.
sacrainentiim. Vnde et Septiiaginta interprètes Xpisti passionem et resurrectionem, quae ignota prius 
mimdo fuit, per verbum absconsionis celare voluemnt, ne a gentibus illo tempore facile nosceretur.'
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Jerome’s ability in and use of Hebrew
The question of Saint Jerome's competence in Hebrew has been a much debated 
subject in recent scholarship. There is a tendency, though, in some works to gauge 
the relative level of his ability by examining certain of his Hebrew transliterations 
with respect to the established readings from the Masoretic Text, or by comparing his 
knowledge, with that of his contemporaries. ^  The need to qualify the extent of 
Jerome's knowledge of Hebrew is absolute if one desires to know Jerome's personal 
contribution to a text such as the Excerpta, for if the Hebrew learning in the Excerpta 
is in keeping with the other commentaries then it is less likely that the work is merely 
a compendium or translation from Origen. For although Origen is thought to have 
studied Hebrew, albeit as Jerome points out 'contra gentis suae naturam'^ (as a 
Greek), his knowledge was in all probability scant in comparison with that which 
Jerome was to develop. The situation is made more complex on account of the 
absence of the particular Hebrew texts that Jerome used as his sources.^ We do not 
know therefore the exact corresponding Hebrew by which to gauge the accuracy of 
Jerome's readings, and are forced to conjecture and reconstruct the original Hebrew 
underlying the Latin evidence from the vocalisation of the MT and Manuscript 
versions presently available.
There has been a tendency in previous studies, notably the most recent by Dennis 
Brown'* and Adam Kamesar^ to seek evidence of Jerome's Hebrew knowledge in his 
etymological works, in particular the Liber Interpretationis Hebraicorum Nominum, 
the Book of Hebrew Names, a translation of a list attributed by Jerome originally to
 ^ e.g. Burstein, La compétence en hébreu de Saint Jérôme.
 ^De vit. 111. 54.
 ^See footnote 29 in chapter 'Interpretational and Exegetical Metliodology in tlie Excerpta' for a list of 
references to Hebrew sources in tlie Excerpta.
Vir Trilinguis, pp.71-82
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Philo of Alexandria^, and to take a number of examples from this, assessing their 
exactness and accuracy in the light of modem learning. Brown concentrates upon 
instances where Jerome's explanations are "fantastically incorrect", in order to 
discover the reason for his mistakes, and thereby assess his Hebrew knowledge, but 
himself asserts that this is inadequate. There seems to me to be two significant flaws 
in this method, the first being admitted by Brown himself;
Very many of Jerome's explanations are correct, but a sizeable minority 
of these meanings are taken from the Bible itself, and so these are no real 
guide to the extent or quality of Jerome's Hebrew knowledge.^
And the second being that there is no way of knowing if this is actually Jerome's 
personal knowledge of the Hebrew language or merely a transcription of an 
etymological tradition already very widely accepted and distributed in Jerome's time in 
the Onomastica, as has been shown in the previous chapter on Jerome's exegetical 
background. He may have merely used reference works, suggests Burstein, such as 
Greek dictionaries of Hebrew words written in Greek characters, (or the second 
column of Origen's Hexapla^), which would account for the variation in 
transliterations where Greek cannot represent certain of the Hebrew letters.^ There
 ^The Liber noininum, in Jerome, Greek Scholarship, and the Hebrew Bible, 103-126.
 ^See Nom. Hebr. Prol.
’ Brown, p.75
 ^Nautin sees reason to doubt tlie existence of the first column of Origen's Hexapla, from tlie fact tliat 
only transliterations of Hebrew words appear in the surviving fragments, wliich admittedly could be 
due to the incompetence of scribes unfamiliar with the Hebrew script, but tliis could explain why 
Jerome only uses transliterations and vocalised Hebrew words in liis commentaries, which could be 
second colunm matter. Moreover in his later years Jerome was entirely dependant on scribes for 
dictation due to tlie failing of his eyesight. In this situation it seems unlikely that he had a scribe who 
could write Hebrew, hence the necessity for transliterations.
® Burstein p.3 5, 66-67.
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seems to be great evidence in favour of the etymological tradition/^ although the very 
fact of the matter is that it is hard to know one way or the other whose knowledge is 
attested in Jerome in light of the obscurity in which the texts were created. Estin 
explains the difficulty of the subject in this way:
D'une part, il nous est souvent impossible de discerner, parmi les 
remarques grammaticales de Jérôme, celles qui sont de première, de 
deuxième ou de troisième main, c'est-à-dire celles qu'il aurait faites 
personnellement sur l'hébreu, celles dont le contenu lui aurait été 
enseigné par tel ou tel maître hébreu, celles qu'il aurait puisées chez des 
commentateurs grecs.**
It is this inability to attribute a definite Hebrew knowledge to Jerome which has 
spawned an opposition that likes to see Jerome as more a transmitter of knowledge, 
than a source of independent knowledge of the Hebrew language. Burstein*^ 
moreover has taken the argument a step further in suggesting that Jerome's knowledge 
of Hebrew was passive, in that he is able to identify forms, yet is incapable of 
explaining them correctly: Estin (paraphrasing Burstein) remarks:
Dans ses commentaires il mélange les formes du substantif à l'état absolu 
et à l'état construit.*^
cf. F. Wülz, Onomastica Sacra (TU 41,1914) showing Jerome's etymological lists can be traced back 
to the 3^ *^ century, perhaps earlier.; and De Lagarde, Onomastica Graeca minora, in Onomastica Sacra, 
Gottingen 1887.
“ Estin, p.38
La compétence en hébreu de Saint Jérôme, pp. 73-100.
Estin p.39, >Burstein pp.98-100
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and even
II est certain que Jérôme ignorait la signification de certains mots 
hébraïques, et même de mots-outils comme la conjonction 'wlm, et 
confondait des homonymes. *"*
This passive knowledge might also be indicated in some of Jerome’s Epistles, although 
admittedly, evidence from this source might be used for both arguments. For Jerome 
describes his advocations for the learning of Hebrew by heart, for example in Epist. 
128.3 in connection with the rote learning of the Psalms, and in Epist 39.1, in which 
he promotes again the ability to read and sing the Psalter in Hebrew. Let it be known 
that there is no mention in these passages of a need to understand the Hebrew, merely 
of being able to pronounce it.
The case against Jerome in this controversy is strong, the case for, surprisingly weak. 
In defence of Jerome Brown is positive, if curt, avowing that "he had a good command 
of written Hebrew".*^ Brown's argument, though, as I have said is based for the most 
part on the evidence taken from the Liber Interpretationis Hebraicorum Nominum, 
which seems to me to by-pass the largest source of possible knowledge about Jerome's 
Hebrew learning: the Hebrew Scriptural references from his Biblical commentaries.
The only scholars to my knowledge, who seem to have indicated this path are 
Kutscher*^, Bronno*^, and especially Sperber*^, and though Kutscher's study is
Burstein p.73, 81-82 
Brown p.86 
*^Kutscher, p. 145
Bronno, Die Aussprache der hebraischen Laryngale nach Zeugnissen des Hieronymus (Copenhagen 
1970)
Sperber, A.: Hebrew from Greek and Latin Transliterations, (Cincinnati 1937-8)
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restricted to only a couple of paragraphs, he nevertheless understands the importance 
of the evidence from the commentaries:
Thanks to the several hundred H[ebrew] words that appear in his 
commentaries, we are able to form an idea of H as he knew it...the 
writings of Jerome are still a gold mine of information and a more 
thorough study of his works might well yield many more items as 
surprising as these.
Sperber’s account of the transliterations is perhaps the closest to this study, in that the 
aim is to provide a survey of Jerome’s grammar from the Hebrew transliterations. He 
also makes great use of the transliterations from the proper names transliterated in the 
Septuagint, and the material from the second column of Origen’s Hexapla. However, 
though the material has been categorised methodically and arranged well, discussion 
of the various forms found is limited to some general points.^ *^
It was Kutscher’s lines (above) that first spurred me to investigate the Hebrew 
transliterations in the Biblical commentaries. Inspired and directed by his suggestion I 
have collated and made a study of the Hebrew words that Jerome explains or mentions 
in the commentaries, and tabulated them in a list which is to be found appended. The 
table lists the Hebrew word as it is presented in the CCL edition of the commentaries, 
together with its location, Jerome's Latin translation, an English translation of Jerome's 
Latin, and of the MT (if used), the MT consonantal text, and a transliteration of the 
MT. The two columns of MT have been included for a number of reasons: firstly the 
consonantal text has been retained so that in places where Jerome's reading is
 ^ maip,
Sperber, p. 135-138
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confusing or erroneous, the variant reading is sometimes very apparent and 
comprehensible when faced with a vowel-less Hebrew text. The transliteration will 
show differences between Jerome's vowel pattern and that of the accepted Masoretic 
vocalisation. Some of the findings of this study are presented below, arranged 
according to the insight that they provide into Jerome's knowledge of Hebrew 
orthography, grammar, and vocabulary. The Hebrew vocabulary that Jerome uses in 
his commentaries will be examined with regard to his appreciation of these 
grammatical points: Those relating to orthography: a) silent and vocal sheva; b) the 
distinction between He and Het; c) the recognition o f 'aleph and 'ayin; d) 
dagesh/doiibling o f consonants; e) the distinction o f sin, shin, sade; Those relating to
grammar: f)  vowel changes; g) segolate nouns; h) the perfect and imperfect forms; i) 
the Niphal form; j)  the Hithpoel form; k) the furtive patah; I) the comtruct phiral 
form; m) pronominal suffix forms.
A note on the use of the MT forms in comparison.
For a better understanding o f the transliterations o f Jerome, I  had originally just cited 
the Hebrew consonantal form o f the words, to which the transliteration refers. Given 
that Jerome’s transliterations antedate the activities o f the Masoretic school o f 
Tiberias, it would be clearly wrong to deem Jerome’s transliterations either ‘correct ' 
or ‘incorrect with respect to these forms. An attempt has been made, therefore, to 
look at Jerome's transliterations as representative o f his pronunciation o f Hebrew, or 
rather that o f his Hebrew tutor, and to see unexpected forms not as ‘incorrect’, hut as 
variations from the later Tiberian pronunciation. Other possibilities have been 
examined in appropriate places such as the grafting o f Mishnaic Hebrew forms on
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Biblical Hebrew, and possible dialectal differences, such as Syriac, Aramaic, or 
Arabic influence.
a) Silent and vocal sheva
In these examples taken from the works of Jerome there are a number Of different 
representations of shevas, (mainly vocal shevas). By examining these examples I 
would like to question whether there is any evidence to suggest that Jerome 
understood the quality of semi-vowels, and whether he was trying to represent them. 
There may also be other explanations which could explain the diversity of 
transliterations.
Vocal sheva written with ’A'
In the majority of cases where the word that Jerome is trying to represent contains a 
vocal sheva, he has represented this with the letter ‘A'. This could be for a number of 
reasons. It is possible that just as in noun patterns with the prefix [m-] that keep the 
original vowel quality of [a], such as mabsar (=mibsar), meaning 'fortress', there is 
grafting of the Ai amaic and Mishnaic Hebrew forms onto Biblical Hebrew, (see also 
vowel/letter changes). Alternatively this could just represent the way in which 
Jerome perceived and represented the particular pronunciation of his Hebrew tutors. 
Jerome of course we must remember was working from unvocalised texts and it is 
very possible that the concept of semi-vowels was quite foreign to his Latin mind. 
This is a very real possibility, especially when we consider that there was no 
representation of these sounds in the Latin alphabet. Even if Jerome was trying to
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show these sounds, it would be difficult to prove because there is no distinction 
between a qames and a hatep qames hatup for example, which would both be written 
with an 'A'.
SAPHARAD
I TiDD I s^parad I =? Sardis/ Sepharad j
Brown-Driver-Briggs notes the form Eacpapad here, (from the manuscript Q )^, 
possibly meaning 'Sparda', a town in Asia Minor, although no definite connection has 
yet been established between the name and the location. The word is only found in 
Obadiah 1:20, and is translated in the KJV as 'Sepharad'. Regardless of the dubiety of 
the geography, this word form preserves in Greek the 'a' vowel of Jerome’s 
transliteration. This is also to be found in the other geographical possibilities, such as 
the SW Median 'Saparda', and 'Saparda' from NE Nineveh.^*
GAON
I j g^’on I exaltation
Jerome’s transliteration here seems to represent the absolute form of the substantive, 
gâ’ôn, rather than the construct form, which is found in the MT.
lADABBER/NABALA
“ûl** I nabal n^balah y^dabbër |
See Brown-Driver-Briggs for furUier manuscript details.
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This also applies for:
MABUCHA, SABABIM, BASARI, DABARACH, NAOTH, PHALETA, SARJDIM, SAB AIM, 
NADABOTH, CHASIL, MAATH, CALABIN, SABAOTH, RAFAIM, SAARIM, SALAMIN, RAU, 
BAGGOIM, MASPHA, BARURA, MAPHATE, METHNOSASOTH, HEDALU, NASAMA, 
CHANESER, BASAION, NASAMOTH, ARMANOTH, BASSOD.
Vocal sheva written with ’E'
In these cases Jerome has represented the sheva with the letter 'E'. In the first 
example here I am inclined to wonder if Jerome’s representation is a reflection of the 
original vowel sounds of the word phi. In Jer, 12.18 we find [peri] with a segol, and 
where the word takes suffixes for example in Ho. 14.9 and Ez. 36.8 the form is also 
found with a segol. There is good reason to believe therefore that because Jerome has 
not represented the sheva with the letter ’A', which is more common in his writings, he 
is thinking of the original full vowel segol, which he represents with the letter 'E'.
PHERI (initial vocal sheva)
nt) I p3n
NESICHE ADAM
I Ü1X ■’D'’D3 n^sTkey ’âdâm |
The same can possibly be argued for this word NESICI-IE, which is found in the 
singular as nesek, meaning 'a drink offering'.
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ALLELUIA
haPiû yâh
The sheva here is between two of the same consonant, and is vocal, which might 
explain why it has been represented, rather than being omitted as is sometimes the 
case. However, the question of why it has been represented with the letter 'E' is again 
difficult. The semi-vowel is passed over very quickly and it strikes me that to 
represent it with an 'A' produces a rather harsh sounding word, which is harder to say. 
The choice of E ' would seem to be closer to the presumed pronunciation of the 
Hebrew word, (especially to the imperative singular form halël) as heard by Jerome,
and therefore does not necessarily support the argument that Jerome was conscious of 
representing different semi-vowels with different Latin characters.
This also applies for:
LETHECH SEORIM, BEOR, NOCEDIM, THERUA, BERITH, THERAFIM, NECHOTA, GEDUD, 
AIALA SELUA, MEGELLA, ONENA, MENNI, GEBIRA, NEBEIM
The sheva has been represented variously with the letters U, I, and O. I believe in 
these cases the diversity of representation can be attributed to variations in 
pronunciation, or Jerome's uncertainty of the actual vowel-sound in the word, due to 
his use of an unvocalised text.
Vocal sheva written with ’Ü'
SUGULLA
s^gullâtô ‘his property’ 
(Ps. 135:4)
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ACCHUMAjRIM
DnDDH hak^marim
This word, which means ‘idol-priests’, is to be found in II Kings 23:5, and is the 
definite plural form of the substantive komer. Jerome’s transliteration preserves the
sûreq/qibbüs pronunciation, which might be reflected in the Late Hebrew word
kfimâr, and Aiamaic XHKiD, (kiimra’). It is possible that Jerome’s transliteration
might preserve an older form or a variant pronunciation of this word from the one 
brought down to us by the Masoretes.
Vocal sheva written with T'
ÎGAR
lOR
n r
TIN' y^’or
Vocal sheva written with 'O’
CHORETHIM
I T goy k^rëtîm
The word k^retim (=Kerethites, a name for the Philistines or perhaps Cretans) is found 
in Ez 25.16 with this particular orthography, written with the sheva, which shows 
little correspondence to the 'O’ vowel in Jerome's transliteration. However, if we look
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at the LXX versions, we find that the LXX (Vatican) manuscript has %ol9ei, the LXX 
B has %oppi, which might explain the origin of the ’O' vowel?^ It is also curious to 
wonder if this vocalisation is represented in Origen's transliteration in the missing 
second column of the Hexapla, which could also be another possible source for this 
reading. To our misfortune the readings of Symmachus, Theodotion and Aquila have 
not been preserved for comparison.
SENTHOROTH
m'inn I sant^rot
In light of the relative rarity of this word, (it is only found once in the Hebrew Bible, 
in Zech. 4:12), it is interesting to note that Jerome's transliteration shows some 
similarity to the more common (siniior), which also means ‘pipe’, ‘sprout’, or
‘conduit’. This word is also found in Psalm 42.8 and II Sam. 5.8. It is conceivable 
that Jerome was thinking of the vocalisation of this word when he transliterated 
SINTHOROTH.
Vocal sheva NOT written
BRESITH
rpwxnn I b^re’sit
BUSIM
Examples taken from critical apparatus of RAHLFS, A.: Septiiaginta vol.Il (Wiulterabergische
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q-’WKD I b^’usîm  ! Stinking or worthless tiiiiigs/wild
j   j grapes; c£ Vnlg. iabmscae’.
This also applies for:
SGOLLA, PHTHIGIL, SAR, MOPHETH, SIRÏM, MRIM
b) The distinction beUveen He and Het
The extensive work of Bronno on the subject of the representation of the gutturals in 
Jerome does much for classifying the different ways in which Jerome transliterates the 
Hebrew sounds.^^ The quintessential problem that faced Jerome in this process of 
transliteration was that Hebrew contains certain sounds that are not found in the Latin 
or Greek alphabets, which, he often claims, were unspeakable for most non-Jews. The 
mispronunciation of Hebrew gutturals by Latin speakers, he adds, is something of an 
amusement to the Jews:
The Jews are proud of their knowledge of the Law and parade the fact 
that they can repeat correctly by heart all the biblical names. As, 
however, these are foreign to us and we do not know their etymology, we 
pronounce them incorrectly. When we happen to make a mistake in the 
accent and lengthen a short syllable or shorten a long one, they laugh at 
our ignorance especially if the mistake is in an aspirate or a guttural. If 
we do not pronounce these peculiar surnames and the language generally
Bibelanstalt Stuttgart. 1965)
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- which is barbarous to us - in exactly the same way as the Jews do, they 
break out into loud laughter and swear that they cannot understand what
we say/'*
In this section the letters He and Het have been treated together, because there is often 
an overlap in the transliteration of these two similar Hebrew letters. The Greek 
authors of the Septuagint of the third-second centuries B.C.E. solved the problem of 
the Hebrew gutturals by substituting certain Greek letters for the Hebrew gutturals; 
’ayiti for example was represented by a gamma, Het by chi. This was not always the 
case, the name (yishaq) for example is transliterated for the most part as Isaak, 
but for many cases chi was used, and therefore transcribed into Latin characters as ch, 
as in the names (rahel)=Rachel, and iTSl’riK ('aliiy'ezer)=Achiezer. Similarly ’ayin 
was sometimes not transliterated, as in the name lakob^^py, but often represented by 
gamma, and transliterated by g\ nTî?=Gaza. As Sutcliffe points out, this is often done 
on account of the words’ familiarity already in the Greek form.^^ Although this 
system was probably known by Jerome as it may have existed in the Septuagint and 
Hexapla versions he was using, there seems to be little trace at all of its use in Jerome's 
own works. There are no cases of this kind of transliteration in the commentaries 
studied here. In a large number of cases there is no transliteration of the gutturals He, 
Het, 'ayin, and ’alef at all, which could be because Jerome considered these sounds 
breathings and not letters: he actually avows that "H a plerisque aspiratio putatur esse,
BR0NNO, E.: Die Aussprache der hebraischen Larjmgale nach Zeugnissen des Hieronymus
(AARHUS 1970)
Comm. Titim 3, 9 (PL 26, 630): Proprie pulsat ludaeos, qui in eo se iactant et pulant legis habere 
nolitiam, is nomina teneant singulorum: quae quia barbara simt, el elymologias eorum non novimus, 
plerumque corrupte profermitiir a nobis. Et is forte erraverimus in accentu, in extensione et brevitate 
syllabe, vel brevia producentes, vei producta breviantes, soient irridere nos imperiliae, maxime in 
aspirationibus in quibusdani ciun rasura gulae htteris preoferendis...Is igitur a nobis haec nominum et 
linguae idiomata, iit videlicet barbara, non ita fiierint expressa, ut exprimimtur ab Hebraeis, soient 
cachmnum attolere, et iurare se penilus nescire quod dicimus.
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non littera"^^, and he explains his usage again regarding this letter in the following 
way:
ut I litterae servemus ordinem, aspirationem H in plerisque omisimus;
licet earn Grammatici non putent litterae loco habendam/^
Jerome comments that sometimes according to Hebrew usage the letter He is written 
but an a is pronounced, which seems to show that the aspirate was sometimes omitted 
in pronunciation/^ This comment refers in particular to the he found at the end of 
feminine words, and preceded by a qames, such as nu?np. This explains why Jerome 
discards the letters He and Het in some representations, but it does not explain why 
there appear several instances of the letter H in the transliterations in the 
commentaries. This is possibily due to his inconsistent technique of transliteration.^^ 
Now we must remember the possibility that the texts we are dealing with could have 
been altered in transmission, but at the same time it appears unlikely that all 
occurrences of this kind could have been normalised by a Hebrew-speaking scribe 
after Jerome. The source documents, the commentaries, are varied and numerous. 
Moreover, if this were the case then there should be more of a consistency in the 
'corrections', but as we shall see, the transliteration methods are quite inconsistent.
Here are two words, in which a He has been omitted, followed by a list of other such 
words. It will be noted that in many of these cases the omitted He is a final letter, 
preceded by an 'a' vowel, and therefore is not really represented in the pronunciation, 
but remains nonetheless an unspoken consonant in Hebrew. It is interesting to note
^ Sutcliffe, St Jerome's prommciation o f Hebrew, p. 116. 
Lib. Norn. Heb. (PL 23,799)
Ibid. (23, 841)
See Paul Kahle in ZATW39 (1921) 235.
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then that although Jerome considered the Hebrew language to be the original tongue, 
he did not think of it as sacred and untouchable, or he would surely have attempted to 
keep every consonant in transliteration.
HARALACH
ib-mn i hârâh lâk j 'you burned with
anger’ |
PHALETA
I I  p4ëytâh j ‘escape’
The word PHALETA is found in Genesis 32:9 with the meaning ‘escape’. The 
vocalisation that Jerome gives the word, however, resembles more that of the word 
pâlëyt, or pâlîyt, which have the meaning ‘fligitive’.
This also applies for:
BECHCHORA, MABUCHA, PHOT A, EEZINU, THERUA, THODA, ARIM, ABAL ABALIM, 
MOLAL, AAGAB, ABIONA, ELOIM, OSIANNA, ALLELUIA, ROOBOTH, SEDUTHA, GABAA, 
ADAGIM, ABDIL, ASIDA, ADRACH, AZIZIM, AGGOI, AL lUDA, AADAM, AGGA, OHM, 
AMSUCHAN, MOTA, LAB ALA, lETHMAU, CANE, REEB, BASUPHA, ALLUOTH, HEIEU, 
ACCHUMARIM, ISAAR, BEEN
Similarly, but of a smaller number, are those words, in which Het has been left out of 
the transliteration, and this tends to be shown regarding words, in which the Het 
occurs in the middle of a word:
See also Sperber, p. I l l ,  for examples of Jerome’s representation qî He mAHeth.
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RAAB
[ 3nn 1  rshab I ^wide/broad’I  ____ __ ____ ____ I________      J„_____ __________
NAAMATHI
[ ’nDmKbi I v'Tônihâmtî I ‘but I did not comfort’
It is interesting to note here other words from the same root, Vom, which have a 
predominence of the vowel ‘a’ in their vocalisation; naham (n.pr.m. ‘comfort’, I Chr.
4:19), iiahOm (n.pr.m. ‘Nahum’), or nahamâiiî (n.pr.m. ‘compassionate’, Neh. 7:7), 
and similarly the Arabic verb , which is vocalised as iiahama.
This also applies for:
NESAB, ALBCHCHA, ARASTHEM, ESEBON, GEMELA, SEMA, MALCAIM, ARSOTH, SELUA, 
ALLUOTH, HEIEU, lAID
In contrast, though, there do seem to be a number of examples of words, in which the 
Hebrew Het has been represented by the letter H. This alone does not provide 
evidence of a complete understanding of the Hebrew letters, as the usage is not 
consistent through the commentaries. All the same, this practice is not in keeping 
with the Greek method, mentioned above, which would supply a ch for the 
corresponding Het. There do not appear to be any occurrence of the letter H being 
used to transliterate a He. This could provide evidence, though it is scant, that the 
author of these words was trying to show an understanding of the presence of this 
letter, or perhaps a need to try to represent its pronunciation in Latin letters. Here are
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the ten other examples of words containing the letter Het, which has been 
transliterated by Latin H;
HATATH
I nxun I hatâ’t I ‘sin’ (construct) |
SOHEL
I I sahal I ‘Hon’ (poetical) j
The word SOHEL is vocalised by Jerome as if it were the present participle of the 
verb from root bMü;, meaning ‘calling’ or ‘proclaiming’.
HARUS
[  i n n '  I ' ] ^ s  j
This word is the passive participle of fin , with the meaning ‘cut’ or ‘sharpened’, and 
is found in Is. 10:22 and Lev. 22:22. Although the Het is a root letter, we would 
expect Jerome to have written ARUS, according to his more frequent transliteration 
technique of disregarding Het and He.
This also applies for:
HAREB, BARTHIM, MEREHEM, MARAHAEFETH, HAMMA, HARSITH, HOD
The letter H has been used as well to represent both 'ayin and 'alef. Once again this 
usage is not at all consistent and only occurs a couple of times throughout the whole 
commentaries. The particular usage, however, does appear to be an answer to an 
exegetical problem. By this I mean that in the following example taken from In
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leremiam 1.48 Jerome is trying to distinguish the two words and which is 
difficult when one does not generally represent the distinguishing letter in Latin 
transliterations.
REHIM
J  re‘im 1 ‘friends’
ROHIM
I D’Ki 1 rô’ïm 1 ‘shepherds’ !
The problem is not completely solved because the author substitutes both 'ayin and 
*alef with H, but at least there is written recognition of their presence in the Hebrew 
text. There is greater recognition of the Hebrew form in the explanation that the 
author gives as well, where the word is spelled out to clarify the difficult problem to 
the reader: tor example REHIM is translated as AMATORES and clarified as consisting 
of the letters RES, AIN, lOTH, MEM.
Again in the case of WX the author's transliteration is inconclusive because in one 
place he uses the letter H, and in another he does not:
WX ! Ts I ‘man’ |
nm  I Tssah I  ‘woman’ |
The forms HIS/HIS SA are found in HQIG 2.23 and contrastingly IS/IS SA in In Osee 
1.16/17.
So the evidence seems to be somewhat contradictor, and erratic, but I believe that 
some things can still be learnt from this data. The author does seem capable of
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spelling out Hebrew words, recognising the Hebrew letters, and making this clear to 
the reader in cases of difficulty or ambiguity such as the REHIM/ROHIM case. Also 
in the HIS/HIS SA example we can see evidence that the author has tried to represent 
a previously unwritten aspirate with the letter H. The author does not accord to Greek 
convention as seen in the Septuagint and (probably) second column of the Hexapla, 
but either omits to represent He and het or represents het with H, perhaps when there
is also difficulty or ambiguity involved. The inconsistencies of the examples do pose 
a problem if one is trying to attribute the author with any particular abilities or 
knowledge. This may have come about due to the diversity of the commentaries and 
their being written sporadically over a period of time. Although the exact dating of 
the commentaries is difficult, it is interesting to note that the two works, from which 
the above forms are taken, (HQIG and In Osee), are separated by approximately 
fifteen to sixteen years.^^ It is conceivable that during this time the author's method of 
transliteration altered to suit his desire to explain in more depth the Hebrew words 
behind the Latin transliterations. In this way the particular method of transliteration 
seems to be 'custom-made' by the author and not merely inherited horn Greek 
methodology.
c) The recognition o f  'alef and 'ayin
Closely associated with the last category is the case of words, in which either an 'alef 
or 'ayin has not been represented. In the last categor}  ^we saw how in some instances
^  See Kelly pp. 291 and 155-6 for liistorical dating: HQIG c. 389-391; In Osee c. 406 C.E.
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'alef mà 'ayin were represented by H. It is more often the case however, as with the 
He and Het^ that these two gutturals are not represented at all, as can be seen from 
these eighteen examples:
ARES
BETHEL 
ASISE
ares
bëyt ’el
’âsisëy
In Amos 3. 13/15 (=12)
This also applies for;
AMITTAI, ANNA, ADAM, GAON, SAON, ULAM, SOEPH, HIS/HISSA, EDOM, EL, RO, ESDOD, 
OHIM, OPHIR.
The situation, though, is more complicated, because there is another representation of 
'alef in the commentaries. As well as 'alef being substituted by H, it is also found 
transliterated by the letter E: as is shown in the word EIS, man (HQIG 32.28),
EIS
L, man
Here the translation is VIR, and Jerome spells out the Hebrew word as ALEPH, lOD, 
SIN, which once again leads me to believe that he has tried to represent the 'aleph
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with another vowel, just as in the case of HIS/HISSA above. There remains, 
however, no real answer why he did not use the same transliteration in both cases.
Characteristically 'ayin is also not transliterated, just as the case with 'alef. In the 
following example both gutturals have been left unrepresented:
EEBOR
I Inyx j ’e‘ebor | Twill cross’ |
The number of examples of the omission of 'ayin is also reasonably high, and other 
cases can be seen in these words:
ARB AIM, BEOR, AMMI, LAED, LETHECH SEORÏM, AS, ABARTK, EDEN, RAAT, RE, LAED, 
ENAM. ONAM, ARIM, MAOZ.
d) Doubling o f  consonants
Another question that arises in the study of this list of Jerome's Hebrew 
transliterations is that often the words that are written contain doubled letters. Now 
when I realised this I at once wanted to know if this was just an irregularity of 
spelling or whether the author was trying to indicate that he understood that the 
Hebrew words contained a doubled letter. In the Tiberian punctuation a dagesh forte 
is used to alter a consonant from singular state e.g. /b/, to doubled state, e.g. /bb/. I 
have counted nineteen examples in the commentaries where a doubling has been
represented identically to the form found in the MT, and these all seem to be 
examples of dagesh forte. I have also found fourteen occurences where it has been 
written differently to the MT. It must be stressed, though, that the dagesh of the 
Masoretes was not in use in Jerome’s day, so his recognition of doubled letters cannot 
have been through this method of distinction. It is also worth noting that as Sperber 
points out, certain kinds of doubling were not strictly observed in Jerome’s day, such 
as doubling due to the presence of the a r t i c l e . T h e  question then is how could 
Jerome have recognised the doubled letters correctly without punctuation marks? It is 
very possible that his Hebrew source text had the doubled consonants written plene, 
which would have shown clearly which letters were repeated. In this case Jerome 
could have easily copied the words with doubled letters without consciously 
understanding the grammar behind the doubling. Another answer could be that the 
pronunciation that Jerome learnt from his Hebrew tutor, Bar-anina, may have 
suggested the doubling. Or perhaps Jerome’s transliterations were made from a 
Greek source, which indicated the doubling.
DOUBLING REPRESENTED Wlien faced with the consonantal text as it appears on the 
AS IN THE MT
left here, it seems remarkable that the transliterations weAMMI
I ,      „ . J  have are accurate to the MT on so many accounts. In
  _____ ____ certain cases, for example AMAGGENACH, DABBER,
L     J
and YADABBER, die doubling is due to a particularAMAGGENACH
I ____  j grammatical rule, in this case the Piel doubled middle
  .................radical. In others, it is difficult to know without a great deal
L  ________   |
of imowledge of tlie language that a certain consonant is
ILLAUE
[    1 doubled, for example the word SGOLLA. In the cases of
METTA BAGGOIM, and AGGOI the doubling is due to the
See Sperber, p. 137.
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BAGG O I M ____I Q ' ' m  i x n
MEGELLA
presence of the article, (which contradicts Sperber’s 
argument -  see above). It is tempting to believe that the 
author of these transliterations understood the particular 
grammar relating to these points, especially as there is
no evidence of words in which the article appears without the necessary doubling. But this 
is rather more an argument out of silence than a well substantiated point, hi the case of 
ILLAUE the doubling is due to the Niplial form, which requires the first radical's dagesh 
forte.
Examples continued...
MASSA/MESSA
AGGA
rax x :n
AGGOI
SGOUA
H A ^ A
I______ rmjTpn
lADABBER________
BAMMA
DABBER
GIBBOR
bx
DOUBLING NOT REPRESENTED AS IN THE MT:
lOSEBETHI  n n o - n n i i / r
BECHCHOPA
I  n n i n n
lARIB
ABARTHI
The BGDKPT letters: some of the examples here support 
Paul Kahle’s theory that in Jerome’s day there was only one 
pronunciation of the BGDKPT letters, (Kahle, P.E.: The 
Cairo Geniza, London 1947, p. 105). If we look at 
lOSEBETH or ABARTHI, for example, where we would
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BADDAU_____________
I I expect a fricative pronunciation (lOSEVETH* or
CHOCAB .......... ... .........  AVARTHI*), we find the plosive. This to me suggests two
I   j
possibilities; either that there was, as Kahle speculates, oneNAB^
I    I pronunciation of these letters in century Palestine, or
CALABIN _________  Jerome did not have a way of expressing the dual nature of1 b n b n  I
the consonant in the Latin alphabet. The problem with this
CaCALLOTH
I mbp O j latter point is that Jerome represents the Kaph with both C
and CH as in the words CHI and CALABIN. And though there are tw^ o modes of representing 
the same letter, drey do not always correspond to die same distinction that the MT makes. In the 
case of CHOCAB for example the two Kaphs are transliterated as if the first has been aspirated, 
the second plosive, when in fact our MT has the opposite. It should perhaps be noted here that 
Latin C was also used to represent Qopli as can be seen in the word CALLGTH. In all cases, too, 
Latin ‘B’ has been employed to represent Beth, whether plosive or fricative.
These few details point to an interesting question: did the author's pronunciation make 
any distinctions between plosive and fricative consonants? There are other examples 
in fact where Pe has been transliterated:
I I parim i ‘bulls’ i
 ^ 'ID I py- ] ‘hmh’ I
t  t?57D I pa‘âPkâ [  ‘your deed’ |
It is interesting to note that in both examples given here the author has transliterated a 
plosive Pe with PH: PHARIM, PHERI, PHALACH. Surely if the author had wanted 
to display his knowledge of Hebrew he would have used Latin P if he had wanted to 
preserve the hard sound, rather than PH, which has the mark of coming from the
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Greek Phi. In a similar case, that of ESPHOCH, the Pe should be plosive because it 
starts a new syllable:
I IIDWX I ’espok j T will pour/slaughter’ |
But here again we find PH. Kahle once again points out that evidence from both the 
Septuagint and from Jerome suggests there being but one pronunciation in fourth to 
fifth centuiy Palestine. He also mentions fourteen transliterations from Jerome, which 
represent /p/ only with the letter /ft, which support this argument^^. So what can we 
learn about the author from these transliterations? I don't think there is reason to 
believe that the author was ignorant of consonantal doubling due to the large number 
of ‘correctly’ represented dagesh fortes. However, in cases where the dagesh is harder 
to discern such as the use of the dagesh lene, there is still confusion. Either the author 
was not able to distinguish or represent the difference, as can be seen in the use of B, 
C, and PH for Beth, Caph and Pe, or there was only one pronunciation of these letters, 
and an erratic method of transliteration is accountable for the discrepancies that I have 
found.
e) The distinction o f Shin, Sin and Sade
This section shows numerous examples of the author's transliteration of the letters 
Sin, Shin and Sade. Jerome makes no distinction between the three letters in 
transliteration at all. All are represented by the Latin S. This perhaps suggests that 
the author was unable to represent the Shin's aspirate pronunciation by means of the 
Latin letters, but for the fact that there is one occurrence of the form SH being 
employed where it is expected, in accordance with the Tiberian pronunication, 
inthewordTARSHISH:
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I .IP 'onn  I ikuduS j 'TTarshish' j
However, this is the one exception in the examples, and I am convinced nonetheless, 
that this is a textual variation, possibly due to scribal modification, and like Sperber^^, 
believe that the author was unable to represent the individual sybil ant sounds of Sin, 
Shin and Sade in the Latin alphabet, (as was also the case for the gutturals) and so 
represented them all with the letter S. Sutcliffe has pointed out Jerome’s recognition 
of the sound of Shin: that it has a sound (a stridor or ‘hissing’) foreign to the Latin 
tongue, and therefore must be the aspirate Shin and not Sin: Jerome notes that
“Among the Hebrews there are three letters for S: one that is called 
SAMECH and is pronounced with the most ease, as if it describes 
our letter S: the second is called SIN, which has a hissing foreign to 
our tongue: the third is SADE, which sounds very unpleasant to our 
ears”’'*
It must be remembered that there were no diacritical signs in Jerome’s Hebrew texts 
to distinguish the letters Sin and Shin, and Jerome seems only to know one 
pronunciation for Sin/Shin as Sutcliffe has shown at length in his study, St. Jerome’s 
prommciation o f Hebrew A good example of this is to be found in Jerome’s 
treatment of the word SAM, which he says, according to the context, may be either 
‘he placed’ or ‘there’, but does not acknowledge the phonetic difference between the
Kahle, p. 105.
Sperber, p. 113.
Lib. Nom.Heb., P.L. 23,783: ‘Apud Hebraeos ties simt S litterae: ima quae dicitur SAMECH et 
simpliciter legitur, quasi per S nostraiii litterain describatur: alia SIN in qua stiidor quidam non nostri 
sermonis interstiepit: teitia SADE quam nostrae aures penitus reformidant’.
Sutcliffe, pl21.
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two forms.^^ As Sutcliffe reminds us, “[Jerome’s] linguistic resources were more than 
adequate to enable him to inform his readers that a difference existed, had he wished 
to do so” .^  ^ He also argues that Jerome’s Jewish tutors might have made no 
distinction between Shin and Sin, which would also explain why Jerome made no 
attempt to record this difference, in spite of his linguistic ability to do so. The sheer 
number of words that lead to this conclusion is convincing:
Words representing Shin with *S*
MOSIM, SALOS, LACfflS, SETTIM, IS, ISSA, ASISE, SOPHAR, AS, SOHEL, SAON, BASAN, 
SOEPH, MESECH, GESEM, SANIM, RESEPH, MACHTES, ESDOD, NOGES, THIROS, SAMAIM, 
ASER, ENOS, SEMES, SAMIR, SALIS, SADUD, SACAD, ARASTHE
Jerome’s pronunciation of sade is quite detailed and sets the letter’s sound somewhere 
between z  and Once again in all the cases of transliteration of sade in the 
commentaries, it is represented by Latin S.
Words representing Sade with ^S’
MASOR, HARUS, ARSOTH, MASUR, AMASIM, lOSER, lOES, SUM, SOR, SLR, US
^ Comm. In Hab., 3, 4, P.L. 25, 1312B: 'Verbum SAM pro qualitate loci et posuit intelligitiir et ibi\ 
Sutcliffe, p. 122
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f)  Vowel changes
Having examined the consonantal transliterations I would now like to look at some of 
the ways in which vowel patterns in the Latin transliterations differ from the vowels of 
the received Masoretic Text. After compiling the list of transliterations from the 
commentaries, it soon became very clear to me that there was some pattern to the 
differences in vowel quality. I have managed to categorise these differences into five 
classes: the first, in which an I in the MT is represented by E in Jerome, (and vice 
versa); the second where I is represented by A; the third where O is represented by U; 
the fourth where A is represented by E; and the fifth where A is represented by O. 
This shows considerable fluidity between the vowel sounds in Jerome, which is not 
entirely surprising for a number of reasons. Although these have been found to be 
general rules, they should not be considered completely consistent, because certain 
exceptions do occur. In each category the vowel change can occur both ways, for 
example I to E, or E to I. These should perhaps be two distinct categories but it is 
easier to classify them together for the sake of the conciseness of this study. An 
appropriate question to pose here is why there are these changes in vowel quality 
between the Masoretic Text and Jerome’s transliterations. As has been postulated in a 
previous paragraph, this could show a difference in Jerome's Hebrew pronunciation, or 
the grafting of Mislinaic Hebrew forms onto Biblical Hebrew as I have already shown 
Kutscher to believe.^^ Jerome learnt his Hebrew in the desert of Chalcis, which could 
explain some difference in pronunciation, if we could know for certain the local 
pronunciation that he learnt. The problem is a difficult one, though, as veiy little
Comm. In IsaL, 11,1, P.L. 24,144 C: ‘Sciendiun quod liic NESER per SADE litteram sciibatur, 
cuius proprietatem et sonum inter z et s Latinus sermo non expriinit. Est enim stridulus et strictis 
dentibns vix linguae iinpressione profertur’. (For a more detailed explanation see Sutcliffe, p. 124.)
Kutscher, p. 145
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written evidence survives to corroborate this theory. Another explanation could be 
that the quality of the Latin vowels has altered slightly since Jerome's period, so that 
for example there is less distinction between a long A and long O sound. When 
Jerome heard a games hatiip for example, he might have regarded this as more of an A 
sound, and therefore chosen to represent it with A. These answers, though, are pure 
conjecture, given that it is hard to understand motive from such evidence. What we do 
have, though, are these general mles, which do suggest either a difference in 
pronunciation, or an altered vowel quality of some kind. Here are some examples of 
each kind of vowel change;
Masoretic represented by Jerome as ‘E*
lESAG_________________________________________ _ ______________________
I axtP' I yiS'aas I ‘win roar' |
This is the imperfect form of the root IXW, meaning ‘to roar’. The vowel change 
seems to be one, which resembles the common change in Biblical Greek 
transliterations, that is from Hebrew Mriq to Greek Epsilon, such as MT giddël
represented as 
lARIB
I '^3'’ I yârëb | ‘Jarib’ |
The word lARlB occurs in Hos. 5:13 and 10:6 as the name of an Assyrian King, 
probably Tiglath Pileser III. It is possible that Jerome was thinking of the word 
yârïb, meaning ‘opponent’ or ‘adversary’, which is found in Psalm 35:1, (or the form
y^rîbay), when he chose ‘T as the second vowel letter.
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This also applies for:
ALECHCHA, BECHCHORA, METTA, AL SEGIONOTH, METHNOSASOTH, HAIECBA, MEN, 
NESPHE, NETHAB, MESRAIM, lETHMAU, NEPTALTI.
In these examples I am particularly interested by the word men, (=Heb. “p )  because it 
is a word that occurs frequently, and the sound would therefore be very familiar to 
any learner of the language. The E class vowel in this word makes it reminiscent of 
Syriac men, and METHNOSASOTH, being a grammatical form, (the feminine plural 
Hithpael participle) also shows this preference for the E vowel, which is present in the 
Syriac Eihpeel form. Tliis possibly demonstrates a facet of the pronunciation of 
Hebrew that Jerome learned, but could also be representative of the quality of 
Jerome’s E and I vowels, which might differ somewhat from modern English 
pronunciation.
Masoretic represented by Jerome^s W
LACERATH
XI I ’ribx nx‘ipb pDn | hikon liqra’t ’eloheyka \ ‘prepare to meet your | 
I I ■ ' God’ '
ANIAN________________________  _____
I____________  2J J ____  Tnyan
This word, found in Ecclesiastes, is probably an Aramaic loan-word according to 
Brown-Driver-Briggs, and this could explain the pronunciation that Jerome notes 
here, in light of the greater frequency of the ‘a’ vowel in Aramaic.
This also applies for:
4 0 Sperber, p. 164. > Aqiiila: Ezra. 2.47.
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SADDA/SADDOTH, GABAA, SINTHOROTH, NAAMATHI, CARIA, SACCHORE, MACHTHAB, 
MABSAR, SIS, SANNOTH
Masoretic O represented by Jerome’s U or M T  Ü represented by Jerome’s O
SOCOTH___________________  _______  ____________
I ri30 I sukot I ‘booths’ or ‘Succoth’ |
Jerome’s transliteration can possibly be explained by the word sok (also sak), a form 
of sukot found in Psalm 27:5, or more likely by the Septuagintal transliteration 
SokxodO.
This also appliesfor:
MASUR, SAFUN, MÜTOTH, HAIUM, AROM
Masoretic W ’ represented by Jerome’s ^E’E S p m _________   ^ _____
I inwx I 'aSdOd | ‘Ashdod’
EMSALI
I ’b n%üX I ’amsah Ir | ‘rny strength’ ;
Brown-Driver-Briggs notes the form ’ems^’ah Pyôs^bëy, which preserves the ‘e’
vowel pronunciation of this word, after the Septuagintal and Vulgate versions of 
Zech. 12:5, (“...the inhabitants of Jerusalem shall be my strength”).
This also applies for:
PHARES, ENASSE, APHPHO, NEMER, THEMRURIM, BER SABEE, SEIR, SABE, SABA, 
GEZEM, CHERMEL, lADAU, BASARI, NEPTULE, BAEMUNATHO, HEIEU, HAREB
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Masoretic represented by Jerome’s ‘O ’
SACHAR
I sâkôr I ‘to hire’ or ‘reward’ I
This word, from Genesis 30:16, is found as the iiifinitive absolute in the Masoretic 
Text, but Jerome’s transliteration seems to resemble more the perfect form or perhaps, 
more likely, the noun sâkâr.
SINAC______________ ____________________________________I j g l n o q  "  j  " p i n o r y ’ l j e r 2 9 : 2 6 ^ ^
SOŒL
I sahal I
I have only managed to find these three examples of this kind of vowel change in the 
transliterations in Jerome’s commentaries.
g) Segolate nouns
SADECENU_____________________________________
[ J  j r ~  sS q â iÔ ^  I
Jerome's vowel pattern is suggestive of the denominative verb sadeyq, and not of the 
noun sedeq as is found in the MT. At first I was interested to know if this word did 
not develop from a previous a-stem form, as is the case with such words as inelek. 
This would have accounted for the vowel difference, but I can find no evidence for 
this as the word in all its forms preserves an original i-stem vowel. This is why I 
contend that Jerome has provided the vowel pattern consistent with the verb 
vocalisation rather than the nominal form. Whether this is a different reading or just a 
difference in vowels is yet unknown because I can find no manuscript evidence to 
support the denominative verb here. Moreover, Jerome's translation of this form is 
lUSTITIA NOSTRA, which tends to support the latter idea that it is just a difference in 
vowel quality again. Certainly the pronominal suffix has the expected vowel pattern
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-enu, it is just the first two of Jerome's vowels that are more like those of the verb. 
Kutscher notes that in the Septuagint the segolates always have an anaptyctic vowel, 
for example Moloch (= molek), but that in the second column of the Hexapla the 
second vowel never appears and the first always keep the original quality, for example 
abd = 'ebed. It would be greatly desirable to have more examples of segolate nouns in 
Jerorrie's transliterations, but sadly this is the only example I have found. It neither 
shows the anaptyctic vowel of the Septuagint, nor the Hexaplaric form.
h) The imperfect form
In the list of Hebrew transliterations I have also found three examples of words that 
might give an indication of Jerome's understanding of the imperfect form. The first of 
these is the irregular verb TT’, which is a ’’"D verb. The transliteration shows the 
expected form of the vowel pattern as consistent with Biblical Hebrew.
lERED
f r  " 1  ye^d
The second example, however, shows a different pattern. lADAU is an interesting 
case as the Biblical Hebrew form has the imperfect, while the transliteration seems to 
show the vowel pattern of the perfect. Yet the form is not exact to either form, but 
closer to the vowels of the perfect, than to those of the imperfect. Jerome's translation 
of the word is SCITOTE, which indicates that he believed the form to be actually the 
imperative plural, not the imperfect. This is also very interesting, because the form he 
has represented is clearly not the imperative of which is irregular, and is The 
critical apparatus does not indicate any forms which would support the imperative 
form found in the translation. Jerome might have been thinking of the Hebrew idiom, 
though, by which the imperfect represents the imperative. This would require the
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verb to be prefixed with a wasv, however, and the first verb to be the imperative, so as 
to read, 'come oh days of recompense, and Israel, know!'. I do not see any evidence 
for this textual emendation, though, but this would be the only case where the 
imperfect could represent the imperative. As it stands, Jerome's translation and 
transliteration are both inconsistent with the Biblical Hebrew forms found in the 
Masoretic text. So can we then infer from this that Jerome was not aware of this most 
common irregular verb? Or is it that he was translating the Hebrew less literally, as is 
ofi;en necessary for better Latin syntax. There are various other manuscript readings 
for the phrase lyT*, for example the LXX that suggests yn’l. This form
does have the waw-comecutive, but with a different verb, so should not be relied 
upon. I tliink there is little evidence to suggest a textual variant here, because 
Jerome's translation could possibly be a explanation of his understanding of the text's 
meaning. It is also clearly a representation of a plural verb form, but the vowel 
pattern remains difficult to assign the verb either the quality of imperfect or 
imperative.
lADAU
  WT  ] y e m  1
The third example is another case of the imperfect in lADABBER. With the 
exception of the first semi-vowel, which is a sheva, the vowel pattern is in keeping 
with the Masoretic pronunciation. The first vowel conforms to the first type of sheva 
representation explained above, in which the sheva is represented by an A vowel. 
There is also a representation of the doubled middle radical of the Piel form. So with 
this in mind it can be conjectured that the author has an understanding of the 
imperfect form.
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lADABBER
12V nâbâl n^bâlâh y^dabbër
i) The Niphal form
As regards the Niphal form, there is one occurrence of this form that I was able to find 
in Jerome’s works. Here the effect of having the final He, a mater lectioms, can be 
seen in the written ‘e’ of the transliteration, (suggesting that it is to be pronounced), 
although the letter He is not itself represented. The doubled lamed is representative of 
the doubling found in the Niphal form.
ILLAUE
1yillaveh I  ‘he will be joined’
This form is the Niphal imperfect of the root meaning ‘be joined’, and Jerome’s 
transliteration is remarkably accurate, both representing the doubled lamed, and also 
the consonantal waw with the ‘U’.
NEPTALTI
niptaltî
j)  The Hithpoelform
The one occurrence of a Hithpoel form preserves the ‘e’ vowel, which is reminiscent 
of the Syriac Ethpeel vocalisation. This vowel difference has already been noted in 
the form of the partitive min, represented in the transliteration as MEN.
METHNOSASOTH ____  _____________
I niDDBriD I mitnôs^sôt | ‘fleeing’, ‘escaping’ i
Jerome’s transliteration here shows a recognition of the feminine plural form of the 
Hithpoel participle of the root OB.
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k) The furtive patah
Words that contain a furtive patah in the Masoretic Text are found in the list of 
transliterations six times, but there is no representation of the final Het in the majority 
of cases. The first example here, however, does show this in the second form quoted, 
RUHA. The Het, though, precedes the A vowel, and therefore shows either a 
different pronunciation to the Masoretic form, or Jerome’s particular transliteration 
method. It should be noted that the form RUHA only occurs once, in comparison 
with RUA, which occurs more frequently in the commentaries. In the other cases 
there seems little reason to believe that t\\Q furtive patah as we know it in the MT has 
the same pronunciation in Jerome’s Hebrew. This may be for the reason that the MT 
pronunciation was laid down much later than that of Jerome’s Hebrew, and that, as we 
have already seen, his phonetic value of the ‘guttural’ He differed greatly from that 
used by the Masoretes.
RUA/RUHA  _________________________  ______I nn I ruah j ‘wind’, ‘spirit’ j
MASPHA ______________  ____ ________________  ____
I nSDü I m^sapeah j ‘joining’ j
Here Jerome’s word seems to correspond to the Piel participle of HDD, but does not
show any evidence of there being a pronounced/arrive patah.
g s o A __________ _____________________ _________________
I  X*’p j qi’ so’ah I ‘vomiting up filth’ j
This also appliesfor: 
lARE, MAPHATE, BAR.
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I) The construct plural form
In three examples the form of the constmct plural of the noun is found. In all three 
words the construct ending is represented by the letter ‘e’. In the absence of vowel 
marks in the consonantal text I am surprised that Jerome’s transliterations all have this 
form, especially when so many variant vowel readings have been pointed out already. 
This may indicate that the pronunciation of the construct ending is similar to that of 
the MT.
SACCHORE
mow
NEPTULE
MOSCHE
sikôrey
naptOlëy ëlôhim 
niptaltr
j ‘drunken’ (m. pl. constnict) J
‘the wrestlings of God I 
have wrestled’
m ô sk êy q eset | ‘archers’ (lit. ‘tliose drawing a |
bow’, seels. 66:19). j
m) Pronominal suffix form s
HARALACH
j  ....
AMAGGENACH
[  ___
ALECHCHA
I 1DW p n ’7x
DABARACH
[ ______ I" !!? ] ..
PHALACH 
[ ___
ELAl
ELI
•>bx
From the set of examples found here, there is good 
reason to believe that the author of these 
transliterations recognised the forms of the 
Hebrew pronominal suffixes. As has already been 
pointed out certain forms, such as the second 
person singular, reflect the influence of Mishnaic 
Hebrew or some other pronunciation. Kahle gives 
extensive evidence of other forms such as 
Septuagintal forms and those from the second
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column of Origen’s Hexapla, which all show this 2°  ^ person sing. masc. form, 
(Kahle, pp.95-6). This can be seen in the first five examples. Barr, as well, points 
out that this is typical of the Palestinian pronunciation of Jerome’s time, (Barr, 
p.215). Jerome is also very careful to examine the differences between ELAI and 
ELI, showing that he knows that one means ‘unto me’ and the other ‘my God’. 
Unfortunately there are no examples of other suffixes in transliteration, so no further 
conclusions can be drawn regarding Jerome’s recognition of these forms.
In conclusion, in can be said that the transliterated Hebrew words that are found in the 
Excerpta de Psalterio are part of a much larger quantity of Hebrew words occurring in 
the other commentaries. The examples taken from the Excerpta alone do not constitute 
a broad enough study to form general conclusions about Jerome’s knowledge, but 
should be seen as representative of Jerome’s use of Hebrew throughout the 
commentaries. Taken together, these words in their transliterated form convey an idea 
of Jerome’s understanding of the Hebrew language of his tutors, and also of his 
method of transliteration.
From the examples found in the commentaries, specific knowledge of Jerome’s 
Hebrew can be gleaned. We have seen how Jerome’s transliterations show a tendency 
towards the ‘a’ vowel, possibly a grafting from Mishnaic Hebrew, and that this is 
especially common in his representation of the sheva. His representation of 'aleph and 
'ayin is inconsistent and often completely omitted. Jerome’s awareness of doubled 
letters seems to be quite apparent, but this may be understood better if his original 
Hebrew text represented doubled letters by writing them twice, in contrast to the
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Masoretic usage of the dagesh. There is still question of his pronunciation of the 
BGDKPT letters, and the transliterations suggest, but do not prove Kahle’s theory, that 
they had only one vocalisation. His distinction of Sin, Shin and Sade is minimal; he 
represents all tliree with the letter S. He does however acknowledge the hissing sound 
of Shin (and Sade), which leads us to believe that he pronounced a Shin rather than 
Sin for the most cases. We are also greatly in debt to Sutcliffe for his collation of the 
evidence in this case. With respect to Jerome’s understanding of Hebrew Grammar, 
we have looked at several forms of Hebrew words. Segolate nouns appear to retain 
the anaptyctic vowel as in the Septuagint, but in some places, although his vocalisation 
does not agree with that of the Masoretic text, it seems to reflect more that of cognate 
words. Jerome’s vocalisation of the perfect and imperfect forms is erratic, but in some 
cases comes close to the Masoretic forms, such as lADABBER. In Jerome’s 
representation of the Hithpael we see the predominance of the ‘e’ vowel, similar to 
that found in Syriac Ethpeel, a tendency that can be more generally seen as a change 
fr om Masoretic ‘i’ to Jerome’s ‘e’. In most cases the furtive patah of the MT is also 
not represented. The construct plural forms, however, are represented identical to the 
Masoretic forms in the few cases they occur. The pronominal suffix forms reflect the 
grafting of Mishnaic Hebrew, identical to the pausal form as is found in the word 
AMAGGENACH.
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Conclusion
From the three parts to this study it is worth providing a concise recapitulation of the 
conclusions drawn concerning Jerome’s Excerpta de psalterio. These can be 
summarised as follows:
1. Although Jerome’s Excerpta de Psalterio clearly shows a debt to Origen’s work, 
it is totally in line with contemporaiy practice for Jerome to disguise his 
borrowings, and this is itself admitted in Jerome’s description of the work in the 
introduction.
2. Until now scholarship has been concentrated on ascribing which passages of the 
Excerpta belong directly to Origen, and therefore decrediting Jerome with their 
authorship. This study has examined the Excerpta’s unmistakeably Hieronymian 
qualities: the methodology and attention to Hebrew philological detail, and has 
shown that the work is in keeping with Jerome’s own style and technique, not that 
of Origen.
3. Jerome’s methodology owes much to his predecessors, bringing various types of 
exegesis together, wherever seems appropriate to him, in order to discover the 
underlying ‘truth’ of the text. This is especially true of those passages where 
necessity requires a study of the Hebrew behind the Greek and Latin translations. 
This quest for the Hebraica veritas sets Jerome aside from the other 
commentators, and shows again that the Excerpta is written in his particular 
commentary style.
4. The transliterated Hebrew words that are found in the Excerpta de Psalterio are 
part of a much larger quantity of Hebrew words occurring in the other 
commentaries. The examples taken from the Excerpta alone do not constitute a 
broad enough study to form general conclusions about Jerome’s knowledge, but 
should be seen as representative of Jerome’s use of Hebrew throughout the 
commentaries. Taken together, these words in their transliterated form convey an 
idea of Jerome’s understanding of the Hebrew language of his tutors, and also of 
his method of tranliteration.
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Notes to the translation
The layout of the ancient Biblical Commentary is different from contemporary 
practice, and this has some bearing on the content of the writing. Firstly, the 
reference system for verses and chapters had not been introduced and modern 
conventions such as punctuation, paragraphing, and citations are lacking or 
inconsistent. I have arranged the work to keep it as close to the CC L ^ s  is 
possible for a number of reasons. By this means the modern reader can get an 
idea of how the ancient Biblical exegete worked, and any notes contributed by 
the translator can be kept sepaiate in the apparatus. Different printing styles 
have been used to facilitate the reading of the text for the modern reader: bold 
type has been used throughout for the citation of the lemma, and italics where 
Biblical quotations are used. The ancient commentator, though, did not 
distinguish in script in this way. The lemma rarely consists of a whole verse, 
sometimes it is only a phrase or a word. Often a pericope is delineated by 
quoting the opening and closing phrases only. Here the older usage has been 
deliberately retained. All biblical references have been confined to the 
footnotes to allow for an easier reading line.
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SAINT JEROME
EXCERPTA DE PSALTERIO
PROLOGUE
When we were recently reading together the Psalter of Origen, which he called his Enchiridion  ^
annotated with the most concise and essential explanations, we both noticed that he had only touched 
upon some matters briefly, or left other things completely unmentioned, about which he has written at 
great length in other works. Tliis was because he presumably did not want to attempt to bring to a 
close such a great task in such a small work. Therefore in proportion to the friendship which is 
between us, you asked most eagerly and diligently that 1 should record with certain signs, ratlier tlian 
with explanations, those things which to me seem most noteworthy. And, (as those who paint the 
layout of countries and cities in a small chart are accustomed to do, who try to depict tlie widest areas 
m a smaller space), so I too touched upon the whole Psalter as if omitting a few things, so that from the 
few points tliat 1 will liave touched upon, other things tliat have been left out will also be understood, 
together witli tlie importance they bear and tlieir significance. This is not for the reason that I believe 1 
am able to include all tliose tilings wliich he lias left out, but rather Üiose coimnents wliich he has set 
out in his Tomi or in his Homilies, or those that 1 have considered suitable for reading 1 have recorded 
in tliis little commentary. Here ends tlie Prologue.
Psalm 1
Blessed is he who the counsel of the wicked. Some people regard this Psalm as
being the preface of the Holy Spirit, and for this reason has no title. Others clami that because it has 
first place in its order, it must be first, and that it is redmidancy (pleonasmou) to say that it should be 
placed first before any otlier. In other words: according to the Hebrew tradition both the first and the 
second psalm are one, wliich is also corroborated in the Acts of the Apostles. Moreover because he 
had begun with addressing tlie matter of blessedness, he then ends with blessedness, saying, blessed 
are all who believe in Him. Difierently: blessed is he who has not thought, has not acted, or taught 
wickedness. Differently: blessed is he who is not Jew, Gentile, or heretic. Differently: Tertullian 
asserts in his book On Shows that Üiis Psalm can be understood as being concerned witli Joseph, who 
buried tlie body of the Lord, and also concerned with those who do not come to the shows of the 
gentiles. And does not stand in the way of sinners. It has not said here, ‘and did not walk in the 
way of sinners’, for this is not possible, since none is free from sin, even if his life were but one hour in 
lengtli. It says tliat no one is witliout sin, but rather, ‘he who did not stand in the way of sinners’, that is 
to say, he who has not continued in his fault, but is converted to better things through penitence. And 
who did not sit in the seat of the unhealthy, instead of ‘unhealtliy’ the Hebrew text reads mockers, 
since clearly a wicked teacher ridicules all liis pupils. And Jeremiah says concerning this: ‘1 have not
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sat, he says, in the counsel of players.’  ^ But his will is in the law of the Lord. It relates two matters 
to tliree: in order tliat he might have delight, in order that he might join entliusiasm to delight And on 
his law he meditates day and night. Meditation on the law is not only reading the Scriptures, but also 
carrying out tliose things tliat have been written. A righteous man therefore if  he should eat, or drink, 
or sleep, doing everything in tlie name of the Lord, thinks on his law day and night. He will be like a 
tree that has been planted by streams of water. Instead of ‘planted’, Aquila has translated it as 
‘transplanted’. But the wood, to which the blessed man is compared, I believe, is really wisdom, about 
which Solomon speaks: ‘it [sc. wisdom] is tlie tree of life to those who follow it’.^  And all the things 
he has done will flourish. Tlie Jews believe that this Psalm was spoken by Josiah, because he alone 
amongst the profane kings did not err in the counsel of the wicked, but he followed the law of God: but 
what has just been read, (‘and all the things that he will do will flourish’), is iftxi
Not so the wicked!
is not found in tlie Hebrew manuscripts, and not even in the Seventy translators: 
for upon restudying the copies of Origen in the library of Caesarea I found it only written once. They 
are as the dust that the wind blows away from the face of the earth: nor is tliis even found in the 
old versions. Therefore the wicked do not rise up in the judgement. Not since they will not r ise  
up, but since they will not Kise, up in judgement: for theirs has already been prejudged. Nor sinners 
in the counsel of the righteous. If the sinners do not stand up in the council of the righteous, the 
resurrection of sinners and of the righteous is very different. Since the Lord knows the way of the 
righteous. The Lord knows notliing else, except that wliich is worthy of his attention. ‘Since tlie Lord 
knows those men who are his.’^  And: ‘If anyone does not know, he liimseff will be ignored’.A n d  to 
tlie sinners tliis is said: ‘Leave me, evildoers, 1 do not know you.’  ^ But 1 believe that the way of the 
righteous is he who says, ‘I am the way’ .^ The prophet says of this: ‘See which is die good way’.’ But 
the way of the wicked will perish. How mercifiilly it is put: die wicked will not perish, rather 
wickedness itself.
” Jer. 15,17.
 ^Prov. 3, 18.
 ^2 Tim. 2, 19. 
 ^1 Cor. 14, 38. 
^Luke. 13,27. 
 ^Jolin. 14, 6.
’ Jerem. 6,16.
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Psalm 2
Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine vain things? It would be bold indeed to tliink 
tliat tills Psabn is to be interpreted after Peter: indeed it would be bold to think something other from 
tills verse tlian Peter actually said in the Acts of tlie Apostles. The kings of the earth stood by. Not 
just King Herod, but even those kings, whose kingdoms tlie Devil revealed to liim in a moment of time, 
stood up against die Lord. Let us break their bands asunder. The four preceding verses are spoken 
by either die prophet or by angels, wondering why man's raslmess has risen up against the Son of God. 
But from die fifth verse on die Lord himself rephes, encouraging die Gentiles and all diose of the Jews 
who will put their trust in him, to break the chains of die law and cast off the heavy burden of the law, 
wlüch their fathers were not able to carry; but they should follow him, whose yoke is pleasant and 
whose burden is hglit. He that dwells in the heavens shall laugh at them. Throng the human modes 
o f speech we learn the disposition of God: not because he lauglis at man, but because we do things 
worthy of derision. The Lord shall sneer at them. Sneering is expressed m its true sense by a 
furrowed brow and a wrinkled nose. Let us not suppose though that God sneers in a physical sense, a 
thing even in men of austerity that certain men think reprehensible. Then shall he speak to them in 
his wrath. Lactantius has written a most splendid book on die Wradi of God, and Origen has 
discussed this subject on many occasions: saying that it is not so much from anger as from necessity 
that God corrects, just as diat of the fadier to his son, that of the doctor to his patient, diat of a teacher 
to his pupil: but to die objects of his reproof it may seem to be anger, but it is not in anger that God 
corrects. And vex them in his sore displeasure. Just as it is written in die Episde to the Romans, 'die 
anger of God is revealed'^ , so that those who know anger is coming, might be able to strive to avoid it; 
in the same way here in liis mercy he does not say, “he will punish”, but he will vex them: so that when 
there is no punishment, he who has been vexed is tiiereby reproved. The LORD has said to me, You 
are my Son; this day have I begotten you. 'Jesus Christ is yesterday, today, and forever'.^  But 
righdy to him who was bom in that time, diis is said: Ask of me, and I shall give you the heathen for 
your inheritance... you shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel. If a potter's vessel is broken 
before it has been fired into a hard pot, it can be reformed again. Read this in Jereniiali.’® But once a 
fired pot lias been broken, it is no longer possible to piece it back together. But 'those things diat are 
impossible for men, are possible for God'.^  ^ Learn discipline, lest he be angry. Instead of which in 
Greek is said draxasthe paideas, (take hold of the son) in Hebrew is read NESCV BAR, wliich can be 
translated as 'worship the Son'. Therefore this is a very obvious prophecy concerning Clirist, and note 
too die sequence of die commandment: worship the Son, lest perchance the Lord should be angry, that 
is the Father. And lest you perish from the righteous way. Since the Jews did not want to worship 
the Son, the Lord became angry at them and the perished from the correct way.
10Hebr. 13, 8. Jer. 19,11. 
Luke. 18, 27.
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Psalm 3
A Psalm of David, when he fled from Absalom his son. Tliis Psalm is later than many tliat follow it, 
wliich seem to pertain to tlie story of Saul. This is because David suffered trickery at the hands of Saul 
before Absalom took up arms against liim. But because it was Ids purpose, not so much to recount 
those tldngs that he suffered, as to teach all men by the example of himself. For this reason he placed it 
before tlie earlier ones, so tliat it could teach tlie sequence in which we are tempted, since we are 
rebuked firstly by sins, and approved afterwards on account of our virtues. But in David the series of 
temptations is altered: he was iimocent under tlie persecution of Saul, and under Absalon he was clearly 
guilty of the most manifest crime in killing Uriah. If you read the superscription to the fiftieth Psalm 
you will understand tliat it is prior in sequence to the third. Many are they that rise up against me. It 
is possible that this Psalm concerns both David and Christ, and through him pertains to all the Saints, 
and He heard me out of his holy hill. I believe tlie holy hill to be the only begotten, tlie Son of God, 
to whom the people will flock in the later days, which Isaiah and Mcah prophesied. But this phrase 
can also be understood as concerning the church: for it is not possible to liide a city that is built on a 
hill.^  ^I laid me down and slept; I awaked; for the LORD sustained me. As if he were asleep, and 
liis place was persecution. I will not be afraid of thousands of people, that have set themselves 
against me round about. David can also say this about Absalon's army; and the Lord about the Jews 
raging against him, and shouting, 'Take him away, take liim away, crucify him'*'*. Since you hast 
smitten all those who oppose me without reason. The Lord also smites the vineyards of foreigners 
with hail; and tlie Saviour, who became everything for us, is also said to be smitten by his Father. 'I 
will smite tlie shepherd, and the sheep sliaU be scattered'^  And in another place: 'Since they followed 
tlie man whom you smote'.’® But where we read 'without reason* tlie Hebrew has 'jaw', tliat is LEHI; 
and since 'jaw' is mentioned here, it follows logically that: you hast broken the teeth of the ungodly. 
Those tliat favour a merely historical interpretation might say how God liits tlie cheek, how he breaks 
the teeth of sinners, in the manner of boxers fighting against each other.
Psalm 4
Hear me when I call, O God of my righteousness. It is incongruous to understand tliis Psalm as 
being concerned witli David, smce in the previous Psalm he was almost killed by his son on account of 
his killing Uriah, and now he dares to say: 'The God of my righteousness heard me'. The whole Psalm 
therefore must be seen as concerning Clirist, and througli Christ the righteous. Similar to Üiese hues is
Matth. 5,14. 
John. 19, 15. 
’®Zech. 13,7. 
’®Ps. 68,27.
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what Jacob said: "my righteousness will hear me".”  You have enlarged me when I was in distress; 
have mercy upon me, and hear my prayer. Although you helped me, and you enlarged me when I 
was in distress, but I always need your mercy. Why do you love vanity, and seek after falsehood? 
Diapsalma. Tlie Seventy translators, Symmachus and Theodotion have all translated tlie word SELA 
as diapsalma, but by Aquila as 'always*; but I believe that it is eitlier the name of a musical sign, or that 
it indicates die continuity of those tilings, which have been said before; tlius wherever SELA is written, 
we find diapsalma or 'always', so that we know that it not only pertains to the present time, but also to 
every time, or to the previous or following times. What you say in your hearts upon your beds, the 
same you will receive. The sinful thoughts of the day you should atone for at night through tears. 
Offer the sacrifices of righteousness, and put your trust in the LORD. Make a sacrifice of 
righteousness to God, and as a result you will trust in the Lord. Lord, the light of your countenance 
is sealed over us. The man on whose face the light of tlie Lord is sealed is he who meditates on the 
glory of the Lord face to face without a veil.’^  The Lord instmcts us to note such a sign on die 
foreheads of die complainers in the Book of Ezekiel.”  They were filled with the fruit of their grain 
and wine. Jh many manuscripts this is found: 'and their olives'. Wlien I was reading through the old 
hexaplaric Psalter of Oiigen, which he himself had edited, I didn't find diis in die Hebrew, or any otiier 
of die versions even including the Seventy translators.
Psalm 5
To the end, for her that gains her inheritance, a Psalm of David. Tliis Psahn concerns the church, 
which in the end and destruction of the world will gain its inheritance, when all nations believe in 
Christ. Then a prayer is given in die voice of Clirist to God. My King, and my God. Christ is die 
King and God of the Church. My voice shalt you hear in the morning, O LORD; in the morning 
will I stand by you, and will look up. After the darkness has receded from my heart, and the light of 
the true sun has risen, then you will hear me, then I will be able to stand by you as your servant. The 
foolish shall not remain before your eyes. Not because die wicked will not remain, and will perish in 
eternity, but because they will stop being wicked. You hate, O Lord, all those who are workers of 
iniquity. If he had said, diose who have done wickedness, there would be no hope o f repentance, and 
he would have hated everyone: but now he regards as hatefid only those, who do wickedness, that is, 
those who continue in their wickedness. You shalt destroy them that speak falsehood. If he 
destroyed all who speak lies, aU heretics would die, who speak ties against God: the following verse 
speaks of tliis. The LORD will detest the bloody and deceitful man. Tliis is because they spread 
wickedness daily with the perversity of their doctrines, and they pour out tlieir blood. Tliis is also be 
understood in tliis way: not tliat tliey perish according to tlieir wealtli, but according to how much they
2. Cor. 3,18. 
Ezek. 9, 4.
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are bloodthirsty and false. But as for me, I will come into your house in the multitude of your 
mercy. Eveiy step we enter into the church of God is his mercy. Lead me in your way in my sight 
because of mine enemies. On account of my enemies lead me on your path, lest they lead me off 
course. Their heart is empty; their throat is an open sepulchre. Understand this to concern heretics 
and teachers of false doctrines, whose words are deathly and kill the innocent. Judge you them, O 
God. If according to the first Psalm tlie wicked do not rise in judgement, then this demands on account 
of heretics, so tliat they might be corrected through the judgement of God. Let them fall by their own 
counsels. Just what he demanded above: that he judge diem, and tliat tliey desist at last Jfrom their 
perverse teachings. Cast them out according to the multitude of their transgressions. He has not 
said however from where they are to be expelled, but the sequence and reading of the text leads us to 
understand it in tliis way: cast them out from tlieir transgressions; or in this way: cast tliem out from the 
land of your heredity, which the church will obtain, and even die title anticipates this. But they are cast 
out from the land of heredity, if  they have a multitude of transgressions. LORD, you have compassed 
us with your favour, as with a shield. We are protected by a shield: and when we have been 
protected we will be compassed.
Psalm 6
To the end, for the eighth, A Psalm of David. Tliis Psalm and the elevendi have the superscription 
'for die eighth', containing the mystery o f the resurrection and repentance, and through this our 
salvation. And in this Psahn die human race demands tiiat certain of us should be corrected, and be 
judged by God, but not in his anger and wrath. It would be tedioirs to recall die many examples of this 
number in the Bible. Eight souls entered into Noah's ark, which were saved in the flood. David was 
the ei^idi son of Jesse, who despaired of liis father and alone was chosen by God. On the eighth day 
die first bom are circumcised, and they are no longer unclean. Zachariali also, die fadier of John, spoke 
on die circumcision of liis son on the eightii day. And after eight days, or six (for both are read in 
different gospels) the Lord was transformed on die mountain: in this way the eiglith is contained in the 
sixth number, just as now in the sixth Psalm the superscription is written 'ogdoadis'^ ®. O LORD, 
rebuke me not in your anger, neither chasten me in your anger. This is a Psalm of repentance, and 
the psalmist does not refiise the rebuke or correction, but only if it is in wrath or in anger: since he is 
weak and his bones have been vexed. But you, O LORD, how long? The subtext is: how long will 
you not rescue, chastise, and correct my spirit which has been greatiy vexed. Turn again, O LORD, 
deliver my soul. Unless he first converts again our soul, he is not able to deliver it from danger. 
Differendy: Lord, since you have averted your visage from me, turn back, deign to look upon us, and 
deliver our soul. For in death there is no man mindful of you. For die dead will not praise die Lord, 
but oidy we that are living: since he is not a God of the dead, but of the living. In hell who will confess 
to you? By confession is meant praise. As far as die fact diat he says tlds: who will remember you? 
He is not saying that this never happens diougli, but that it seldom will. For a saint delights in all 
judgements of God, and praises liis judgements. I laboured in my groaning. Pity me: since I have 
done diis and ad this that follows. All the night make I my bed wash. He who makes his bed to swim
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daily witli his tears, is not able in his thoughts to escape the pomp of his lust. I water my couch with 
my tears. There is such a quantity of tears, that liis bed becomes moist with the tears. Mine eye is 
vexed by anger. Where are the followers of tlie literal interpretation? That bodily eye is not truly 
vexed by anger, unless by chance we are arouse to such a rage that our face, nostrils and mouth are 
changed. That eye will certainly be vexed, wliich will be tom out if is sinful. But he does not say, my 
eye has been vexed by my anger: but O God, because of whose anger I fear the punislunents prepared 
for me, my mind is vexed, and all of my heart trembles as one. I have become old because of all mine 
enemies. My enemies do not wage a new war against me: my foe is an old one. Alternatively: I am 
not able to attain tlie full stature of the man who is renewed from day to day, since I carry an old man 
with his vices and desires, my enemies fighting against me. Depart from me, all you workers of 
iniquity. After he himself attains mercy, he tells or urges others to leave hhn: for he does not want to 
have any acquaintance with the wicked. At the same time what we have just said must also be 
remembered, that he orders to leave him not those who have done wickedness, but those who continue 
to do wickedness. Let them repent and he greatly ashamed suddenly. He prays not against his 
enemies but for his enemies, that they should be converted and ftiat they might be greatly ashamed of 
their sins: and that tliey might be ashamed not just lightly, but with mtensity: not at some point in the 
future, but hnmediately.
Psalm 7
Psalm of David, which he sang to the LORD, concerning the words of Cushi the Benjamite.
There are many who believe, especially Üiose who do not know the Hebrew language, that this Psalm 
was sung at die time when David, tlie friend of Araclii, the son of Cushi, destroyed the council of 
Achitofel, and sent messengers to him telling him not to remain in the desert any longer, and to flee far 
away, so as not to be crushed by liis son. But it must be known tliat tliis is quite wrong. Firstly, 
because the name Cushi is written with a SAMECH, but here it is a SIN. Then because David, who 
had commanded Joab and the other leaders of liis army, saying 'spare my son Absalon', would never 
speak about the death of his son, 'he conceived pain, and gave birth to iniquity: he opened a hole and 
dug it out, and he fell into the hole which he had dug'^ ’ ; then certainly he who covered his head when 
he heard of his son's death, and wailing cried out, 'Absalon my son, Absalon my son'. Finally, Cush, 
the friend of David, is called the son of Arachi, but here he is called the son of the Benjamite. It must 
be understood, therefore, that Cushi is interpreted as Ethiopian, and thus the whole Psalm is written 
against Saul: for he was persecuting him, and he fell into the hole that he liimself had dug. He calls 
liim Ethiopian on account of his bloody, foul and cruel ways. But Books of Kings are a witness to the 
tribe of the Yemenites, as to the ftict tliat it pertains to tlie tribe of Benjamin, from wliich Saul was 
bom, about which the Scripture says, 'now tliere was a man of the sons of Benjamin, and his name was 
Kisli, tlie son of Abiel, tlie son of Saret, tlie son of Becora, tlie son of Aft, the son of the Yemenite, a
2 Sam 18, 5.
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powerM man: and he had a son, and his name was Sanl'/^ Shhnei too, who threw stones and dust at 
David, was of the family of Saul, that is he was Yemenite, just as it is written in the same books: 'A 
man came out from the house of Saul, and his name was Sliimei, the son of Gera*.^ ^
David tlien later speaks of liim, saying, 'Behold, my son, wliich came forth of my bowels, seeks my 
life: how much more now may this Benjamite do it?'^ '’ Aquila lias translated this passage in tliis way: 
'Because of David's ignorance, since he sang to the Lord on account of the words of the Ethiopian'. 
Symmachus in this way: 'For David's ignorance, because he sang to tlie Lord concerning tlie words of 
Cushi the son of the Yemenite', I have reproduced all these translations in detail, since the most erudite 
of men consider tliis Psalm not to be written against Saul, but against Absalon: which, to die best of my 
ability, I have shown it not to be. If I have returned the same to those doing wickedness to me. 
Twice Saul was handed over into his hands, whom he refused to kill, saying, 'Let me not touch die 
Lord's anointed.' That is he will not pay back wickedness with wickedness, to him who having 
received wickedness, returned goodness. I will fall justly from my enemies without cause. For 
'without cause' in the Hebrew RACHA is written, by which we understand that which is written in the 
gospel: 'whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, and Fool', and die translation it has there. God tries 
the hearts and reins. My defence is righteous, hi Hebrew this is written: 'Examining the hearts and 
the rems is die righteous God': so that next dûs phrase follows on, 'my aid is from God, who saves die 
righteous of heart'. Why is he angry every day? This is written better in die Hebrew text: 'he 
threatens every day', which is also what Aquila has translated. He puts it most elegandy, saying, 
'threatening and gnashing every day'. For he does not punish for offences in dûs way on account of lûs 
forbearance, as if  he is awaiting die day of vengeance widi anger and threats, diat he might correct 
wrong-doers dnough fear. If you do not turn, he will brandish his sword. Beware, o sinner, when 
you hear diat the Lord is thus ready to punish. He has made ready his arrows for those about to 
burn. The arrows of God are being prepared for those who are about to bum.
Psalm 8
In the end concerning the presses. Three Psahns of different men are inscribed 'concerning die 
presses': for David, for Asaph, for the sons of Chore; and since they all pertain to the sacraments of the 
church, diey are placed accordingly in eighth and eightiedi position. But because the eighfy-third is the 
last Psalm that is ascribed to die presses, this shows that the sacrament of the resurrection and the 
church is contained in the trinity. O LORD our Lord. The first name of the Lord for the Hebrews has 
four letters - iod, he, uau, he: this word is the veiy name of God, and it can be read as laho, and the 
Hebrews consider it to be arreton, diat is mispeakable. But more common is die Hebrew term Adonai, 
wlûch is used regarding mankind. Since I will consider the heavens, the work of your fingers. He 
who promises diat he will look up, yet does not look in die present moment. 'I will look', he says: for 
then I will indeed know the reasoning of lûs work and process. The helmsman watches his ship, the
^ 2 Sam. 16, 5.
" Sam. 16,11.
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doctor liis patient, or a painter his picture veiy differently to the untaught eyes of the unskilled. For 
you hast made him a little lower than the angels. In Hebrew where it says, 'than the angels', wliich 
is said MALACHIM, it reads 'God', that is ELOIM. The apostle interprets this passage in the letter to 
the Hebrews as referring to Christ.^ ® He who passes through the paths of the seas. The saints, which 
are sometimes called 'fish' by tropology^ do not remain in tlie sea, but pass tlirough tifie patlis of the 
seas.
Psalm 9
In the end concerning the secrets of the son. Altliough Aquila has translated 'youtli of the son' 
instead of 'secrets of the son', it must be known that the Hebrew reads 'concerning the death of the son'. 
Then Symmachus has translated it in this way: 'concerning the victoiy from the death of the son'. The 
whole Psalm therefore pertains to the sacrament of Clirist through tropology. The Seventy translators 
too wanted to liide the suffering and resurrection of Christ, which was previously unknown to tlie 
world, by the word 'secrets', so that it might not be understood easily by tlie gentiles at that time. He 
has prepared his seat for judgement. 'For the Father has given every judgement to his Son'.^ ® A 
helper in times in distress. The meaning is the same as in another Psalm: 'I called to the Lord when I 
was in trouble, and he heard me'.^ ’ Declare among the people his doings, histead of 'his doings' in 
Hebrew it reads 'liis changes': so that it then means more accurately his warning against the peoples, 
according to the word of tlie Lord, winch says, 'the rule will be removed fi'om you, and will be given to 
die people producing his fmit'.^  ^A song of 'diapsalma*. This verse also shows that die ‘diapsalma’ is 
not silent: in no way can a song be considered silent. That the nations may know since they are 
men: who are now living like animals. He will rule over all his adversaries. 'None is without sin, 
even if  liis life be but one day long'^ ;^ and granted that a man may become a saint later, at one time, 
though, he was ruled by die devil. Alternatively: no one is as much an enemy of the devil, as he who is 
a siimer: wliile die devil will also be punished afterwards on account of his sins. Tlie righteous man is 
in fact a fiiend of the devil: and on account of diat righteous man the devil will not be punished. 
Alternatively: when we are baptised, renouncing the devil and his pomp, we also make a pact with him, 
and enter into such a friendship widi him, that he neither touches us, nor do we liave contact with those 
tilings which are anything to do with him. As long as we keep an agreement of this kind, die devil will 
not rule us: but if  the agreement is broken and we slip into vice, the devil will rule us as our enemies 
and accusers. He will lay ambush with the wealthy. We can utilise diis verse most elegandy, if 
persecution is stirred up against Christians from the ruling of a council. The righteous is released
26 Jolm. 5,22.
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from you. That is, either he must be raised up by the help of God alone, or he is left to your injustice, 
if  he is ever afflicted by troubles.
Psalm 10 rill
Fly across to the mountains as a bird. He desires tlie righteous to fly to the ungodly, so tliat he miglit 
tliere crush him more easily. That they may shoot in darkness at the upright in heart For they 
never fight in Hie daylight but always in the darkness. The righteous said concerning this, 'A lantern 
for my feet is your word, Lord.'^ ® What did the righteous do? That is: he has done nothing so bad, 
tliat he deserves death.
Psalm 1 1 1121
With deceitful lips and with a double heart they have spoken. Symmachus has translated it this 
way: 'a shppery tongue: there is one thing in his heart, and he speaks another'. The wicked walk in the 
orbits. When he lias transferred us from tlie present time to the future, then tlie wicked will walk 
outside: tliey will not able to enter with tlie saints, whom you have preserved by your concern 
according to your greatness.
Psalm 13 [14]
There is no superscription. The fool has said in his heart Instead of tlie word 'fool', the Hebrew has 
NABAL. This is what Abigail says about her husband Nabal on Mount Carmel: 'in tmtli according to 
liis name he is a fool'.^ ’ There is none that does good, not even one. Some regard this Psalm as 
being concerned with tlie suffering of Christ, when all forsook the Lord: such that even Peter, who was 
tlie first of tlie apostles, denied liim. Their mouth is as an open tomb. The Hebrew manuscripts do 
not contain the text from this verse until the one which says: 'tliere is no fear of God in the sight of their 
eyes'. Some liave asked therefore how tlie apostle has used it as testimony in the Epistle to the 
Romans.^  ^ I will answer that the apostle wove togetlier tliis testimony from Deuteronomy, the Psalms, 
and other Scriptural verses. There they feared with great fear. Here the phrase that follows, 'where 
there was no fear', does not occur in the Hebrew scrolls.
Psalm 14 [15]
Nor takes up a reproach against his neighbours. He is never accused by his neighbours as if he 
were guilty. But he honours them that fear the LORD. He does not honour the licli, nor tlie 
powerful: but only those who fear the Lord.
1 Sam. 25, 25. 
Rom. 3, 13.
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Psalm 15 [16]
On the title superscription of David. 'Title superscription' is more appropriate on burial chambers 
and tombs, and structures that house the bodies of the dead. Instead of this Aquila and Symmachus 
here have written 'lowly and straightforward' and 'lowly and unblemished'; wliat they mean is diat die 
Psalm more rightly concerns Clirist, when he says: 'learn from me, since I am lowly and gende'.^  ^
Since you do not need my good deeds. We read die same lines written in the Book of Job: 'Of what 
gain is it to die Lord, if you make your way perfect?'^ "’. All good things dierefore, which the Lord has 
shown according to the appearance of a servant in the flesh, are of no gain to the Father, but only to the 
human race. Their weaknesses have been multiplied, afterwards they will hasten. Tlie nations, 
from which I now gadier the congregation, knew God naturally before their idols were multiplied; but 
after the multiplication of their idols, (which the Seventy translators have translated as 'weaknesses'), 
diey forsook diem and turned back to me as quickly as possible. I will not gather their drink 
offerings of blood. The spiritual practice of the New Testament. Nor will I be mindful of their 
names into my lips. Tliat it, we are changed by baptism, and we are called not 'the sons of men' but 
'die sons of God'. You are he who will return my inheritance to me. Tins is what is said in the 
gospel: 'No one comes to me, unless my Fadier has led diem to me'.^ ® The lines are fallen to me in the 
best places. I have pursued the heredity of the whole world, instead of the one nation of Israel. I will 
bless the LORD, who has given me understanding. He who is die wisdom of God, does not need 
wisdom itself; but according to that wliich is written in the gospel: 'Jesus was advanced in age, wisdom 
and grace before God and before men'. My reins also instruct me in the night. By night is to be 
understood the time of the Passion: in which he has been taught by God in liis heart not to put his trust 
in die frailly of mankind. Therefore my heart is glad. I am rejoicing because of die resurrection, 
since through this the world has been freed.
Psalm 16 [171
You hav'e proved mine heart; you hsu/e. visited in the night. You proved me even in the direst of 
times, which are sad and as certain burdens are darkest at night. By the word of your lips I have kept 
the hard paths. Fearing future punislmients, with which you threatened law-breakers, I exerted myself 
in hard work and subordinated my body to the might of die mind. Deliver my soul from the wicked, 
your sword from the enemies of your hand. The sequence is this: dehver die sword of your hand 
from your enemies. For an enemy takes control, so diat he might punish us for our sins; and die apostle
^ Job. 22,3. 
Jolm. 6,44.
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says, 'I handed them over to Satan, tliat they might learn not to blaspheme'/® They are full of 
children, and have left the rest of their substance to their babes. Because of the ambiguity of the 
word, certain men believe that 'pig' is written instead of 'sons'. Symmachus has translated this, 
expressing tlte Hebrew truth, as 'the sons will be satiated, and they will leave their trace m tlieir 
cliildren'.
Psalm 17 [18]
I will love you, O LORD, my strength. The whole of this Psahn pertains to Christ through the voice 
of David. He bowed the heavens also, and came down. This is die same as is written in anodier 
Psalm, 'he will come down just as the rain in die clouds'^ ’, since he showed himself to us to be lowly 
and, disguised in the appearance of a servant, hiding. And darkness was under his feet This means 
die unseen wealth of God and the hidden judgements, which he shows more openly m the following 
verses, saying. He made darkness his secret place, and the foundations of the world were 
discovered. Certain men would like to see this as concerning the day of suffering: when the rocks will 
be split and the dead resurrected. And I might be guarded from my iniquity. Since accordmg to die 
aposde goodness does not live in our body, and from youdi the mind of man adheres assiduously to 
evils. For who is God save the LORD? He elegandy describes both the Father and the Son m this one 
phrase. For God alone is die Father, from whom come all diings; the same Lord is Jesus, through 
whom all diings come. And your discipline has reproved me completely. 'For die Lord corrects die 
one he l o v e s . W e  are raised up dierefore, who formerly collapsed, when we are cut down by die 
Lord. Deliver me from the opponents of the people. It is possible that diis is spoken against heretics 
and also agamst Jews. The sons of strangers have deceived me. Isaiali liimself says the same: 'Woe, 
sinful nation, strangers, people filled widi sins'.^ ®
Psalm 18 [19]
The skies tell of the glory of God. Tlie creator is known consequendy as a result of his creations. 
Differendy: the skies tell of the glory of God, the earth is not able to tell it. Day to day utters speech, 
and night to night shows knowledge. He has related equal things to other equals: since through the 
ordered sequence we arrive at a greater understanding of God. In the sun he set his tabernacle. In the 
Hebrew this reads: 'a tabernacle for the sun he set in them', that is, God has set it in the heavens. And 
he rejoiced as a giant to run a race. This is understood as concerning Christ through die mystic 
symbol of the sun. And there is none who hides from his heat. For there is none who does not have 
the seeds of die understanding of God. The law of the LORD is perfect, converting souls. He who
Ps. 71,6.
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before had praised God through Ms creations, now begins to proclaim liim through die giving of law. 
Who understands his errors? TMs is the third division of praise, by wliich he teaches that what was 
impossible under the Law, (because it was through self-deceit that sin appeared in the world), was 
fulfilled by the grace of the Gospel: and he teaches diat it is not possible for someone to be freed from 
die squalor of Ms droughts, except by the coming of die Holy Spirit.
Psalm 19 [20]
Let the LORD hear you in the day of trouble. Some men believe diat tMs Psalm was spoken by a 
people speaking to Christ, as if  speaking both to a king and a priest. Let him send you help from the 
sanctuary. Probably it is right to seek help as if  from a human fonn, from Mm who took on die form 
of a slave. Let Him remember all your offerings. The sacrifice is diat of Clirist, which we all offer 
to Mm m prayer, or he Mmself poured out all his blood for the sake of all men. And die meanmg is; do 
not allow the death of any man, when you have died for aU men. Let him fulfil all your desire. 
'Father, I would diat just as you and me are one, so let those men be in us as one*. Some trust in 
chariots, and some in horses. Horses and chariots are always used in relation to Egypt. Let some 
trust in idols and demons, but let us put our faith in Christ. LORD, save the king, and hear us in 
whatever day we call you. In Hebrew tMs is written in tMs way: 'Lord, save your king, who will hear 
us in whichever day we will call upon him.
Psalm 20 [211
O LORD, the king shall rejoice in your strength. That is die king, (from whom salvation is 
requested in die appearance of a servant, as it is written in the previous Psalm): Clirist is 'king of kings 
and lord of rulers'. And in your salvation he will rejoice greatly. That is: because you have saved 
mankind, your Son, who is the Saviour, will rejoice. You have given him his heart’s desire, and have 
not withheld the desire of his lips from him. But indeed we are not servants, but friends: what he 
sought has been fidfilled: just as CMist and the Father are as one, so too we are one in Mm. You have 
set a crown of precious stones on his head. The crown of the Lord is the gathering of die church 
from diverse peoples, about wMch Paul, speaking in the voice of the believers, says, 'my joy and my 
crown'."’® He asked life, and you gave it to him. As a man he died, and as a man he rose again: since a 
God could not demand life. The length of days for ever and ever. Let the Synagogue of the wicked 
be silent. What man lives through the ages, or even for ever? Even David and Solomon reigned not 
much more dian forty years. His glory is great in your saviour. That wMch he Mmself asked in the 
gospel is here fulfilled: 'Fadier, glorify me in your presence'."” You will make him exceedingly glad 
with your countenance. TMs means: he will always be with you in heaven. For the king trusts in 
the LORD. Accordmg to die physical dispensation. Your right hand shall find out those that hate 
you. Tlie Lord lias very great mercy, as he even wanted to find out Ms enemies. O LORD, you will 
disturb them in your wrath. Here also the mercy of God does not pimish men, but disturbs diem so 
that they are converted to repentance. And the fire shall devour them. TMs is die fire, about wMch
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tlie Lord says in tlie gospel, T have come to send fire upon the earth, and how I wish it were set on 
fire'/^ Two men also were speaking about this fire, to whom the Saviour appeared in tlie scriptures 
whilst on a journey, and they said, 'surely our hearts were on fire along tlie way, when he opened up 
for us the s c r ip t u r e s ? 'You will prepare weapons against those left behind you, against their 
face. Instead of 'left beliind' in Hebrew is written, 'against the good men'. The meaning can then be 
understood: you will make those who are cleansed by torments in tlie likeness of the saints, whom you 
have saved from out of the whole eartli, so that die faces of sinners begin to be like die faces of saints. 
That is, so that those who used to be sinners have become just like those who are saints.
Psalm 21 1221
In the end to the morning assumption. The morning assumption signifies die mystical symbol of the 
Lord's resurrection and the ascension to the Father. But the Hebrews have the teaching in a different 
form: 'concerning die morning deer'. They interpret the whole twenty-first psalm, perversely diinking 
it was written about Esther, on the grounds that it was by her pleading with the king, at her own peril, 
that die people of Israel were delivered from their peril. But we understand diat deer, wliich kills 
snakes and drinks their poison, to be none other than Christ himself, as the language of the psalm as a 
whole reveals. God, my God, why have you forsaken me? The Lord used this verse while he was 
hanging on the cross; and from this fact we notice that in fact the whole Psalm is sung down from the 
cross by the Lord. But where it lias in die middle, 'turn to me', diis is not found in die Hebrew 
manuscripts; our Lord’s utterance in the Gospel, which also uses this phrase, makes it clear diat this is 
an interpretation. So far from my salvation, and from the words of my sins? Aquila lias translated 
this passage in diis way: 'so far from my salvation, and from the words of my roarings'. Symmachus 
lias diis: 'words of my moanings'. In the Fifdi and Sixdi editions: 'words of my cries'. And diis is die 
meaning according to the other translators: my groanmgs and strivings, by which I liave always sought 
to save the people if  Israel, have been far removed from my salvation, which I want to give to the 
people, since they themselves did not want to receive healing. But according to the Seventy translators 
the meaning is diis: As for the fact that I bewail my salvation and lament that I am abandoned, I am not 
speaking this in die persona of myself, but in the persona of the people, whose sins I have taken into in 
my body. Therefore I say: those words, wliich I am pouring forth, are far from my salvation. For I, 
who am God, do not ask for salvation so much for myself, as for the people that need it. I cry in the 
daytime, but you hear not; and in the night, but not in foolishness for myself. When hanging 
during the day the Father did not hear him; by night die conqueror rose up from hell. Alternatively: he 
who is not heard when he is happy, is heard when m tears. Then he says: I did not cry out in my 
stupidity, that is, I did not cry out in vain. And Aquila lias translated from the Hebrew, saying, 'and at 
night, you will not be silent'; that is, you will hear me, reply to me, you will do what I have begged 
you. But I am a worm, and no man. He says this on account of the lowliness of the body that he lias
Luke. 12, 49. 
"•3 Luke. 24, 32.
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assumed, and Isaiali says the same too: 'do not fear, o worm Jacob"/"* A reproach of men. What is 
more of a reproach tlian tlie cross? And contempt of the people. The derision of Jewish people. Rich 
bulls have beset me round. Instead of 'rich' Symmachus has translated 'fat'. In the Hebrew the word 
BAS AN in written, which can be translated as 'disgrace'. For many dogs have compassed me. 
Instead of dogs, the Hebrew text has CALABIN, which both Aquila and Theodotion have translated as 
'hunters'.
Psalm 22 1231
The LORD gratifies me; I shall not w ant Ezekiel too speaks of this shepherd: 'I will set up a 
shepherd, and he will feed them, my servant David'."*® Your rod and your staff they comfort me, 
'For the Lord corrects him whom he loves'."*®
Psalm 23 [24]
Lift up your gates, O chiefs. Instead of which tlie Hebrew has: 'raise up, o gates, your heads'. The 
LORD of virtues, he is the King of glory. Instead of Lord of virtues, tlie Hebrew reads, 'the Lord of 
Sabaoth': wliich in anotlier place the Seventy translators have translated as 'omnipotent'.
Psalm 24 [251
Remember not the sins of my youth, nor my ignorance. Both age and liis ignorance are liis excuse, 
by which we can understand tliat he, who sins in youth, and is not ignorant, will not be pardoned. 'For 
even a servant, who knows the will of liis master, and does not do it, will be severely beaten'."*’ All the 
paths of the LORD are mercy and truth. Since mercy itself is balanced witli equal weights. For I 
am an only son and a pauper. In tliis way Elija dwelt alone, and Jeremiah sat and wept alone, 
removed from aU evils, hi another place David says: 'God makes men live as one in a house'. And 
they hate me with unjust hatred. An unjust liatred is said to distinguish it from a just one.
Psalm 25 1261
Burn my reins and my heart Where 'reins' is written, is meant'm Uie heart'. Since your mercy is in 
the sight of mine eyes. He seeks judgement in tliis way, so that he will remember liis mercy. I will 
wash mine hands among the innocent. I will wash with good works my hands, which previously had
47
Ezek. 34, 23. 
Prov. 3, 12. 
Luke. 12,47.
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been dirtied by sins. And their right hand is full of bribes. He teaches us tliat we must abstain from 
gifts, accusing those in particular who accept bribes.
Psalm 26 1271
To David before he was anointed. David was anointed tliree times: firstly m Betldehem under his 
father Jesse; secondly in Hebron; thirdly when he ruled over all Israel. We must ask therefore which 
anointing diis Psalm most properly refers to. But it must also be known that in the Hebrew manuscripts 
die phrase 'before David was anointed' does not occur. One thing have I asked of the LORD. Some 
think that this is speaking about one mercy, one grace, or even one request, because the Hebrew word 
ZOTH means one thing in the neuter form, and it should be read: 'one diing I liave sought from die 
Lord, this I will seek'. Since my father and my mother have forsaken me. This can be simply 
understood as referring to David, because as the youngest he was despised by his brothers and by liis 
parents, and was chosen by the Lord througli Samuel. But more generally die love of parents towards 
dieir children ends with death; the love of God though grows with time. For wickedness lies to itself. 
Since false witnesses lie against others, they also lie to themselves, for they prepare their own 
punishments, thinking that God will not punish dieir lies.
Psalm 27 1281
And I will become like them that go down into the pit. Tlie pit means hell, that is, die place for 
diose who are held captive, fri another place this is also written: 'into captivity, which was in the 
pool'."*3 Give them according to their deeds. Since diey do not imderstand you by your good deeds, 
let diem know you by their punishments. And my flesh greatly rejoiced. Instead of flesh, Theodotion 
lias translated 'heart'. Alternatively: we have risen up to Clirist, and it is said about die resurrection: 
'Your bones will rise up as grass'."*® And he is protector of the welfare of his Christ. Wliosoever is 
baptised into Christ, even he then is called Christ. But you must know, that this Psahn, excepting one 
letter, is written in the Hebrew manuscripts according to the sequence of die letters®®.
Psalm 28 1291
The voice of the LORD is upon the waters. These are the waters which praise die Lord in heaven. 
'The voice of one shouting out in the desert'.®* The God of glory thundered. This is my son, beloved 
of me, who pleases me'.®^  The LORD is upon many waters. Cluist the Lord himself receives liis 
baptism along with many men. The voice of the LORD is powerful. Produce fruit worthy of
Is. 66,14. i.e. ‘alphabetical order’.
®* Matdi. 3, 3. 
®^ Matth. 3, 17.
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penitence*/® The voice of the LORD in majesty. 'Let it be so now, for it is fitting for us to fulfil all 
rigliteousness'/"* The voice of the LORD breaking the cedars. All proud men. 'Behold the axe is 
placed upon the roots of the trees'.®® He will crush them also as a bullock of Lebanon. Striking their 
branches and tlie thicket with his feet. Instead of this the Hebrew has: 'and the bullock of Lebanon'. 
The voice of the LORD dividing the flame of fire. When John speaks about the penitence in the 
wilderness, he quenched all tAe The voice of the LORD shaking the
wilderness. Tlie soul, wliich was made into a wilderness by the vices previously occupying it, is 
moved to words of repentance, so that when they leave it, it becomes fit to be inhabited by God. The 
LORD sits upon the flood. God does not inliabit tlie dry land. At the same time, notice the force of 
tlie word, since he did not say waters, but flood: this is so tliat he lias shown tlie abundance of spiritual 
grace.
Psalm 29 [30]
A Psalm of song at the dedication of the house of David. The dedication of the house of David, is 
understood to be the resurrection of the Saviour, in which all bodies are dedicated to life. Weeping 
will endure until the evening, but happiness comes in the morning. This can be understood as 
concerning botli the time of suffering, and also the resurrection and the end of the world.
Psalm 30 [31]
Be my protector, O God. Here Symmachus lias translated 'the liardest rock'. And a fear to mine 
acquaintances. Since my friends have gone far away from me for fear of my enemies. According to 
tlie historical view the whole Psalm can be understood to concern David, and according to tlie 
prophetic view, to concern the Lord. Hide them in the secret of your face and so on. This is likewise 
understood as concerning both David and the Lord: since God guarded David from Saul and Absalon, 
and protected the Lord from the Pharisees and the Jews. Since the Lord seeks truth. Aquila here has: 
'Since the Lord preserves the faithful'.
Psalm 31 [321
When the thorn sticks into me. The pricks of conscience and of sin. But in the floods of great 
waters they shall not come near to him. Without troubles, he says, wliich are compared to flood 
waters, the saints are not able to come near to God. Since 'he who has held on until the end, tlie same 
will be saved.®® I will make you understand and teach you the way which you will go. The voice of 
die Lord speaking is introduced, and telling how mankind should deserve liis help: for if he keeps the
®"* Matdi. 3,15. 
®® Matdi. 3,10. 
®® Mark. 13, 13.
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precepts of God he will be drawn along the righteous path, and although he will not be able to attain the 
Iiigliest pinnacle of purity, he will not be drawn headlong into vice like an animal.
Psalm 32 [33]
By the word of the LORD were the heavens made and all the host of them by the breath of his 
mouth. This is clearly talking abont the Trinity: The Lord, the Word, and the (life-breathing) Spirit of 
tlie Lord. Gathering the waters of the sea together as in a wineskin. He shows the sea closed in by 
the shores. He fashioned their hearts. Some people use this verse falsely to support their claim: they 
believe that one soul is formed from anotlier soul, and tliat tlie souls of all were contained in Adam: 
since that which is written in the Greek 'kata monas\ means not one, but each one through many.
Psalm 33 [341
A Psalm of David, when he changed his behaviour before Abimelech, and he drove him away, 
and he departed. The change in Ms appearance is shown by the change in the words, when he 
pretended to have been sent by Saul. But if  we want to understand the true change of Ms face, we must 
remember that Abimelech has been written here instead of Anchus. And nor is it a mistake in the 
name, for he was able to be called Abimelech because he was born of a father who was a king: as 
Abimelech can be translated as being 'my father is a King'. Seek peace, and pursue it. It is not 
enough to flee from wickedness, unless you also actively do good as well. The LORD is close to them 
that are afflicted. Close not in position, but in help. Many are the afflictions of the righteous . 
Uierefore he, who does not suffer an affliction, is not righteous. The death of sinners is worst of all. 
The trials of tlie righteous end with death: but sinners begin their punishment only after tliey die.
Psalm 34 [35]
But as for me, when my friends were afflicted, I put on sackcloth. These are tlie weapons of tlie 
saints. But the whole of the Psalm is in the voice of Christ, and through Christ it can be related to all 
tlie saints. As though he had been our friend or brother. If we see the Psalm as being in the voice of 
David, then we understand the friend as being Saul; but if  in the voice of CMist, the friend is Judas the 
betrayer. The scourges gathered themselves together against me, and I knew it not. We may ask 
what tMs is that he did not know. Some believe that it is the pain of wounds which he suffered on the 
cross. But it is better understood as relating to sins: since he was not aware of any sins, for which he 
was crucified. Since some speak smooth words to me. 'Teacher, shall we pay tribute to Caesar or 
not?'®’ Yea, they opened their mouth wide against me. Not only did tliey sin against me, but also 
insulted me, saying, 'if he is tlie Son of God, let Mm come down, and we will believe in Mm'.®®
®® Matth. 27,40.42.
®9 Matdi. 13,43.
®® Luke. 6, 25.
®* Ps. 68,6.
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Psalm 35 [36]
The wicked said, that he should have deliction. That is, he has decided Üiat he must sin. Aud your 
faithfulness reaches to the clouds. Those who do not want to understand the scriptures in a spiritual 
way, explain how the truth of God reaches to the clouds. You preserve man and beast, O LORD. 
The rational creatures and irrational alike. In your light shall we see light. Hie light of die Father is 
Clirist: in Clirist, die light of the Fadier, we will see die hght that is the Holy Spirit. They were cast 
down, and were not be able to rise. Cain was also cast down from the presence of God: and since he 
was not in die presence of the Lord, he lived in die land of Nod, which is translated salos, diat is 
fluctuation or movement. He was cast out, and was not able to rise.
Psalm 36 [37]
And your judgement as the noon. For dien 'the righteous will shine out as the sim in the realm of 
their Father'®®: and all things which are now hidden, will then be known. Do not be jealous of him 
who prospers in his way. Do not let the short lived happiness of die wicked frighten you. Cease from 
anger, and forsake wrath: do not be jealous of him to do evil. Leave off anger, so that you are not 
compelled to render evil for evil when you suffer wickedness yourself. You will search for his place, 
but you will not find it  If the place of the devil is sin, there will be a time when there is no sin. But 
this will only be when we have rejoiced in a multitude of peace. They shall not be ashamed in the 
evil time: and in the days of famine they shall be satisfied. The wicked time indicates die time of 
judgement, when die righteous will not suffer famine, and diis is said concerning die sinners: 'Woe to 
you who liave been satisfied, since you will go hungry'.®® I have seen the wicked in great power, and 
spreading himself like a cedar of Lebanon. Yet I passed away, and, behold, he was not there. 
When we cross die sea in our world, then we will see diat die devil does not exist, and liis place of sin 
will not be visible. The remnants of the wicked shall be cut off. Instead of 'end' the Hebrew reads 
'last'.
Psalm 37 [38]
O LORD, rebuke me not in your wrath. The whole Psalm is in the voice of a man repenting: but it 
can also be related to Christ, just as the sixty-eighth Psalm. My wounds stink and are corrupt 
because of my foolishness. This is similar to what is said in another place in die voice of Christ: 'God, 
you know my foolishness'.®* For my loins are filled with delusions. Let each consider liimself one of 
a kind, and understand diis to be the desire diat tickles die body, and do the reckoning with die apostle, 
when he says, 'I am a wretched man, who will release me from the body of tliis death?'.®  ^ And anodier
®^Rom. 7, 24.
®3 Rom. 7,19.
®"* Is. 53, 7.
®®IICor. 5, 13.
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verse says: 'I do not do what I will, but what I will not to do'. My lovers and my friends have stood 
up against me. This can be taken to concern the disciples, who left the Lord to suffer, through fear of 
suffering themselves, and to such an extent tliat even Peter denied him three times. But I, as a deaf 
man, heard not; and I was as a dumb man that opens not his mouth. The Lord did not speak when 
he was before Pilate, and Isaiah speaks of him: 'just as a lamb to tlie slaughter does not open its 
mouth'.®"* And in whose mouth are no reproofs. Thus I said nothing when I was brought to trial, as if 
I knew not what to respond. I will be sorry for my sin. The sin of Christ, and tliose sins committed by 
the human race: on account of which it is said that he is subject to the Fattier.
Psalm 38 1391
I was dumb, I opened not my mouth; because you did it. I bear this enduringly to such an extent, 
since I know tliat you liave stopped testing me witli temptations.
Psalm 39 1401
And he has not regarded their vanities, nor false madnesses. There is, then, such a tiling as spiritual 
madness, that is, true madness, about which the apostle says: 'if we are out of our mind, it is for tlie 
sake of God'.®® And in the Acts of tlie Apostles this is said: 'you are mad, Paul, you are mad.'®® You 
did not require a burnt offering for sin. Then I said, behold, I come: at the head of the book it is 
written of me. Since you have exclianged die sacrifices and ceremonies of tlie Jews, after removing 
the superstition of the ancient law, witli the sanctity of the spiritual gospel: tliereupon I come into tlie 
world joyful. And tliis is written about me: 'in tlie beginning was tlie Word, and the Word was witli 
God, and God was the Word.'®’
Psalm 40 [41]
When will he die, and his name perish? This is what is written in the parables of the gospel, when 
the tenants say, 'tliis is the heir, come let us kill hhn, and the inheritance will be ours'.®® And will he 
who now lies rise up? Thus they hurried to kill me, as if  I was not in a position to rise again after 
death. Blessed be the LORD God of Israel from everlasting, and to everlasting, let it be, let it be. 
Instead of 'let it be, let it be', the Hebrew has 'amen, amen', which Aquila has translated as 
pepistomenos, that is 'in truth' or 'faitlifiilly'. It should also be noted that tliis is the end of tlie first book 
of the Psahns. The second book starts at the forty-first and ends with tlie seventy-first. The third from 
the seventy-second to tlie eighty-eightli. The fourth from the eighty-nintli to the one hundred and fifth. 
And tlie fifth book is from tlie one hundred and sixth to tlie end.
®® Act. 26, 24.
®’ Jolm. 1, 1.
®® Luke. 20, 14.
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Psalm 41 [42]
While they said daily to me, Where is your God? Wlien I was wanting to please you through 
repentance and punislunent of the body and of the mind, my enemies, as if  I were doing this in vain, 
were saying this: Where is you God?
Psalm 43 [44]
Neither shall my sword save me. But you have saved us from our enemies. This is tlie reason why 
1 am not to put my hope in my weapons, this is the reason: because you liave always saved us from our 
pursuers, and you have guarded us when we had no army and no sword. And do not go forth with our 
armies. This should be read as a compressed way of saying: you who have always freed us, will you 
not now tlierefore accompany us fighting against these men?
Psalm 44 [ 45]
At the end to those who will be changed. Instead of which the Hebrew has: epinikion huper ton 
anthon.^  ^ But as far as the fact that he says, 'concerning die Beloved*, the whole Psalm can be related 
to Christ, about whom die Fadier says tliis in die gospel: 'this is my Son the beloved, whom I love'.’® 
Out of the ivory palaces, whereby they have made you glad. Many people say 'depths' instead of 
'palaces' by mistake, since in Greek the word bareon means both. In gold fringes. With variegated 
surrounds. Tliis verse does not occur in die Hebrew manuscripts.
Psalm 47 [48]
Mount Zion, on the sides of the north. Since' the north wind is harsh'’*, and 'wickedness bums from 
the nordi*’ ,^ aU die saints of the church, who are called the mountains of Zion, have been exposed to die 
temptations of the devil. You break the ships of Tarshish with a violent spirit. Tarshish is more 
accurately translated as 'sea': but it is named with this word as a homonym for one of twelve stones, 
since the stone has the colour of a blue or green sea.
Psalm 48 [49]
And he will not see com iption, although he has seen wise men dying. He calls them the wise men 
of this age, from whom God has hidden die mysteries, which he has revealed to his children.’®
®® i.e.‘Victory sung, over die flowers’. 
’® Matdi. 3,17.
’* Eccli. 43,20, according to LXX 
Jerem. 1,14.
’® Matth. 11,25.
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Psalm 50 [511
That you might be justified when you speak, aud be clear when you judge. Paul explained this 
verse at more length in the Epistle to the Romans: although God is able to judge us by the authority of a 
judge, he desires to be judged with us, so that tliere seems to be more justice in tlie judge. In sin did 
my mother conceive me. This is a difficult p^sage and is to be examined more closely. You have 
made known to me the unclear and hidden parts of your wisdom. Tins is what he says in another 
passage: 'unveil my eyes, and I will contemplate tlie marvels of your law'.’"* Then will I teach 
transgressors your ways. It should be known tliat it is still possible for a man to be a teacher even 
after adultery and homicide, so long as he has performed the necessary repentance.
Psalm 51 [521
And he came and told Saul, and said to him, David is come to the house of Ahimelech. In the
Books of Kings and in the Hebrew Psalter itself is written Abimelech; but since BETH and CAPH in 
Hebrew are only distinguished by a little serif, such an error is easily made.
Psalm 55 [56]
At the end for the people taken far from the saints, a Psalm of David, when the foreigners held 
him in Gath. The Hebrew text reads this: 'concerning the mute dove, of the size of David, the lowly 
and pure, when tlie Fihstiim took him to Gath'. The mute dove, and the lowly and pure David are 
shown as Clirist suffering.
Psalm 57 [58]
The wicked are estranged from the womb. Some people believe that this concerns the descent of the 
soul into the body: but some understand it as being about the Jews, because they were estranged from 
God, since Maiy bore the Saviour. God will break their teeth in their mouth: The Lord will shatter 
the great teeth of the lions. By teeth he means 'open persecution', by great teeth he means 'hidden 
persecution'. Fire fell upon them, that they could not see the sun. Sinners see Christ as fire, the 
righteous see liim as tlie sun of justice. Alternatively: to him who repents, frightened by the threats of 
the scriptures, die true sun is revealed tiirough die fire of punishment. Before your pots can feel the 
thorns, he shall take them away as the living, as if in wrath. Before your sins reach die end, and die 
dioms of thouglits sprout in the tree of sins, God will rebuke you, not in his wrath, but like one who is 
angered: for it is not the anger of God, but liis correction. And he will correct you not as the hving, but 
as if living: for diose who have the dioms of destruction do not deserve to be called living.
74 Ps. 118, 18.
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Psalm 58 [59]
I ran and went out without iniquity. This Psahn can be understood as thougli spoken tlnough tlie 
voice of the Lord, since it is he who says, 'the prince of this world is coining, and he has no hold of 
me'.’® They return at evening: and they suffer hunger like dogs, and go round about the city. He 
is speaking about tliose men of the Jews who will believe at the end of the world. 'When die full 
number of the Gentiles has come in, dien all Israel will be saved'.’® Do not slay them, lest they forget 
your name: scatter them by your power. Do not completely destroy the Jews, since they have 
always been called your nation, but scatter diem diroughout the whole world, so that thus corrected, at 
least they cease to be proud.
Psalm 59 [60]
And he smote the valley of salt twelve thousand. One may ask here when the story was written, hi 
the Books of Kings, the story is set out clearly: but in this place the Seventy translators have used the 
Hebrew word itself, GEMELA instead of 'the valley of salt'. But since the Hebrew word has not 
actually been translated, it is not comprehensible to those who do not understand the Hebrew language. 
Gilead is mine, and Manasseh is mine. All these diings are spoken concerning the calling of nations: 
the various values of these nations must be inferred from the translation of die individual names. Judah 
is my king. Since Clirist’s origins lie in die tribe of Judah.
Psalm 61 [62]
You shall slay all of you. He who has the will to kill, kills, even if he does not actually strike. As a 
bowing wall shall you be, and as a tottering fence. Wlien I arrive prepared for my passion, you 
compel me to do as though I were unwilling to die. Alternatively: according to Symmachus' 
translation: your innate understanding has been inverted, and although you have been created righteous, 
you will be carried headlong to destruction. God has spoken once; twice have I heard these words. 
'Once' is not to be understood as the number, but the authority of God's word. But what are the two 
dungs, wliich he heard ahke? That God can botii do all things, and that in the truth of judgement he is 
merciful. Some people though think this: God spoke the first time in the law, and he teaches the same 
things again in die gospel.
Psalm 62 [63]
’® John. 14, 30. 
’®Rom 11,25-26.
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My soul thirsts for you, my flesh too in many ways. Tlie soul yet desires God: but one only arrives 
at the end of desire by the work of the flesh. Therefore the flesh desires God in many ways, since it is 
afflicted by many wounds. Look at for example the poverty of a righteous man, his suffering, 
sleeplessness, sickness, and hunger.
Psalm 64 [65]
Surrounded by strength. He who is ‘girt’, wraps tlie garment of God around himself: for we cannot 
recognise him when the garment of his strengtli is spread out. You bless the crown of the year. The 
circuit of tlie year and tlie endless cycle of the seasons, he calls the ‘crown’. Or indeed since in the 
Lord's suffering he won victory over the whole world.
Psalm 65 [66]
I cried to him with my mouth. In this verse it clearly states that in the scriptures a cry is not from tlie 
voice, but from the heart.
Psalm 66 [67]
Let God be shine his face upon us, and pity us; and make his way known on earth. When Christ 
comes to be revealed in glory, then it will be known to all why he came down previously, lowly in tlie 
flesh. The earth gave its fruit. Mary bore tlie Saviour.
Psalm 67 [681
You will send a willing rain. We should understand the plentifril rain as being eitlier tlie 
commandments, or as maimers. And it was weak, but you made it whole again. Tlie law, wliich was 
weakened by tlie transgressions of tlie Jews, was strengthened by tlie coming of the grace of the gospel. 
The king of the powers of the beloved. The powers of the beloved of God, that is Clirist, are tlie 
apostles. Therefore the Lord, who is king of the powers of the beloved, will give great power to those 
proclaiming the gospel, in their preaching: tliat havmg overcome the enemies of the Church, tlie Jews 
and tlie demons, they migjit divide tlie spoils. Though you have slept among the pots, yet shall you 
be as the wings of a dove covered with silver, and her feathers with shining gold. If you believe in 
tlie two Testaments, you will find the Holy Spirit in each one. And although there is beauty even in a 
literal understanding of what you read, all the force of the beauty is in the meaning. In tliis way the 
outer decoration of the words is shown in tlie word silver: but tlie more liidden secrets are contained m 
the gifts covered with gold. They were white as snow in Salmon. Salmon is translated as shadow. 
Therefore when tlie heavenly king, Christ begins to set up and distribute his apostles and disciples in 
liis church, tliey will not have complete lucidity, but each a certain pare of tliat knowledge: 'since now
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in part we see, and in part we prophesy'.”  The hill of God, the fat hill; an high hill, the fat hill. This 
is the hill, to which both in Isaiah and in Micah, the climbers, encourage themselves in turn, in order 
that they might reach the top.’® But he also says: in truth it is a 'high' hiU, agreeing with the words of 
the apostle, who says, 'I gave milk to you to drink, not food'.’® Why do you look up to the high hills? 
This is the hill which God desires to dwell in. Tliis is the meaning: you must not think tliat the 
churches, which have copious doctrines are worth more, and that they can nourish witli milk tlie 
believers of their knowledge. There is but one churcli, and one Christ, tlie bridegroom of the church. 
For the non-believers also, that the LORD God might dwell among them. Christ gave freely even 
to tliose men, that is, to the people from die tribes, who did not believe diat God could dwell among 
mortal men. The Lord said, I will turn again from Bashan, that your foot may be dipped in blood, 
and the tongue of your dogs in the same blood of your enemies. Bashan is translated as 'disorder'. 
Therefore God converted us from our disorder. And moreover because he bore the cross, and liis own 
blood poured out from his feet, while the Jews were crying out to him saying, 'crucify, crucify him'. 
Tliose Jews were urged on by the enemies of Christ, that is, by demons. But in order that all this might 
happen, it was die will of the Saviour Mmself, who suffered these diings to happen. The princes went 
before, the players on instruments followed after; among them were the damsels playing with 
timbrels. The aposdes went before joined in step with the congregations. He witnesses that diey did 
indeed ‘go before’, since the princes of our faith are from among the Jews. Bless you God in the 
churches. He is explaimng more clearly die ‘timbrels’ he had spoken of above. The Lord, from the 
fountains of Israel: since he is the salvation from the Jews, and thence die first church. Rebuke the 
beasts of the grass. Hie beasts of the grass are demons, frail and of little strength. Behold, he will 
send out his voice, and that a mighty voice. When what he has commanded will come about, then the 
mighty voice will be given to the voice of the Lord.
Psalm 68 [69]
Save me, O God; for the waters are come in to my soul. All of tMs Psalm is to be understood as 
writien m the voice of Christ, although some people believe that what follows does not agree so much 
widi tMs idea: O God, you know my foolishness; and my sins are not hidden from you. But as for 
me, my prayer is to you, God. When the Jews were cursing me, and saying, 'crucify, crucify Mm', I 
spoke these words, begging on their behalf: 'Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do'.®® O 
God, in a time of pleasing. Hie time of pleasing is the time of the Passion, in wMch the Father said, 
'diis is my Son, whom I love'. Deliver me out of the mire, that I may not sink. We must ask then, 
according to some men, if the mire of flesh that he took on means the wickedness of the flesh. They 
gave me also gall for my food; and in my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink. It is understood 
from both tMs passage, and from other testimony, that this Psahn ought to relate to CMist. Let their 
eyes be darkened, that they see not. Htis is exactiy what he was praying: that dieir table turn into a
”  1 Cor. 13, 9.
’® Is. 2, 3; Mic. 4,2.
’® 1 Cor. 3, 2.
®®Luke. 23, 34.
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noose, so that they mi^it not know clearly the sacrament of the law. And their back be always bent. 
That they might always be slaves to tlie Romans. And let none dwell in their tents. This is what he 
says: 'Look, your house is left desolate'®*. When Christ left Judea, ah liis miracles also left with him. 
But I am poor and sorrowful. For altliough he was rich, he became poor on our account. And 
despised not his prisoners. We can make use of this verse, when we praise a martyr at length. Some 
people believe that tliis is to be understood regarding souls, since tliey are not despised by God, being 
imprisoned in their bodies.
Psalm 71 [72]
For Solomon. This Psalm too more correctly is related to Christ: smce Solomon was peace-makhig, 
and Christ is peace-making. And let him remain with the sun and before the moon, throughout all 
generations. If tins Psalm is to be understood as concerning with Solomon, this cannot be completely 
true, since Solomon did not abide like either the sun or the moon. But if we wish to understand it as 
concerning Clirist, we must ask how it is that Christ has no end, when the sun, the moon, tlie heavens, 
and aU things are said to grow old and perish.
Psalm 72 [731
[Ps. 71 vers. 20] The prayers of David the son of Jesse are ended. A Psalm of Asaph. It ought to 
be known that the seventy-first Psalm is the end of the second book of Psalms, which has at the end le t 
it be, let it be'. We have already shown tliis to be said as 'amen, amen' in Hebrew. TMs tliough must be 
examined more closely, for 'tlie prayers of David the son of Jesse are ended' refers to the end of the 
seventy-first Psalm; and tliat wliich follows: 'A Psalm of Asaph', is tlie beginning of the next Psalm. 
Their wickedness stands out as if with fatness. He is showing the greatness of desire, and the 
dullness of tlie body's mind by the word 'fatness'. They have transgressed in the feeling of the heart 
They have done evil as a result of certain dispositions, enthusiasm, and desire, with the result that they 
are not led as if  unwilling to vices, but rather are carried headlong voluntarily. If I said, I will speak 
thus; behold, I should offend against the generation of your children. The sequence in wMch the 
passage is to be understood and the meanhig is tMs: while I myself am accusing in my morning's 
prayers, I found ground to say tMs: if I speak like tMs, and if I want to find out the secrets of God, I 
stare to become a stranger to your children. What do I have in heaven but you and what is there 
upon earth that I desire beside you? TMs is to be read with what the Greeks call emphasis: you have 
prepared such great tilings for me in heaven, but wretched as I was I sought small Üûngs from you on 
earth. Differently: neither in the heavens, nor on earth have I ever sought any other except you.
Psalm 73 [741
®* Matth. 23, 38; Luke. 13, 35.
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The interpretation of Asaph. The interpretation is stated in the title, because a twofold captivity is 
then mentioned, that is, one spiritual and one of die flesh. They set up their signs as signs. And they 
knew not, as if in the result from above, hi this same way die Babylonians setup their signs in your 
temple, puffed up to arrogance in the elation of victory, just as tropliies stripped from die enemy are 
usually set up at the gates of cities by conquerors. Symmachus has translated diis somewhat more 
clearly, saying, 'they placed their signs openly in die open entrance of the gates'.
Psalm 74 [751
And he pours out from one to the other. That is out of the cup of mercy into the cup of punislunents. 
But its dregs were not emptied. In order that he who has heard clemency does not become too 
careless, mercy is mixed with harshness.
Psalm 75 [761
You who shiue so wonderfully from the eternal mountains. Hie Lord does not shine down from die 
valleys but from the mountains: nor are these mountains that have a short life, but diose that are eternal. 
All the foolish of heart are vexed. After God gave the liglit of his teachings to die world through die 
aposdes, every wisdom of that age suddenly appeared to be stupid: and though it attempted to resist 
with struggling admiration, it was nonedieless oppressed. The remainder of thought rejoices in you. 
In die remainder of drought is to be seen die purity of the mind, in winch alone God rejoices gready.
Psalm 76 [77]
At the end for Jeduthun. The Hebrew reads 'through Jeduthun', which means that this Psalm was not 
sung for Jedudiun but by liim. But the phrase which follows: 'A Psalm of Asaph', is not found in die 
true copies of die text. And I said, now I have begun. He replies to his concern that he did not think 
God oversees mortal affairs, and a solution to the question. Aquila has translated it in this way: 'And I 
said, this is my infirmity'. The question that I am considering and worrying about conies from die 
weakness of the mhid. The voice of your thunder was in the circuit. This circuit, or the present age, 
which always turns through the circuits of the years: this should be taken to mean either a righteous 
man, who, though standing one foot on the small earth, strives always for the heights; or indeed more 
simply diat the sound of thunder is hke the rotation of a wheel. In the sea are your ways. Since the 
counsel of God is imknown to mankind, diis is similar to what Solomon says, who says, diat the way of 
a sMp furrowing the sea cannot be known.®^
Psalm 77 [781
82 Wisdom. 5,10.
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And he smote his enemies in the hinder parts: he put them to a perpetual reproach. Some people 
quite wrongly have different interpretations of this verse according to allegory: although it is written 
quite openly in the book of Kings®®, now that time is spoken of, when five Philistine cities were struck 
for shame, wounded in tlieir backs, and as a sign of the pimishment each and every one of the cities put 
up golden mice and placed images of their buttocks in a cart alongside tlie Ark of the Testament.
Psalm 79 [80]
And on the son of mankind, whom you have confirmed for yourself. This is clearly speaking about 
tlie coming of Christ. Then in tlie following verses we find his resurrection mentioned, saying: You 
will make us live, and we will call upon your name.
Psalm 80 [811
The following Psalm is prefaced 'to the presses' under tlie name of Asaph, which is translated as 
'congregation': so as to indicate that all tilings are brought back to refer to God. You called me in 
trouble, and I delivered you. The voice of God speaking is introduced. So he gave them up to their 
own hearts’ lust: and they walked in their own counsels. The apostle takes his example in die 
Epistle to tlie Romans®"* from this verse: and we ought to accept the lesson, lest we become such as to 
be abandoned to our own tlioughts. And if Israel had walked in my ways, I should soon have 
subdued their enemies. Tliis means, it was not a great deed for me to free Israel from die hands of liis 
enemies: but his sins liindered him, and kept me from delivering him. The enemies of the LORD lied 
to him: and their time will endure for ever. Although Israel hed to the Lord, which Aquila has 
translated as, 'the enemies of the Lord will deny him', yet he will remember the promise which he 
made to their fadiers, and will frdfil diis promise: so diat when all of die tribes liave entered, all Israel 
will be saved.®®
Psalm 81 [82]
God stood in the congregation of the gods; yet he judges among the gods. Aldiough God stands in 
die middle of the angels or saints, whom he now calls gods, yet he judges them. But if he judges gods, 
what do you think he will do in die case of sinners? How long will you judge wickedness. The voice 
of God is rebuking. But you shall fall like oue of the princes. One of die princes, either Adam or die 
devil, about whom the Lord says, 'behold Adam has become like one of us'.®®
®® I Sam. c. 5,6.
®"* 1, 24.
®® Rom. 11, 25.
®® Gen. 3.22.
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Psalm 82 [83]
My God, make them as a wheel. Unstable, fluctuating, not founded on any stable foundation.
Psalm 83 1841
My heart and my flesh cried out for the living God. It is difficult considering how tlie flesh of God 
desires equally with tlie heart. Your altars, O LORD of hosts. Tlie subtext is, my spirit has desired, 
and my heart and my flesh. In the valley of tears. The valley of tears is believed by some people to 
represent the present world: which Christ set as an arena of conflict, and to which he himself gave tlie 
crown and blessings, being the law-giver.
Psalm 84 [85]
I will hear what the LORD God will speak against me. It is not a vain prayer that I have prayed: I 
feel God in me speaking: I understand peace is proclaimed to me. Truth has sprung out of the earth. 
Since Christ tlie truth rose from tlie eartli. And righteousness looked down from heaven. So that he 
might have mercy upon mankind, and do good. On account of this our land shall yield her fruit: 
acMeving worthy deeds on account of his many blessings.
Psalm 85 [86]
Preserve my soul; for I am holy. Since he suffers not for his sin but for ours, he asks for tlie Father's 
help, and there is no doubt that this means Clirist. But if you prefer to explain this Psalm as being 
about David, tlien tiiis is tlie meaning: guard my soul, since in tliis matter over wliich I am so hard- 
pressed I have committed nothing worthy of persecution. This can also be read in the seventh Psalm: 
'Lord, if  I did tliis, if  there be iniquity in my hands'.^ ’ Not because he had never done anything wicked, 
but ratlier because he knew he had not done that, for which he is being pmiished.
Psalm 86 [871
The LORD loves the gates of Zion more than all the dwellings of Jacob. More so tlian all the tents 
of the Jews, and the precarious and fortuitous palaces, tlie Lord loves the virtues of the church, tlirough 
which we enter heaven. Glorious things are spoken of you, O city of God. The whole chorus of 
prophets proclaims tliis city. I will make mention of Rahab and Babylon. ‘Raab’ is the name of tlie
87 verse. 4
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prostitute in tlie Book of Joshua, who welcomed the spies; it may also be translated ‘onslaught’, (which 
Aquila expresses as hormema); and, if written with an AIN, it may be taken to mean ‘hunger’. It 
should be noted, tlien, that tlie name ‘Raab’ is here written in the same letters as it is in the Book of 
Joshua: so that we should believe this is spoken more concerning tlie calling of tlie ^  through tlie 
name of the prostitute, than tlirough the pride of Babylon and the captivity of the Jews. Behold 
Philistia, and Tyre, with Ethiopia; these men were born there. It refers to all peoples by 
mentioning just a few tribes, which are gathered together in tlie congregation by their faith. Mother 
Zion, man will say. Instead of 'mother Zion', the seventy translators have translated tliis as: 'will a 
man say ‘Zion’?', since the man ‘ Clirist was bom in that city: but the addition of the Greek letter 
RHO is tlie source of the mistake. And the most high himself established her. It should be noted that 
tlie Son is also called ‘the most High’.
Psalm 87 1881
At the end for Meleth to reply, the understanding of Heman, the Ezrahite. This Psahn relates to 
the end, die Sons of Core chant first, then the whole choir responds with the same words: but tiiis 
Psalm has been composed wisely and intentionally by Heman the Ezrahite tiiat others migjit know how 
to respond to diose who are chanting. Will you show wonders to the dead? shall the doctors arise 
and acknowledge you? The Hebrew word Rafaim eitiier means 'giants', or 'doctors'. Synmiachus has 
translated tiiis verse in this way: 'but will die Rafaim who rebelled against God rise up and 
acknowledge you?'
Psalm 88 1891
The understanding of Heman, the Ezrahite. This Psalm is concluded with the end of the tiiird book 
of Psalms: and tiierefore die 'interpretation' is necessary, since the throne of David is promised once 
again to endure forever, which we meanwliile see to have been already destroyed according to the 
historical sense. You have brought down the proud, as one that is wounded. In place of 'pride' the 
Hebrew has RAAB, die same letters as written above, which Aquila has translated as 'vehemence', 
Symmachus as 'presumption', Theodotion as 'pride', and the Sixdi edition as 'commotion'. Blessed is 
the people that know the joyful sound. He has written 'joyful somid' instead of'victory'. Perhaps it is 
because the joyfid man, offerhig ardess sounds, by no means makes a difference of meaning by liis 
words: that he says tiiat those men are blessed, who understand with a keen ntind both the hidden 
prophecy about Clirist, and also his sacramente which were liidden. Then you spoke in vision to your 
sons. All other translators have chosen to translate tiiis as 'to your saints'. Tlien the Sixtii edition has 
'prophets' instead of 'sons': but it refers to tiiat prophecy which was made to liim by Natiian die prophet. 
I have exalted one chosen out of my people. I have found David my servant. By the name 'David' 
we understand the passage to concern Clirist. Also I made him my firstborn. This is more clearly 
speaking about Clirist. And his throne as the sun before me. We must ask how it is that the tiirone 
either of David, or of Christ might endure with die sun and the moon: it cannot be understood easily in
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any of the ways above. But you have cast off and abhorred, you have put off your anointed. The 
Father cast off and despised tlie Son, when he deserted him in his suffering, when he said, 'God, my 
God, why have you forsaken me?'.^ * But he put him off: so that the saints would wait expectantly for 
his coming in majesty at doomsday, in the belief that he would then reign. Let it be, let it be. Note 
tliat tlie tliird book ends here with the word 'Amen'.
Psalm 89 [901
Our years will be thought of as a web. Just as tlie webs of spiders are vain and worthless, and are 
destroyed by the slightest touch, so too our weak life is very close to death. Aquila has translated this 
passage in a better way, saying 'our lives are shnilar to a man speaking': presmnably because like a 
human utterance our lives perish even as they exist. Make your right hand thus known to me, and 
make them wise in heart with wisdom. Symmachus has translated tliis better, he says, 'make our 
days thus known, so that we miglit come wise-hearted. He is pmying therefore, tliat God will show to 
us the length of our life, so that we may be able to prepare ourselves with wise hearts for his 
judgement.
Psalm 90 [91]
He will dwell in the protection of God of heaven. Instead of God of heaven, the Hebrew lias one 
word for tlie Lord: 'Saddai': which we also read translated in Ezekiel.®® But 'Saddai' has been translated 
by Aquila as hikanon?^ And the whip will not come near your house. Instead of wliip however, 
Aquila and Symmachus have translated 'leprosy'. But we should ask therefore, if  the whip or the 
leprosy do not come near the houses of the righteous, why do we always see their houses afflicted by 
various troubles. We can answer this in tliis way: it does not come from tlie wrath of God, as tlie wratli 
against Pharaoh, but from temptations, so tliat all those who are approved are made most public. 
Because he has set his hope in me, therefore I will deliver him. God is introduced speaking about 
the righteous, who places liis hope in him, since he will deliver him. Alternatively he might be 
speaking about Christ, as many people choose to believe.
Psalm 92 [931
This Psalm has no title according to the Hebrews. But it does contain a prophecy concerning the reign 
of Christ: in which he comes first into the world with humility, then will come afterwards in majesty.
Psalm 93 [94]
““M atth.27,46. I
®® 10, 5. LXX !
i.e. ‘sufficient’ i
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Tliis Psalm has no title according to tlie Hebrew tradition: therefore it is not necessary to discuss the 
title. He that planted the ear, shall he not hear? he that formed the eye, shall he not see? And so 
on. But it has been put most elegantly in that having said, 'he who planted tlie ear', he does not add 
'Does he not have ears himself?' and 'he who fixed his eye', he does not add, 'Does he not have eyes 
himself?' But rather, 'will he himself not hear and see?', so that he might show that virtues he in 
hearing and seeing God, not in the sense-organs tliemselves.
Psalm 94 [95]
For God is the great Lord. If Jesus Christ is tlie one Lord, but tlie Lord here is said to be a great God: 
then Christ tfie Lord is a great God.
Psalm 95 [96]
This Psalm also has no superscription. Give to the LORD, O you fatherland of the people. Instead 
of fatherland, some people have translated suggeneias, tliat is relations. But the peoples are mustered 
to the church of Clirist when Israel is openly despised. Bring offerings, and come into his courts. 
These are the sacrifices, that the apostle mentions, saying, 'a hving sacrifice, pleasing to God'.®^  And 
tlie Lord says, 'If you will offer your gift upon the altar'.®^  For he rebuked the sphere of the world, 
that it shall not be moved. Rebuked, since it had been corrupted by the error of demons. Let the 
heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad. If the angels rejoice over one man doing repentance, how 
much more will tliey when all people have been converted?
Psalm 96 [97]
A fire will go before him. So üiat it bums up liis adversaries® ,^ or that it tests tlie work of every man.®^  
And let all his angels revere him. The apostle to the Hebrews has used this verse.®  ^ You that love 
the LORD, hate evil. It is impossible for two loves, one of good and one of evil, to co-exist. But tlie 
expression is ambiguous as to whether he, who loves God, should hate a wicked tiling, or hate the evil 
devil.
Psalm 97 1981
Botli this Psalm and the previous one have no superscription.
Psalm 98 [99]
®^ Rom. 12, 1. 
®^Mattli. 5, 23. 
®^ Is. 26, 11.
®‘‘ I Cor. 3, 13. 
®^ c. 1, V. 6.
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The king's strength also loves judgement Aquila has translated it in this way: 'and the power of a 
kmg loved judgement'. The meaning is this: through judgement wickedness is pmiished: and when 
wickedness has been punished, die greatness of the king is increased. And worship at his footstool. 
Certain people believe that the footstool ought to be imderstood as being the flesh of Ids anointed, 
which also ought to be worshipped with the Word. But a better understanding would be to interpret 
dds by tropology: so that just as die dirone of God is called die heavens, so too the footstool becomes 
the earth, or the power, which subjects to hhn things heaveidy and earthly. And worship at his holy 
hill. Tlds is die holy mountain, winch wounded die king of Tyre.®®
Psalm 99 [100]
It is he that made us, and not we ourselves. Tins is plirased better hi die Hebrew: 'He himself has 
made us, and we are Ins'.
Psalm 100 [101]
In the morning I destroyed all the sinners of the land. ‘Morning’ means the swift and the pressing 
nature of the affair: he did not permit sin to last for long, but as soon as he knew it was diere, he killed 
it. Tins is just as God said diat he had sent his prophets, arriving when die dawn was approacliing, diat 
is, quickly. That I cut off all wicked doers from the city of the LORD. The apostle says this too: 
remove wickedness from your midst'.®^  If die city of the Lord is the church of Clirist, whoever does 
wickedness, must be expelled from die city of God.
Psalm 101 [102]
A prayer of the poor, when he is overwhelmed, and pours out his prayer in the sight of the
LORD. Just as diis Psalm seems to have a assumed person, so too some people would like to see odier 
Psalms as bemg written by David, with persons ascribed to diem, mider whose names they are to be 
understood. But the poor man became poor for our sake although he was rich beforehand, die apostie 
teaches.®®
Psalm 102 [103]
Who heals all your diseases; Who redeems your life from destruction. All of these qualities, which 
are known to be curative to die soul, the Lord Jesus Christ provided both spiritually and physically.
Psalm 103 [104]
®® Ezech. 28, 16. (LXX)
®" I Cor. 5. 13.
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The deep was a garment of his clothing. The clothing of God is not the deep, as many wrongly 
believe. But according to the Hebrew manuscripts his garments must be understood as being of the 
feminine gender, as if the word 'earth' is presupposed here, since all the lands of tlie earth are closed in 
by the seas, and all tilings are encompassed by the waters. The waters will stand above the 
mountains. At your rebuke they will flee. All these things hold good according to the Mstorical 
interpretation: since tlie waves of the sea rise up in the likeness of the mountains, and then again they 
recede in the likeness of a valley. But tlie following interpretation is in the allegorical mode. You 
made the darkness, and it is night: wherein all the beasts of the forest do creep forth. The 
liistorical sense of tins passage is evident, since animals prefer to be active at night, avoid men's traps 
in die darkness, and as soon as the sun has risen, they return to their lairs. It could however be seen 
anagogically as relating to the niglit of this present age: for when a man lias been surrounded by 
wickedness, the beasts, tiiat is wicked powers attack hhn, and seek food for themselves; but when 
through conversion and repentance the true tight has begmi to rise up in his body, then the beasts will 
recede, and return to their lairs. As for the fact that he says the beasts seek food for tliemselves from 
God, he means, that the beasts tike to eat no others more than tiie righteous. Man goes forth to his 
work. When tlie beasts have returned to their caves, and the smi has risen, tlien man immediately goes 
to his work. O LORD, how manifold are your works! in wisdom you made them all. If he made 
tiiem all in wisdom, where are those who criticise their creator, on tlie grounds tiiat he made the snakes, 
lizards, fleas, bugs, and other insects of that type, which are superfluous or to be harmful? So is this 
great and wide sea, wherein are things creeping innumerable, both small and great beasts. The 
sea of this age is of great expanse: and all that are in it are called reptiles, and tiiere are a great number 
of them. There are also smaller animals alongside tlie big ones in the sea, so that none sliould presume 
liis own greatness, as long as he is in the expansive sea of his own time, however big it is, he should 
still know tiiat he is a reptile. There the ships will cross. There crosses the sliip, whose trace 
according to Solomon, cannot be found.®® And notice, how carefiilly he said ‘tlie dragon’, wliich is 
described in tiiis verse: There is that dragon, whom you made for its sport. This dragon has been 
created for tiiis reason, so as to be mocked by children, as Isaiah says.’®® Differently; the dragon has 
been made, so that it might play m the sea and rule for ever.
Psalm 104 [105]
Alleluia. Even until this age it is tiie custom of tlie Jews tiiat tliey assign Alleluia to no other Psalm 
when they read it aloud, except to one that has the superscription or subscription of Alleluia in the 
Psalter. But we are accustomed to using the word indifferently, saying Alleluia even in the Psalms, 
wliich eitiier fulfil the true Mstoiy, or tlirough repentance bemoan with tears, or demand victory over 
enemies, or pray that we be freed from troubles. As far as tiie fact that we say it once, it must be noted 
in all instances, that wherever an Alleluia is placed at tiie beginning of a Psalm, it is again written at tiie
®® 2 Cor. 8. 9.
®® Wis. 5,10.
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end of that Psahn. And tliere are many who do not know tliis and think that this is the beginning of the 
following Psahn for tliis reason, which is quite wrong. Then too you will sometimes find that Alleluia 
is written twice at the beginning of the one Psalm, which means that one should be at the end of the 
previous Psalm, and the other belongs at the start of the following. When he went from one nation to 
another, from one kingdom to another people. It is said to Abraham: 'leave your country, and from 
your kindred'.’®’ Touch not mine anointed. Let it be known tliat they were called anointed even 
before tlie anointing, from wliich we observe that tlie anointing was not so much of oil, but of die 
Spirit.
Psalm 105 [106]
They sang his praise. He speaks of tliat song, which is in the Book of Exodus: 'Praise the Lord, for he 
has triumphed gloriously'.’®^ They made a calf in Horeb, and worshipped the molten image. 
Josephus dehberately omits this passage in his books on Archaeology.’®® Therefore he lifted up his 
hand against them, to overthrow them in the wilderness. The raising of tlie hand shows the action 
of an angry and violent man. And repented according to the multitude of his mercies. He gave 
them over to be pitied and to compassion. He is speaking about various captivities, when they were 
released from captivity by Cyrus of Babylon: and Darius later confirms this act of kindness, and then 
also Artaxerxes after hhn. Ptolemy also released captives from Egypt back to Judea, which the 
Macedonians took prisoner. And let all the people say, let it be. The end of the fourth book has only 
one Amen, although tliere are two written in the Greek.
Psalm 106 [107]
Such as sit in darkness and in the shadow of death, being bound in poverty and iron. These are 
tlie poor, who are mentioned in tlie twentieth and the first Psalm: 'tlie poor will eat and they will be 
satiated'.’®"’ Tliey are in chains and m darkness, to whom Isaiali also preaches, saying, 'go forth, show 
yourselves'.’®® And so the allegoiy in this passage is very evident: for we do not read that the Jews 
were bound in the wilderness and in darkness. They that go down to the sea in ships, that do 
business in great waters; These see the works of the LORD. The temptations by which we are 
shaken daily are indicated by the metaphor of the sea, waves and of storms. Those who is wise, and 
will observe these things, even they shall understand the lovingkindness of the LORD. This is 
similar to tliat wliich is said at the end of Hosea, from wliich we learn that although those things wliich 
are written seem to bear an liistorical sense, in fact they demand a spiritual miderstanding.’®®
’®® 11 , 6 -8?
’®’ Gen. 12,1. 
’®^Ex. 15, 1. 
’®®Lib. 3, c. 5. 
’®"’Ps. 21,27. 
’®® Is. 49, 9.
’®® c. 14, V. 10.
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Psalm 107 [108]
Over Edom will I cast out my shoe. Instead of 'cast out', Aquila has trai^lated 'cast forth', since 
clearly Edom has been subjected by him. But Edom may be translated as tlie 'of the land', or 'bloodied'. 
The whole Psalm moreover can be seen in a double sense to pertain either to David, since he ruled over 
Üiese peoples with God's help; or to Christ, that we should understand tlie many virtues of the Church 
in tlie translation of die Hebrew names.
Psalm 108 [109]
And let the devil stand at his right hand. Instead of the devil, in Hebrew is written 'satan', which is 
translated as 'adversary'. The word devil is in fact a Greek word’®’, wliich we can translate as meanmg 
an accuser. And let his prayer become sin. For when he repented his betrayal, he hanged liimself 
with a noose. That they may know that this is your hand; that you, LORD, hast done it. Let 
Pilate, Herod, and the Jews know that I have suffered not by their power, but by your will, nor did I 
drink unwillingly from die cup, which I drained happily, when I knew this was what was to be done. 
Not my will, but yours: diat is, not the will of man which I had assumed, but the will of God.
Psalm 109 [110]
The LORD said to my Lord. The first noun ‘Lord’ is die tetragrammaton, which is proper to God. 
The odier noun ‘Lord’ is common to others also, by it kings and other men are sometimes called. And 
if  die Arian heresy should wish to confront us and to argue on die basis of the difference of names that 
the Son was lesser and die Fadier was greater, we would answer diat the lower name was 
appropriate.’®® The be^nning will be with you in the day of your power, in the splendour of the 
saints. The beginning is however always with Christ: and also in the day when by his incarnation he 
conquers the enemy, he has always an meffable origin to his nature. But diis beginning and dtis virtue 
indeed grow brighter when in the state of war, when the saints, that is, tiiose who believe in him, have 
rejoiced in his leadersliip. He drinks of the brook in the way: therefore he lifted up the head. On 
account of the similarity of the Hebrew letters, where the seventy translators liave translated 'head', can 
also be read as 'chief. Elija also drank from the brook. And our Lord endured, overcame and 
oppressed in his suffering the waters stirred up by the whirlwind of our age, and by the many vices of 
die world, being hungry and drinking for our sake, and lifting up our head.
Psalm 110 11111
Tliis is die first Psahn written according to die order of the alphabet: even though many believe that die 
twenty-fourth Psahn and the thirty-sixth Psalm also were written in Hebrew according to die sequence
1 0 7
1 0 8
Hier, "diabolus". 
cf. v .l
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of the alphabet. But some letters are missing in them, are superfluous: and sometimes although the 
one verse is short, another is greater by a variable lengtli. For this reason I tliink this was more tlie 
result of the observation of those reading the Psalms, than to do with the intention of the author. 
Finally, the Seventy Translators though, feeling some doubt, refused to include tlie Hebrew letters into 
their translation.
Psalm 111 11121
This Psalm too, just like the previous one, is written according to the order of alphabet. And in this 
way it is ethical, teacliing us morality, and tlirough the beginnings of the letters it brings us towards 
greater thmgs. hi these two Psalms tlie smaller verses make up tlie length of the Hebrew sentence, 
which is contrived in tlie one hundred and eighteenth Psalm: where in that Psalm one letter is used, 
here two different ones are used consecutively according to the order of the alphabet.
Psalm 112 11131
Praise you children the LORD. Here tlie cliildren are encouraged to praise, about whom tlie Saviour 
says in Isaiah, 'Here I am and the cliildren, whom tlie Lord has given to me'.’®® The praising of God is 
fulfilled and completed fi*om the moutlis of infants and weaning children.
Psalm 113 [114]
What ails you, O you sea, that you fled? you Jordan, that you were driven back? He questions 
insensible tilings as if  they were sensible, as to why their nature has changed. Tremble, you earth, at 
the presence of the Lord. The Psalmist liimself answers on their behalf that all things happen in the 
sight of God, since he is the creator of all. The heaven, even the heavens, are the LORD'S: but the 
earth has he given to the children of men. Where there is no crime, higher than all heights, there the 
Lord lives: but he gives the most lowly and despised places to mankind to inhabit.
Psalm 114 [116]
I will please the LORD in the land of the living. Instead of 'I will please', tlie Hebrew has 'I will 
walk'. Even in Genesis it is written about Enoch: 'Enoch walked witli God, and he was taken'.” ® Not, 
'it was pleasing to God' as is written in our manuscripts.
’®®Is. 8,18. 
” ® Gen. 5, 24.
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Psalm 115 [116]
The ftftli and sixtli editions place this Psalm togetlier wiüi the previous ones: but Symmachus and the 
seventy translators separate them. I said in the excess of my mind, every man is a liar. Where we 
read 'liar', in Hebrew it is written KIVZHB: wliich Symmachus has translated as 'a lie', but the fifth 
edition lias it as 'falls short'. Therefore it does not so much mean tliat all men are liars, as mean tliat all 
mankind is a lie and is falling away: since he passes by quickly, and walks hi a mere likeness, and like 
a shadow our life comes to an end within a brief time-span. I will take the cup of salvation, and call 
upon the name of the LORD. In return for this benefice, tlie fact that God has graced my soul, since 
he made me from nothing, what else can I do, except but offer it to my creator seeing as it was he who 
gave it? I will pay my vows to the LORD. He says that he will praise after death, and tliat dealli 
should not be thouglit of as an end. Precious in the sight of the LORD is the death of his saints. In 
tlie law death both is defiled, and defiles: tiierefore he is prophesying about tlie martyrs of the gospel.
Psalm 116 [117]
O praise the LORD, all you nations. Wliere we read 'praise the Lord', in Hebrew is written 'alleluia'. 
Psalm 117 11181
O Lord, deliver me. This is what is written in tlie Gospel, since when the Lord entered Jemsalem 
children took up palm leaves, and those walking before him cried out together, 'Hosanna upon liigli, 
blessed is he who comes in tiie name of the Lord', tliis is taken from this veiy Psalm. And where we 
read soson de that is, 'deliver (me)', in Hebrew is written as OSIANNA.
Psalm 118 11191
The whole of this Psalm is written according to the order of the alphabet’” : thus tlie eight verses begin 
with one letter, and the following eight are again headed by the next letter, and this is repeated until the 
end. But Jospehus says in his books of Jewish Antiquities”  ^ that this Psalm and the song in 
Deuteronomy are composed in the same meter. And he tliinks that the elegiac meter can be discerned 
in each, since the first verse has six feet, and tlie pentameter smaller by one foot finishes tlie verse.
Psalm 119 [120]
’” i.e. as an acrostic
In Jerome, ^Books o f Archaiologias’
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The fifteen Psalms of Ascent conduct us by degrees, so to speak, to tlie top of the Lord, 'behold, now 
bless the Lord, all servants of the Lord, in the courts of his house'.” ® And since tliere is widespread 
discussion over this Psalm by many people, it is of little purpose to speak of minor affairs instead of 
more weighty ones. In my distress I cried to the LORD, and he heard me. Tliree matters are briefly 
discussed in tliis one verse: trouble, prayers, and listening. Sharp arrows of the mighty, with 
desolatorean coals. Instead of desolatorean coals, in Hebrew tliere is arkeuthinois, tliat is ‘of juniper’. 
I also believe there to be desolatorean coals in Isaiah, which he brings up to his lips, so that he might 
purge the vices which he lias amassed either by speaking or being silent on account of fear. So here he 
prays for a similar coal: so that a coal from tlie altar of God might be given to him, which miglit keep 
his sins to a minimum on liis lips, tliat is, make him a stranger to sins.
Psalm 120 [121]
The sun shall not burn you by day, nor the moon by night. The righteous man is neither able to be 
elated by good fortune, nor dejected by sorrows. Botli at night and during the day, that is by the light 
of the sun, or by the moon.
Psalm 121 [122]
I was glad at the things they said to me. Since he had heard in the last Psalm, 'tlie Lord guard your 
entrance and your exit', now tiierefore he says that he is -^[<W, because his entry into the Lord's house 
lias been promised liim. Whose participation is in itself. Tliis is die building of a sacred city, if it 
participates in every part of itself, and if  its members are mutually concerned for each other.
Psalm 122 [123]
To you I lifted up mine eyes, O you that dwell in the heavens. You must note, tliat through each of 
these Psalms there are, as it were, furtlier advances in the ascent. He who said in the first, 'I called to 
tlie Lord in my distress': and in tlie second tliat he had lifted his eyes to the mountains: also that he was 
happy, since his entry into the house of tlie Lord was promised him: now he moves on to greater 
matters, so tliat he raises his eyes to God liimself, who lives in heaven.
Psalm 123 [124]
Then our soul crossed the waters. This is written better in Hebrew: 'tlie torrent rushed over our soul'. 
Since many surges of temptations gushed over his soul, but they were not able to kill his soul as the 
righteous man says, if it had not been the LORD who was on our side, now may Israel say; Then 
the waters had overwhelmed us. The word anupostaton in Greek is ambiguous, and it can mean tliat 
it does not stend still, and tliat it is irresistible, tliat no one is able to bear it. Instead of this Aquila,
” ®Ps. 133 I
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Syiiiniachus, Theodotion, and all tlie translators agree, translating 'proud' waters and 'boastM' instead 
of anupostaton.
Psalm 124 [125]
For the rod of the wicked shall not rest upon the lot of the righteous. Instead of rod, tlie Hebrew 
has 'sceptre'. This is therefore what we are seeking: lead us not into temptation, which we are not able 
to bear. As for such as turn aside to their obligations, the LORD shall lead them forth. Instead of 
obligations, Aquila has translated diaplokas, Symmachus lias skoliotetas, and the fifth edition 
diestrammenas.
Psalm 125 [126]
We were made like them that were comforted, histead of 'comforted', all other editions have 
translated the same: 'dreamers'. And tlie choice of dreamers is most elegant: for happiness is not yet 
fulfilled, while the remnants are held in captivity.
Psalm 126 [127]
This Psahn is named witli the superscription of Solomon, so that tlie builder of the temple himself 
teaches that his building was worth nothing without the help of tiie Lord. You who eat the bread of 
sorrow. Instead of sorrow, Theodotion and the fifth edition liave translated 'idols', the sixth has 'error'. 
The meaning tiierefore according to tiie literal interpretation: that is, 'you run at dawn to tiie temple 
witliout cause, and believe tliat you are worshipping God, you who also worship idols equally, and eat 
unclean bread'. As arrows are in the hand of a mighty man; so are children of those who are 
expelled. He calls ‘expelled’ tiiose who are prompt and girt for battle. Tliis is the same word which 
has been used by the seventy translators in tiie book of Ezra. Happy is the man that has his desire 
full of them. Instead of desire, the Hebrew has 'quiver': so tliat, having previously written ‘arrows’ as 
an image for the saint, he may now bring on a quiver to be filled with those arrows.
Psalm 128 [129]
The LORD is righteous: he has cut asunder the necks of the wicked. Instead of necks the Hebrew 
has 'cords' or 'chains'. Tliis makes the meaning like this: they had walled me in on all sides with their 
plots, and now held me vanquished, yet all bonds liave been released witli the aid of the Lord.
Psalm 131 [132]
LORD, remember David, and all his customs: as he swore to the LORD. Instead of 'as' tiie 
Hebrew has 'who'. The meaning therefore is this: Lord, remember David, and all his kindness: he who
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swore to the Lord, and gave prayer to the God of Jacob. Lo, we heard of it at Ephratah. The area of 
Betlilehem is even to this day still called Ephratah: tlie other scriptures bear witness to this fact. I will 
abundantly bless her widow: I will satisfy her poor with bread. Instead of widow, that is chem, 
both the Hebrew and the seventy translators liave therm. But on account of the strangeness of the 
word and tlie exchange of one letter, little by little thera became replaced with chera: precisely because 
tlie poor are mentioned in tlie following verse. Syimnachus and Aquila liave translated thera as 
"rations'. But upon himself shall my saintliness flourish. Instead of 'saintliness' tlie Hebrew has 
NAZER, which Aquila translates as 'consecrated': and it means a leaf of gold, which is tied on the 
forehead of a priest, with the name of tlie Lord engraved on it.
Psalm 132 [133]
It is like the precious ointment upon the head, that ran down upon Aaron's beard. Aaron should 
be read in the Genitive case: that is, 'that ran down onto the beard of Aaron'. As the dew of Ahermon, 
and as the dew that descended upon the mountains of Zion. Ahermon is translated as anathema. 
Tlie mountain itself, which by a change of the word is also called Hermon and Sanir, consecrated to 
idols, and covered with the constant blood o f enemies. What he is saying then, is this: all grace and 
power of idolatry, and sublimation and splendour of worship should go to the mountain of Zion, that is 
to the church of Christ.
Psalm 133 [134]
In the halls of the house of our God. This verse is not in tlie Hebrew manuscripts, nor in any edition, 
or even found in tlie seventy translators' version, but it seems to me that it has been added to tliis Psalm 
from tlie following one. The LORD that made heaven and earth bless you out of Zion. Tliis is a 
fitting end to the songs of ascents, concluding the Psalm with a benediction.
Psalm 134 [135]
For the LORD has chosen Jacob to himself, and Israel for his peculiar treasure. Except for tlie 
Holy Scriptures none of the outwardly learned men have used the word periousio, that is 'treasure'. 
Therefore the meaning of the plirase is difficult to know, since the word, by which we miglit know the 
meaning, is unclear on account of its strangeness. Aquila moreover and the fiftli edition have 
translated it similarly. Symmachus alone has 'peculiar', that is exaireton, wliich is written in Hebrew as 
SVGVLLA, and which can be better rendered in Latin as 'peculium'” .^ He brought the clouds from 
the ends of the earth. These are the clouds, that tiie Lord coimtiands not to rain down upon sinners” ®, 
and which are gathered from fishermen and the most lowly of men. He made lightnings for the rain.
i.e. ‘private property’
” ®Is. 5, 6
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When the apostles and prophets speak, their brightness illuminates the world. He brought the wind 
out of his treasuries. Diverse are graces of the spirit, brought forth from the Father and the Son and 
the Holy Spirit.
Psalm 135 [136]
O give confession to the LORD; for he is good. Confession is written instead of praise, as in tlie 
verse saying, 'I confess to you. Lord Fatlier of heaven and Earth.'” ® Tliis Psalm Üiough is similar to the 
previous one, praising God first for his creations, then for his blessings: that is, first in general, then 
more specifically. The Lord who remembered us in our low estate. Here humility is written not 
instead of kindness, but instead of trouble.
Psalm 136 [137]
By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down and we w ept This Psalm can be miderstood in tliree 
different ways: firstly as concerning the captivity of the Jews, when they were taken to Babylon, and 
tliere mocked by many means; secondly as concerning the sinners, who are handed to the devil's 
command when they are expelled from the church; and thirdly as concerning an early captivity, as 
certahi people believe, by which a once-noble race was led into the valley of tears. We hanged our 
harps upon the willows in the midst thereof. He who sits by the rivers of Babylon and remembers 
Zion is not able to hold in liis tears, nor must he despair deep down from all hope of salvation. But the 
willow is a fruitless tree, wliich always prefers damp, sodden rainy conditions. Thus it would be the 
same for us, were we saints: if  we surrendered ourselves to vices, to lust, and lasciviousness, we would 
then hang from the fruitless tree tlie instruments wliich we once used to sing to God. Sing us one of the 
songs of Zion. Tlie proud winner desires tliat sport and entertainment be provided for him from tlie 
songs of God. How shall we sing the LORD'S song in a strange land? When our flesh serves only 
vices and sms, even tlie eartli is tlien made foreign to us, and we can no longer sing to God. 
Remember, O LORD, the children of Edom. Read the prophet Obadiali, and there you will find tliat 
the Idmiiaeans rejoiced m tlie day of the capture of the Jews, and standing in tlie way to capture tiiose 
who were fleeing, so tliat none was able to escape. But since Edom is translated as 'of land' or 'lacking', 
you must always miderstand this as concerning opposing and enemy armies, so that nothhig remahis in 
the church or in Jemsalem. O wretched daughter of Babylon. Instead of tlie Genitive case tlie 
Hebrew has tlie vocative. The apostrophe is directed at Babylon, so tliat tlie meaning is this: O 
daughter Babylon. Aquila and Synmiachus liave translated 'wretched' as 'devastated' and 'laid waste'. 
Happy shall he be, that rewards you as you have rewarded us. This means Cyms, it is said, who 
brought Babylon imder his power, and who fought fiercely against the Chaldeans until he was old and 
could hurt tliem no more, and first sent back tlie captured of Israel to Judea. Alternatively, every saint 
renders to Babylon her reward; he leads captive her who liad once held liim captive; and smashed tlie
” ® Mattli. 11,25. Luke. 10,21.
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first unclean tlioughts against tlie rock, (for tlie rock is Clirist), lest they increase and increase and 
coming of age resist him witli more strengtli tlian before, and are tlien not able to be destroyed.
Psalm 138 [139]
Your knowledge has become too wonderful for me. Syimnachus lias translated tliis much more 
clearly as, 'your knowledge eludes me', that is, I cannot know your secrets, and my mind is not able to 
enter into tlie deptli of your wisdom. Whither shall I go from your spirit? or whither shall I flee 
from your presence? But how can I understand your knowledge, when all tilings are in you, and there 
is notliing tliat can flee you, and everywhere is your Spirit? From tliis we deduce tliat there is a God 
who is wholly omnipresent. If I ascend up into heaven, you are there: if I go down into hell, 
behold, you are there. Etc. No height is higher than you, no depth lower than you: east and west are 
held in your hands. And I said. Surely the darkness shall cover me; even the night shall be my light 
in times of trouble. In the Hebrew text the meaning is this: and I said, perchance the darkness will 
cover me: in contrast though night herself was a hght for you, since nothing can hide you. Symmachus 
has translated this better, saying, 'and night is a light about me'. The following verses also seem to 
continue this idea. The darkness hides not from you; but the night shines as the day: just as his 
darkness, so is his light Tliat is, all things are so well known, fliat are thought to be hidden from you, 
that they are made clearer than light. You have welcomed me in my mother's womb. The fifth 
edition has translated it tliis way: 'you have fasliioned me in my mother's womb'. Your eyes did see my 
substance, yet being im perfect Imperfect here is written instead of disordered: since God knows the 
elements of a man, even before he is formed in tlie womb. And in your book all are written. And this 
is because none is bom witliout tlie will o f God, and none escapes his notice. The days will be 
formed, yet there is none in them. Symmachus has translated tliis passage in tlüs way: 'tlie days in 
which tliey are created, not even one is missing from tliem.' And this is the meaning: Every lifetime, to 
wMcli from its veiy beginning a set course is assigned, runs on to a specified end. And not one day is 
more or less than you, O Creator, have wanted it to be. But according to the seventy translators and 
tlius the more spiritual understanding, the meaning is this: it is you who shape all from day to day, and 
it is your will tliat all should be children of the day: but there is no man who is made exempt from sin, 
and tlirough this fault becomes a son of the night. And none of them perform deeds wortliy of the light 
of that day at every time in their life. The apostle speaks of this to those who have ceased to be sons of 
niglit, saying, 'but we, brothers, are not the sons of night, but of day'.” ’
Psalm 139 [140]
The circuit of them that compass me about, let the mischief of their own lips cover them. Tliis is a 
prophecy of punislunents against the wicked: tliat tlie plots, which they have prepared with great labour 
against tlie righteous, will fall back on tliem.
117 Thess. 5, 5.
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Psalm 140 [141]
Let the righteous rebuke me in kindness: and let him reprove me; the oil of sinners shall not 
anoint my head. It is better to be rebuked by a righteous man, than to be praised by a sinner. Since 
until now even my prayer has been sweet to them. So much do they consider all tilings to be 
contemptible, tliat tliey even make game out of my prayer, and ridicule me, since I beg mercy from 
God. As the fatness of the earth breaks out over the earth, our bones are scattered beside hell. 
Symmachus lias translated this passage in tliis way: 'as a farmer when he cleaves the earth, so are our 
bones dissipated in tlie moutli of hell'. Let sinners fall into his own nets. We are better to read 'their' 
instead of 'liis', so that the meaning is this: sinner will fall into tlieir own nets: so that they themselves 
might feel the tricks, wliich they have prepared for the innocent.
Psalm 143 [144]
Blessed be the LORD my God, which teaches my hands to war. Tliis can be understood as 
concerning both a spiritual and a physical war, in which our enemies are vanquished for us by God. 
Who subdue my people under me. This can refer to David also, who reigned over the tribes in Judea; 
but it is perhaps better understood as concerning the apostles, tlirough whom the people of God were 
subjected.
Psalm 144 [145]
This Psahn too is written in Hebrew according to the order of the alpliabet, and it is written in tlie same 
meter, in which tlie 118*’' is written. But tliere is a difference between tliat one and tliis, because that 
one contains eight verses under each letter, and tins Psalm has only one verse each. It must be noted 
too that in the seventy translators' text the letter NUN has been added, and this is not found in the 
Hebrew versions. It contains tliis verse: 'tlie Lord is faithfrd in all of his words, and holy in all liis 
deeds'. The LORD is good to all: and his mercies are over all his works, we can use tliis Psalm 
against the Novatianists, as none is outside salvation. But as the Lord has mercy in all liis deeds, the 
rigliteous should duly be praised, since he takes pity on his beasts of burden. The LORD upholds all 
that fail, and raises up all those that are bowed down. Both before they fall he gives them help, in 
case they should be carried headlong to their death. And when they slip, he upholds them. And he 
upholds not just some of them, but all: the adulterer, the fornicator, the murderer, can all obtain 
salvation if tliey repent. And tlie heresies are torn apart, which repudiate the pardoning of greater 
crimes.
Psalm 145 [146]
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Put not your trust in princes, nor in the son of men, in whom there is no help. And so on. Do not
put your trust in princes, since being mortals and men, they also die in the end, and all hope wliich we 
have in them, is suddenly taken along widi tliem. Which executes judgment for those suffering 
wickedness. If we happen to suffer a wicked judge, let us reread this verse, and let us trust tliat we 
have a righteous judge. But the way of the wicked he destroys. Note here tliat it is not the wicked 
tliemselves tliat are turned upside down, but the way of tlie wicked.
Psalm 146 [147]
Praise you the LORD: for it is good to sing praises. Instead of 'praise tlie Lord', tlie Hebrew lias 
ALLELUIA. Instead of which die fifdi edition lias 'pmise lA', tiiat is the Lord. lA  is one of tiie ten 
names of God. And he binds up their wounds. This is the Samaritan from the Gospel” ®, who dressed 
the wounds of a half-dead man, and poured on the ointment of m erg, and took him back to his church, 
and gave him to the bishops to be cured. HERE ENDS THE EXCERPTA DE PSALTERIO.
Luke. 10, 33.
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